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Abstract

Instrumentation and Method Development for Efficient DNP in Electron Spin-Spin

Coupled Systems.

by

Kan Allan Tagami

Solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a powerful technique that gives ac-

cess to molecular structures and dynamics not accessible via other methods. However,

the Achilles heal of NMR is the inherently low polarization of nuclei in a magnetic field

in temperatures above the milli-Kelvin range, resulting in very poor sensitivity compared

to other forms of spectroscopy. Fortunately, the much larger polarization of a param-

agnetic electron can be transferred to the nuclei in a process known as dynamic nuclear

polarization (DNP). However, the efficiency of state of the art DNP techniques drops of

significantly at high magnetic fields >5T and fast magic angle spinning (MAS)– condi-

tions favourable for high resolution NMR spectroscopy. Furthermore the scope of state

of the art DNP methodology has been limited to a narrow set of paramagnetic electrons,

pulse sequences, and instrumentation, which has limited the widespread applicability of

DNP

This dissertation will seek to enhance the efficiency of DNP high magnetic field and

fast MAS via electron spin analysis and manipulation of the coupled electron spin net-

work. Advanced DNP instrumentation was also developed and applied to novel DNP

systems in an effort to expand the scope of DNP to presently ”exotic” paramagnetic

systems.

In an effort to rationalize DNP performance of current state of the art DNP radicals,

an electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) case study was undertaken that revealed a
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previously unknown distribution of magnetic spin-spin exchange coupling. The origin

of this distribution was rationalized to be rotamer states via DFT calculations, and its

effect on DNP was elucidated via quantum mechanical DNP simulations.

The magnetic properties of the spin system is only half the recipe for DNP, as µw

irradiation of the EPR transitions is also necessary to facilitate polarization transfer.

Thus, we have also developed a new method for shaped µw irradiation to boost the

efficiency of DNP under MAS. This technique promises to be even more efficient compared

to standard µw irradiation at higher temperatures, higher magnetic fields, and at higher

µw power as new µw source technology is developed.

Finally, we have developed a new versatile cryogen free dual EPR/DNP probe for in

situ EPR and NMR analysis of non-traditional DNP systems. This probe been designed

to provide optimal µw (EPR) and radiofrequency (NMR) performance simultaneously for

a broad range of nuclei and electron centers. This system has been used to analyze and

demonstrate DNP between paramagnetic centers of different spin quantum number for

the first time, opening up an entirely new avenues of DNP methodology using hetero-spin

systems. The versatility of this system also allows testing of novel DNP instrumentation,

as well as addition of various capabilities to enable a wide range of magnetic resonance

experiments including ENDOR and light activated DNP.

ix
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Objectives

In 1922 the Stern-Gerlach experiment demonstrated that nuclei have an intrinsic

”spin” angular momentum property that can impart a small magnetic moment to the

nuclei.[9] This discovery paved the way for the field of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),

first demonstrated in molecular beams by Rabi in 1938,[10] and later in solids and liquids

by Bloch and Purcell in 1946.[11, 12] NMR operates on the principle that when a (mag-

netic) nuclei with a nonzero spin is placed in an external magnetic field they partially

align with the field, and non-degenerate quantum energy levels form which represent ei-

ther parallel (low energy) or antiparallel (high energy) alignment with the external field.

The energy separation between these states is related to the external field strength (B0)

and the nuclear gyro-magnetic ratio (γn) which is unique for every nuclear isotope. This

energy separation is referred to as the nuclear Larmor frequency because the nuclear

spins can also be described as ”precessing” (or spinning at a certain frequency) around

the axis of the external magnetic field.

These energy levels are further split by small electric and magnetic interactions within
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Introduction Chapter 1

the nucleus, and from the local environment around the nuclei. The structure of the en-

ergy levels can give incredibly detailed information about the environment and dynamics

of the nuclei being probed. As a result these interactions are also what give NMR spec-

tra their characteristic line-shapes and splittings, from which the desired properties are

extracted. This information make NMR useful in a wide variety of fields from chemistry

to structural biology and material science.

1.1.1 NMR Sensitivity

Despite its widespread use, NMR is plagued by intrinsically low sensitivity compared

to most other forms of spectroscopy. This stems from the very small separation between

nuclear spin energy levels when placed in an external magnetic field, leading to very low

Boltzmann polarization. This means that only a small fraction of the nuclear spins will

align with the external magnetic field and contribute to NMR signal. This is reflected in

the relatively low electromagnetic frequencies used to probe NMR transitions which are on

the order of 10s-100s of MHz, while much more sensitive optical spectroscopy techniques

use orders of magnitude higher frequencies at 100s of THz (i.e 100s of nm wavelength).

Furthermore, not all nuclear isotopes of a particular element are NMR active, and low

natural abundance of NMR active nuclei can lead to even lower sensitivity.

Resolution and Sensitivity in Solid State NMR

The problem of low sensitivity is exacerbated when the sample of interest is as solid,

as opposed to a liquid or solution. In solution state NMR rapid tumbling of the nu-

clei/molecule of interest averages out magnetic interactions between NMR active nuclei.

In solid state no such tumbling occurs, and the NMR line-shape is broadened by orders

of magnitude (proportional to the strength of chemical shift, quadrupolar, and dipolar

2
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couplings present). This loss of resolution also translates to a loss in sensitivity, as the

spectral intensity is spread out over a wide frequency range.

To combat the the loss of resolution and sensitivity in solid state NMR (ssNMR),

magic angle spinning (MAS) techniques were developed. MAS operates on the principle

that all anisotropic interactions that broaden NMR line-shape contain the term 3cos2(θ)−

1, where θ is the angle between the interaction tensor and the external magnetic field.

If this term is minimized by setting θ to 54.7◦, then the magnitude of the interaction,

and thus broadening is also minimized. However, for samples that aren’t single crystals

the direction of the interaction tensor (i.e molecular orientation) is random. Thus to

set 3cos2(θ) − 1 to 0, the sample is rapidly rotated at 54.7◦ to the main magnetic field,

such that all orientations of the tensor pass through this angle. If the speed of rotation

(generally in kHz) is larger than the strength of the interaction, then the anisotropy is

averaged out.

While MAS does partially alleviate the sensitivity problem of solid state NMR, its

effectiveness is limited by the maximum achievable spinning speed (around 100-200kHz

maximum with current technology) and aforementioned inherent sensitivity issues in

NMR. Furthermore, the quadrupolar interaction is not fully averaged out by MAS and

can still impede sensitivity. Even with MAS some ssNMR experiments can take up to

days or even weeks of signal averaging to complete, and some experiments are rendered

impossible due to the limited spectrometer time available.

Boltzmann Polarization

As stated above, the inherent sensitivity of NMR is limited by the Boltzmann polar-

ization of the nuclei in an external magnetic field. This polarization is described by the

3



Introduction Chapter 1

Boltzmann equation:

N+

N−
= e−∆E/kT (1.1)

N+ and N- represent the populations of the high and low energy levels respectively.

When this ratio is 1 (i.e the populations are equal) the system has no polarization and

thus cannot be detected by NMR. ∆E is the energy difference between the two energy

levels and is given by hγnB0. T is the temperature of the system. For NMR a more

useful equation is given below:

Pn = 1− N+

N−
= 1− e−hγnB0/kT (1.2)

Pn is the percentage polarization of the nuclear spins. When P = 1, all of the spin

population resides in the lower energy state and the system is fully polarized, giving the

maximum sensitivity. However, typical NMR polarization levels are << 1 due the factor

γn being very low. Much effort has been put into maximizing the field B0 to raise the

sensitivity. But increasing B0 comes with diminishing returns and exponential cost as

modern resistive and superconducting magnet technology reaches its limit. As of the

time of this writing the highest B0 achieved for NMR is 36 Tesla corresponding to a

1H Larmor frequency of ∼1.5 GHz (although the vast majority of ssNMR spectrometers

operate between 7-14 Tesla). At room temperature the 1H polarization at this field would

only be 0.025%, and even lower for other, lower γn nuclei. Another way to increase the

sensitivity is to decrease the temperature. Modern solid state MAS NMR experiments

routinely use liquid nitrogen to cool to ∼77 - 100K. At 77K and 36 Tesla the polarization

of 1H would still only be 0.095%. To get more than 1% polarization a temperature of

under 7.5K would be needed at this field. While achievable, these ultra low temperatures

are expensive to reach and can introduce other issues such as extremely long nuclear T1

4
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relaxation rates which can end up lengthening experiment times.

γn is specific to each nuclear isotope. However it is possible to transfer polarization

from a higher γn nuclei to a coupled lower γn nuclei in a process called cross polarization

(CP). This process is used widely in modern NMR and can theoretically give a lower γn

nuclei the same sensitivity as the higher γn nuclei. A typical example of this would be

transferring polarization from 1H to 13C, with a polarization enhancement for 13C up to

∼4 times (the ratio of 1H to 13C γn. However this technique is limited by the maximum

polarization of the higher γn nuclei, which still leaves the total polarization at less than

a fraction of a percent.

Fortunately another, more effective polarization transfer method known as Dynamic

Nuclear Polarization (DNP) exists that offers significant gains in sensitivity over other

methods of increasing polarization. DNP is similar to CP in that polarization is trans-

ferred between two magnetically active spins. However instead of a high γn nuclear spin,

DNP makes use of paramagnetic electron spins as the polarization source. Similar to

nuclei, electrons also possess spin angular momentum which can be non-zero when the

electrons are unpaired (such as with a radical). Compared to nuclei, electron spins have

a much higher gyro-magnetic ratio (γe) which is typically ∼660 times larger than 1H,

and absorb electromagnetic energy in the microwave rather than radio frequency range.

This means the sensitivity and signal to noise (s/n) can be theoretically improved by up

to 660 times, potentially shortening experimental times by a factor of 435,600.

DNP was first proposed by Overhauser, and subsequently demonstrated by Slichter in

1953,[13, 14] but for decades was limited to low field (i.e low resolution) applications by

the lack of high frequency microwave technology needed to excite the electron spins. In

1997 the first high field (5 Tesla) MAS ssNMR DNP experiment was demonstrated on bio-

molecules mixed with paramagnetic polarizing agents (PAs) using a (140GHz) gyrotron to

generate high power (100W) microwaves resulting in a renaissance for DNP applications

5
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in NMR.[15] Now, commercial MAS DNP instruments up to 9.4 Tesla (260 GHz) using

both high power gyrotrons and solid state transistor based microwave amplifiers are

routinely used for high resolution, high sensitivity NMR experiments. As a result DNP

has been successfully used for a wide variety of previously difficult/impossible NMR

applications including protein structure and dynamics,[16, 17, 18, 19] low γn and natural

abundance nuclei,[20, 21] and surface studies of functional materials.[22, 23, 24, 25, 26,

27, 28]

However the actual polarization enhancement in modern DNP methods is often much

less than the theoretical value of 660. This issue is compounded at higher magnetic fields

due to microwave instrumentation limitations as well as the electron spin physics of DNP

mechanisms. Subsequently much effort has been put in to designing and analyzing the

magnetic properties of PA systems to optimize the polarization transfer process. Even so,

the scope of current state of the art DNP methodology (discussed in chapter 2) has been

limited to a narrow range of radicals classes, conditions, and instrumentation. Thus, the

goal of this thesis is twofold: 1) to enhance the efficiency and understanding of existing

DNP systems, and 2) to broaden the scope of DNP by introducing new instrumentation

and PA systems to open up new potential avenues to efficient and accessible DNP.

Most efforts to develop efficient radical coupling for high field DNP have so far focused

on optimizing the inter-electron distance of bi-radicals to tune electron-electron dipolar

coupling coupling. In chapter 3 we will present a study elucidating the distribution

and origin of exchange coupling in state of the art biradicals– an alternative coupling

mechanism to dipolar coupling.

High field DNP has also been limited in very basic µw irradiation schemes. Chapter

4 will present a study of a novel irradiation scheme for enhancing DNP under MAS for

existing radical systems using unique hardware available in the Han lab.

The scope of DNP has also been limited by standard DNP instrumentation, which

6
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typically limits DNP experiments to a lower temperature limit of 80K, and a narrow

µw frequency range allowing DNP of only a narrow range of radicals with specific g

factors. Furthermore, most DNP spectrometers do not allow in situ EPR analysis of the

DNP radicals to diagnose the factors affecting the efficiency of DNP. In chapter 5, the

development of a static (non MAS) 8.5K cryogen free dual EPR/DNP probe is described.

The probe has been optimized to give simultaneous EPR and NMR performance.

Finally, chapter 6 will describe the use of this probe to investigate unique heterogenous

mixtures of DNP radicals with different spin properties. Here, DNP between two radicals

of different spin is recorded, and analyzed for the first time.

7



Chapter 2

Theory and Background

2.1 Permissions and Attributions

1. Part of the content of chapter 2 has been published in ”Progress in Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance Spectroscopy”.[29] It is reproduced here with the permission of Elsevier:

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0079656521000236.

2.2 Overview of DNP Mechanisms

In general there are four distinct mechanisms by which the DNP process can proceed.

These are (1) the Overhauser effect (OE), (2) the solid effect (SE), (3) cross effect (CE),

and (4) thermal mixing (TM). The simplest DNP mechanisms are OE and SE which

require that a paramagnetic electron spin be coupled to a nuclear spin. An idealized,

minimal OE/SE system consisting of an isolated electron-nuclei pair is described by the

Hamiltonian:

H = He +Hn +Hen +Hµw (2.1)

8
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Theory and Background Chapter 2

Here the subscript ”S” denotes the electron spin and ”I” represents the nuclear spin.

The term He is the Zeeman interaction of the electron (i.e energy splitting due to the

external magnetic field) which is described by the electron Larmor frequency ω0S and

the electron spin operator S. Similarly Hn is the nuclear Zeeman interaction with ωOI

being the nuclear Larmor frequency and the nuclear spin operator I. Hen represents

the electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction with A and B being the isotropic and dipolar

components of the interaction respectively. Hµw is the microwave perturbation to the

system where ω1 is the strength of the microwave field perpendicular to the external

magnetic field, and ωµw is the frequency. The form of the component interaction terms

is shown below:

He = ω0SSz (2.2)

Hn = ω0IIz (2.3)

Hen = Aiso(SzIz + SyIy + SxIx) + AdipSxIz (2.4)

Hµw = ω1[Sx cosωµwt+ Sy sinωµwt] (2.5)

The Hamiltonian shown in equation 2.1 results in 4 energy levels arising from the

electron and nuclear Zeeman interactions. These energy levels correspond to the electron

and nuclear spin states as shown in Fig. 2.1

For OE DNP to occur, the central microwave transition must be saturated, and

cross relaxation along the zero quantum or double quantum (W0 and W2) must occur.

For this cross relaxation to occur the hyperfine interaction must be time dependant due

to molecular tumbling in solution or electron mobility in conducting solids. For this

reason OE DNP is not useful for ssNMR of insulating solids (the vast majority of use

cases). Noteably, in 2014 the Griffin group reported OE in an insulating solid using a

9



Theory and Background Chapter 2

Figure 2.1: Magnetic energy levels diagram for a coupled electron nuclear spin system
in an external magnetic field. α and β denote whether the spin is parallel or antipar-
allel to the external field, and the subscript indicates if it is the spin of an electron
or nuclei. The relative populations of each state is illustrated by the size of the ball
shown on each energy level. (a) shows the transition probabilities between each state
denoted as W . (b) shows the transition energies (frequencies) between each state. (c)
illustrates the polarization of states as a result of irradiating on the zero quantum
transition.

BDPA radical. However, recent results suggest that this might be a TM effect instead.

Although this is a rich area of research, for most modern ssNMR DNP systems, OE is

not considered and investigation of this effect for ssNMR is beyond the scope of this work

SE is a much more commonly used effect than OE for ssNMR applications. For

SE to occur, the zero or double quantum transition must be saturated with microwaves

(ωe±ωn) as illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (right). This results in increased polarization between

nuclear spin states (i.e between αeβn and αeαn, as well as βeβn and βeαn). While SE is

very effective at low fields, it the efficiency drops at higher fields. The reasons for this

are twofold: 1) the transition probability along the single quantum and double quan-

tum transitions scales with ω−2
0I which is itself a field dependant quantity. 2) the single

quantum and double quantum transitions are forbidden transitions, and to effectively

drive them requires a large amount of microwave power (ω1), and the power output of

microwave sources decreases at higher frequency. Thus DNP at high field requires a
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different mechanism.

The most widely used method for DNP at high fields is CE. This 3 spin mechanism

has 3 main requirements:

1. Spin System Coupling: 2 paramagnetic electrons coupled together, that are also

coupled to a nucleus (e− e− n).

2. CE Frequency Matching Condition ∆ωe = ωn: The 2 electrons must be separated

in frequency by the nuclear larmor frequency.

3. Polarization Difference ∆Pe: The two electrons must have a polarization difference

between them.

Taking into account these requirements, the minimum Hamiltonian needed to describe

CE is as follows:

H = He +Hn +Hen +Hee +Hµw

(2.6)

Hee is the interaction between the two electron spins (also known as the zero field

interaction or electron-electron e− e coupling). This interaction consists of two compo-

nents: the dipolar interaction (HD), and the scalar exchange interaction (HJ). Compared

to equation 2.1, He and Hen contain multiple terms due to the multiple electrons in the

system. The component terms are expanded below:
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He =
∑
i=1,2

ω0Si
Sz, i (2.7)

Hn = ω0IIz (2.8)

Hen =
∑
i=1,2

Aiso(Sz,iIZ + Sy,iIy + Sx,iIx) + AdipSx,iIz (2.9)

Hee = HD +HJ (2.10)

HD = D(2Sz1Sz2 − Sx1Sx2 − Sy1Sy2) (2.11)

HJ = J(Sz1Sz2 + Sx1Sx2 + Sy1Sy2) (2.12)

Hµw = ω1[(Sx1 + Sx2) cosωµwt+ (Sy1 + Sy2) sinωµwt] (2.13)

Where d is the value of the dipolar coupling, and J is the value of the scalar exchange

coupling. The subscript ”i” refers to the multiple electrons in the system (i.e 1 and 2)

The resulting energy levels are shown in Fig. 2.2a. For CE to occur one of the electron

EPR transitions (ωe1 or ωe2) must be selectively saturated by microwaves resulting in a

polarization gradient between αe1βe2βn and αe1βe2αn. If the CE condition ∆ωe = ωn is

met then the levels αe1βe2βn or αe1βe2αn are nearly degenerate and will equalize their

polarization through the transition WCE (known as the CE transition) with a probability

determined by J and D.

If the lower energy electron is excited then an excess of polarization is built up

on αe1βe2αn resulting in a positive DNP enhancement (positive polarization difference)

shown in Fig. 2.2b, while if the higher energy electron is excited then polarization is

built up on αe1βe2βn resulting in a negative DNP enhancement (i.e population inversion

across the NMR transition) shown in Fig. 2.2c.

Unlike SE, the µw driven ωe transitions and the WCE transitions are allowed, resulting

12
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Figure 2.2: Relevant magnetic energy levels for the CE mechanism. (a) labels the spin
states responsible for the energy levels as well as the possible EPR and NMR transi-
tions for the system. (b) shows the transitions relevant for positive DNP enhancement.
(c) shows the transitions relevant for negative DNP enhancement.

in a much lower µw power requirement, as well as better efficiency at high fields. In fact

CE only scales down as ω−1
0I (as opposed to ω−2

0I for SE). Thus CE DNP is currently the

most promising mechanism for DNP at high fields, and will be the focus of this thesis.

2.2.1 Factors Affecting DNP

The factors that affect the efficiency of CE DNP arise predominantly from the indi-

vidual terms of the CE Hamiltonian of equation 2.6. These factors can be grouped into

3 categories based on the 3 afformentioned conditions for CE: the frequency matching

condition, the coupling condition, and the polarization difference condition which will be

discussed below. In addition spinning the sample (i.e MAS experiments) will introduce

an additional time dependence i
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2.2.2 Frequency Matching Condition ∆ωe = ωn

EPR Line-shape The Zeeman term He is dominant in determining an the EPR

frequency ωe of an electron. This in turn determines if the system fulfills the CE condition

∆ωe = ωn. For a real DNP system containing paramagnetic electrons and nuclei, the

magnetic properties do not strictly fulfill CE the DNP condition. A CE system containing

multiple electrons will have a distribution of EPR frequencies and couplings depending on

their local environment and orientation in space. This is what gives rise to the distinct

”line-shape” of EPR spectra for various paramagnetic electrons. To describe an EPR

spectra the overall structure of the Hamiltonian is identical to equation 2.6 but the

terms must be expanded to represent a real system. At high fields the electron Zeeman

interaction He typically dominates the EPR line-shape. He is determined by the EPR g

factor which describes the magnetic moment of the electron arising from its spin angular

momentum and takes the form of a 3x3 tensor. The interaction of the g factor with the

magnetic field is what gives the Zeeman interaction:

He = µbB
T
0 gS = µb

[
Bx By Bz

]
gxx gxy gxz

gyx gyy gyz

gzx gzy gzz



Sx

Sy

Sz

 (2.14)

Here Bi represents the cartesian components of the external B0 field in the lab frame

(where only Bz is present for a good magnet). Si are the cartesian components of the

spin operator. gij are the components of the g factor which depend on the orientation

of the unpaired electron in the lab frame. The unpaired spin density that gives rise to

the directionality of the g tensor is illustrated on a tempo molecule in Fig. 2.3a. The g

matrix is generally symmetric and can be rotated to only give the 3 principle values gx,

gy, and gz. The frame that gives a diagonal g tensor is shown in Fig. 2.3b. The reference
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Figure 2.3: (a) DFT optimized geometry of a tempo nitroxide radical with unpaired
spin density indicated by the purple and orange orbitals. (b) Direction of the sym-
metric (diagonal) g tensor for the nitroxide radical. (c) EPR profile of a typical
nitroxide at 6.9 Tesla. Different colors represent different spin packets whose energy
is predominantly determined by the g anisotropy. Inset is the 2D structure of tempo.

frame is aligned along the N-O bond, as well as with the plane of the ring.

For many radicals the distribution of EPR frequencies ωe (and thus EPR line-shape)

is dominated by the g anisotropy at high field. Large g anisotropy will lead to a broad

distribution of ωe caused by the various individual electrons all facing different, random

directions relative to the main magnetic field B in a typical non-crystalline sample.

The effect of g anisotropy is shown in Fig. 2.3c. The EPR lineshape shown here is

illustrated to be composed of different ”spin packets” of electrons oriented differently in

space. Here we can see that not all of these spin packets fulfill the CE condition ∆ωe = ωn.

Furthermore, irradiating at the center of an EPR line can cause both negative and positive

DNP enhancement simultaneously which cancel out, which can be detrimental to the

NMR signal. Thus CE DNP requires that two electrons have the correct g factors as well

as orientations to fulfill ∆ωe = ωn.

Hyperfine coupling, and electron-electron (e−e) coupling can also influence the shape

of the EPR line via splitting of the Zeeman energy levels. Hyperfine coupling can often

be in the 10s of MHz for radicals in which the unpaired electron orbital is on a nuclei of

non-zero spin such as with a nitroxide radical (the Nitrogen is strongly coupled to the
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free electron). However, for typical DNP radicals at high fields these interactions are

generally weaker than the g anisotropy, and thus only slightly broaden the EPR spectra.

2.2.3 Coupling Condition

Electron Electron Coupling

As stated above the electron-electron coupling plays a minor role in determining EPR

lineshape. The main effect e-e coupling has on DNP is affecting the rate at which the

CE transition can occur by facilitating the triple spin flip transition WCE. The dipolar

component of the coupling can be described by the tensor D as shown below in equation

2.18. In the frame of the inter-electron vector, D contains only diagonal terms and is

trace-less. However, in general the dipolar matrix will not be aligned with the laboratory

frame and thus will have off diagonal terms.

HD = ST1 DS2 = d

[
Sx1 Sy1 Sz1

]
dxx dxy dxz

dxyx dyy dyz

dzx dzy dzz



Sx2

Sy2

Sz2

 (2.15)

The result of equation 2.18 gives equation 1.13 for HD. In the secular approximation

(1st order) for 2 alike spins (i.e 2 electrons, or 2 of the same nuclei) equation 1.13 can be

expressed in terms of the ladder operators S+ and S−:

d[Sz1Sz2 +
1

4
(S+

1 S
−
2 + S−

1 S
+
2 )] (2.16)

Here we can see that the terms in this equation account for the EPR double quantum

transition that is necessary for CE transition to occur, and thus the rate of the transition

relies on d.

In reality, there are higher order terms present that are responsible for the double
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quantum and single quantum transitions that are necessary for SE DNP. However these

terms are less relevant for CE and will not be discussed.

The value d is the strength of the dipolar coupling (typically expressed in MHz for

electrons), and is dependant only on the distance and angle between the two spins relative

to the magnetic field.

d =
µ0γ

2
e~

4πr3
(1− cos3(θ)) (2.17)

Where γe is the electron gyro magnetic ratio, r is the inter-electron distance, and

θ is the angle between the vector connecting the two spins and the external magnetic

field B. Thus, the strength of the dipolar coupling is dependant on the orientation of

the two electron spins in space. For a typical non-crystalline sample, all orientations are

present and thus the effective dipolar coupling will vary from −d/2 to d, with the weight

of the distribution heaviest towards −d/2. This also means that different orientations

of electrons will have different CE transition rates, and will thus give different DNP

enhancements. The effect of dipolar anisotropy will be discussed further in Chapter 3.

The isotropic component of the e− e coupling is generally referred to as J coupling.

The J component of the e− e coupling Hamiltonian is as follows:

HJ = ST1 JS2 = J

[
Sx1 Sy1 Sz1

]
Sx2

Sy2

Sz2

 (2.18)

Which yields equation 1.14 for HJ . Similar to d, the value of J is a scalar value

generally given in MHz, but unlike d, J does not have a directional dependence, and

all orientations of electrons in the system will have a single value of J . Additionally,

the value of J is not strictly dependant on distance, but on the overlap of the unpaired
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electron orbitals.

Most radicals that exist in a physical mixture will rely on dipolar coupling to facilitate

CE as through space dipolar coupling falls off as 1/r3, while through space J coupling

is dependant on the shape of the molecular orbital. However radicals tethered together

through a bond typically rely on a combination of of dipolar and J coupling to facilitate

CE. Because J does not change with orientation, radicals coupled primarily through J

can have a more well defined e-e coupling.

Due to its importance in CE DNP, e − e coupling is a central theme of this thesis.

Chapter XX details a study on the origin and analysis of J coupling in common tethered

radicals. Chapter XX describes a method to enhance DNP in biradicals with certain e-e

coupling properties. Chapter XX will show DNP using high spin radicals formed from

very strongly J coupled spins, subsequently coupled with spin 1/2 radicals.

Hyperfine coupling The hyperfine coupling between an e and n with non-zero spin

is necessary for polarization to transfer from electrons to nuclei and is crucial for any

DNP mechanism. The hyperfine interaction has the following form:

Hen = STAI =

[
Sx Sy Sz

]
axx axy axz

ayx ayy ayz

azx azy azz



Ix

Iy

Iz

 (2.19)

Here, I denotes the nuclear spin operator, where S is the electron spin operator. A is

the 3x3 hyperfine tensor which consists of dipolar and isotropic components (similar to D

and J in Hee). Notably this matrix can be symmetric when aligned along the e−n vector

similar to the dipolar tensor D. However, in the laboratory frame the hyperfine tensor

has off diagonal terms which are essential for DNP. For CE DNP, the pseudo-secular
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terms from equation 2.19 are needed which gives:

Hen,CE = azxIxSz + ayzIySz (2.20)

These two terms account for the single quantum (single spin flip) transition of the

nuclear spin that needs to happen during the CE transition WCE, and can be expressed

in terms of ladder operators:

Hen,CE = a[I+Sz + I−1Sz] (2.21)

a =
1

2
(azx − iazy) (2.22)

In most DNP systems, the paramagnetic electrons have a large hyperfine coupling to

a nuclei on the same molecule as the electron. However, nuclei on the same molecule

as the paramagnetic electron are generally not the target for DNP. For most solid state

DNP experiments, the PA is mixed in a solvent with the target nuclei/molecule. This

means the hyperfine coupling tensor A is stochastic and can be coupled to either or both

of the electrons. However, the multitude of nuclei surrounding the electrons means that

there will almost always be a nuclei that fulfills the conditions necessary for CE DNP.

The polarization is transferred from the PA to the solvent nuclei (typically 1H) that

fulfill the conditions for CE, and subsequently propagated through spin diffusion to the

target nuclei. This thesis will not focus much on the effect of hyperfine coupling, but

does acknowledge that factors such as DNP solvent/glassing agent used can play a large

role in the distribution of hyperfine couplings, and thus DNP.
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2.2.4 Polarization Difference Condition ∆Pe

uW

In CE DNP µw irradiation is needed to generate a polarization difference between

the two spins. This is typically achieved by selectively irradiating on one spin to destroy

its polarization. The effect of µw irradiation on the spin system can be described similar

to the Zeeman interaction, except that the external field is oscillating in time, and is

applied along the X or Y axis (as opposed to the Z axis for B0). The hamiltonian for µw

excitation of one of the electron spins is:

Hµw = BT
1 S =

[
cos(ωµwt) sin(ωµwt) 0

]
Sx

Sy

Sz


(2.23)

Unlike with typical NMR experiments, or low field EPR experiments the µw irradia-

tion used for high field DNP uses cw irradiation or pulses whose bandwidth is much less

than the width (in frequency) of the the EPR spectra/transitions. Thus the effect of µw

iradiation can be visualized as ”burning a hole” in the EPR spectra.

The resulting polarization difference built up then drives the CE transition. µw

irradiation is a crucial part of the DNP process and will be discussed further in section

2.3 and chapter 4.

Relaxation

In DNP, there is a tug of war between µw saturation and electron spin relaxation.

Specifically, the selective saturation of an in-homogeneously boradened EPR spectrum
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gives rise to a large electron spin polarization differential, ∆Pe, while T1e relaxation

pushes the polarization back to its thermal equilibrium, reducing ∆Pe. Short T1e rapidly

reduces the polarization gradient and can lead to low DNP efficiency. In fact, the re-

quirement of long T1e is the reason that DNP typically requires cryogenic temperatures

to work.

Relaxation has been shown to be a crucial factor for DNP in studies that vary both

temperature and radical structure. For example a study by Ouari, Emsley and co-

workers demonstrates a series of bis-nitroxide radials in the family of bTbk and TEKPOL

exhibiting long T1e that correlated with higher DNP enhancements.[30, 31] The strategy

was to increase the bulkiness or the molecular weight of the nitroxide-based PA, and in

turn slow down its motional dynamics to yield longer T1e with a more rigid molecular

framework around the radical center. The T1e values of the PA (∼ 15 mM concentration,

measured at 100 K, 3.5 T) that varied from 10 to 45 µs. The DNP enhancements

measured at 100 K, 9.4 T and 15 kHz MAS, showed a direct correspondence between T1e

and enhancement. Increasing T1e increased the observed DNP enhancement. However,

long T1e can also induce the detrimental effect of nuclear depolarization under MAS

(explained in section 6). We hence posit that there is an optimum regime for T1e that

should be long enough to maintain saturation, but short enough to replenish electron spin

polarization after each rotor event, and to avoid the undesirable nuclear depolarization

effect under MAS (details in section 6).[32]

2.3 State of Art DNP methodology as of 2016

In the past 20 years DNP has rapidly been gaining momentum as a mainstream

technique for NMR, and as of 2016 powerful commercial systems were available for MAS

DNP experiments. A typical DNP experiment requires a radical system mixed in a
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glassing agent with the NMR sample of interests, as well as a microwave irradiation

source to excite the electron transitions. Furthermore the sample must be cooled down

to cryogenic temperatures typically while spinning under MAS. Much effort has been put

into optimizing each one of these factors which has lead to the current state of modern

DNP experiments.

2.3.1 DNP Radicals

The DNP radical is at the heart of every DNP experiment and is perhaps the most

important aspect of the DNP process. Most of the factors that affect DNP are a direct

result of the magnetic properties of the DNP radical. Thus, radical development has

been a very active part of DNP research.

Many classes of free radicals exist that can be used for DNP but historically develop-

ment efforts have focused on spin 1/2 radicals that can roughly be classified as ”narrow

line” or ”broad line”. The ”narrow” and ”broad” classification refers to the width of the

EPR line due to the magnetic properties of the radical. Typically broad line radicals are

nitroxide radicals while narrow line radicals are carbon based radicals.

Nitroxide Radicals

As of 2016 bis-nitroxides were the radical of choice for the vast majority of CE DNP

applications. These molecules are essentially 2 nitroxide moieties connected by a linker

chain. The length, rigidity, composition, and angle of the linker chain all play a role in

determining DNP efficiency by modulating the electron-electron coupling and g-tensor

orientations of the nitroxides. Three of the most popular of these radicals are Totapol,

Amupol, and Tekpol (shown in Fig. 2.4).

These commercially available radicals account for a large chunk of the DNP experi-
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Figure 2.4: Commonly used bis-nitroxide radicals (a) Totapol, (b) Amupol, (c) Tekpol.

ment carried out to date and work well up to moderate magnetic fields (∼ 9.4T ). How-

ever, under MAS these radicals undergo a process known as ”depolarization” which can

reduce the NMR signal. Additionally, the g anisotropy of these radicals is field depen-

dant, and thus the spin density of the radicals spreads out at high field, thereby reducing

the spin density fulfilling ∆ωe = ωn at any given µw frequency. Thus at ideal conditions

for ssNMR (high fields and fast MAS) nitroxide radicals become less effective for DNP.

Mixed Radicals

More recent developments have seen the use of ”mixed” radicals which employ both

broad line nitroxide radicals and narrow line carbon radicals. The first use of these

radicals employed a physical mixture of nitroxide and trityl (carbon based) radicals.[33]

By using 2 separate types of radicals, greater spin density can be tailored to meet the CE

condition ∆ωe = ωn as shown in Fig. 2.5a. These radicals also don’t suffer from the same

depolarization effect under MAS as nitroxide-only radicals due to their non-overlapping

spin density.

Similar to bis-nitroxides, tethered tempo-trityl type radicals have recently been de-

veloped to constrain the dipolar coupling between the two radical moieties. The first

of these tethered mixed radicals were aptly named temp-tripol series (one of which is
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Figure 2.5: (a) EPR spectra and spin density of a Trityl and nitroxide type radicals
overlayed. (b) Temp-Tripol-1 tempo-trityl type biradical.

shown in Fig. 2.5b).[34] Unlike bis-nitroxide radicals, the relatively symmetric g-tensor

of the trityl radical does not require specific alignment with the g tensor of the nitroxide

radical to optimally fulfill the CE condition ∆ωe = ωn, meaning more orientations can

participate in DNP at a time.

The focus of this thesis will be to analyze and exploit the properties of various state

of the art DNP radicals, as well as novel radical systems currently not used for DNP, to

enhance DNP methodology. Specifically, chapter 3 of this thesis will focus on a thorough

analysis of the origin and effect electron-electron coupling in current state of the art DNP

radicals.

2.3.2 DNP Pulse Sequences

The other half of the DNP recipe is the µw irradiation used to excite the EPR transi-

tions and transfer the e polarization to the nuclei. Typical state of the art high field DNP

experiments use monochromatic continuous wave (CW) moderately high power (10’s to

100’s of watts) irradiation from a gyrotron. This irradiation typically has no gating,

pulsing, or frequency ramping typical of time domain EPR or NMR pulse sequences as

shown in Fig. 2.6
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Figure 2.6:

Other

Recently time-domain modulation of µw irradiation has been shown to offer superior

control of EPR transitions for DNP. These time domain DNP techniques can be grouped

into two approaches: (i) Coherent DNP that uses high µw powered pulses to (coher-

ently) drive a certain transition of an e-n spin system resulting in nuclear polarization

enhancement; and (ii) Incoherent DNP that relies on low-to-intermediate µw powered

shaped pulses to induce broadband, or deliberately shaped, saturation of the EPR tran-

sitions in a select frequency range. Here, time-domain modulation can compensate for

the lack of µw power by saturating a larger number of EPR transitions in the frequency

domain, thereby recruiting a larger number of electron spins in DNP process. However,

this method did not work under MAS at high field until the work of this thesis. Chapter

4 will describe a method to enhance DNP using time modulated microwaves under MAS.

Notably, over the last few years, Griffin and coworkers have tested a series of coherent

DNP mechanisms for a coupled e-n system that in principle do not scale down with B0,

unlike CE and SE. These DNP methods get inspiration from the coherence transfer

processes routinely used in solid-state NMR using RF pulses.
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2.3.3 DNP Instrumentation

µw Sources

The choice of µw irradiation scheme is largely determined by the power, bandwidth,

frequency agility, and pulse gating abilities of the available µw source. Coherent DNP

requires high power (100s of watts) paired with nanosecond pulsing. Incoherent DNP

can be effective with much lower power (of the order of 100s of milliwatts) delivered in

CW or pulse trains, and optional time-domain modulation, but still benefits greatly from

increased power.

Gyrotrons are currently the µw source of choice for high-field DNP and deliver up

to 10s of watts of power in monochromatic CW mode, which translates into a nutation

frequency of up to a few MHz. While this is not enough µw power for coherent DNP,

gyrotrons are effective for achieving incoherent DNP. Recently, frequency agile gyrotrons

have become available that demonstrated the option for sweeping the µw frequency over

120 MHz.[35, 36] However, such gyrotrons span limited frequency bandwidth (compared

to the EPR line width and proton Larmor frequency) and cannot be used to achieve direct

pulsing at the required nanosecond timescale to achieve coherent DNP. Thus, state-of-

the-art gyrotrons are a robust option for incoherent DNP at high field, but are unable

to perform coherent DNP and EPR detection due their limited power, versatility and

phase stability. Notably, pulse slicing technologies to achieve external pulse gating of

high-powered sources such as the free electron laser (FEL) exist and have been utilized

for pulsed EPR.[37] However, FELs have not yet been developed yet for the duty cycles

necessary for pulsed DNP applications.

Solid-state devices as µw sources have complementary and orthogonal qualities for

DNP applications compared to gyrotrons. They are compact devices driven by lower

frequency µw signals, typically generated by a YIG synthesizer or voltage controlled os-
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cillator (VCO) operating at X-band (10 GHz) or W-band (35 GHz) frequencies. This low

frequency signal is multiplied and amplified with an amplifier multiplier chain (AMC)

to generate frequencies in the 100s of GHz range. Currently, at 200 - 260 GHz, such

device can produce up to 100s of milliwatts of µw power, which yields a nutation fre-

quency of hundreds of kHz; with gains in output power and maximum frequency seen

every year. Critically, the solid-state source drivers are easily tune-able in frequency and

amplitude with an accuracy of <100Hz, and can be phase-locked to be exceptionally

stable. Moreover, these sources can be combined with fast arbitrary waveform genera-

tors (AWGs) with a 2-10 GHz bandwidth, allowing for fine control over the amplitude,

frequency, phase, and pulse gating with sub-ns time scales at the final high frequency

output.[38] This capability to achieve modulation of the µw source using AWG in the

time-domain with high accuracy and speed provides opportunities to test new DNP meth-

ods, mechanisms, or samples. Furthermore, the precise control of µw irradiation offered

by solid state sources allows EPR detection, making ”in situ” EPR analysis of the DNP

mechanism possible.

The work of this thesis will focus on the use of these solid state sources for both AWG

DNP under MAS (chapter 4) as well as EPR analysis of DNP radicals (chapter 5-6).

Equally important as the µw source is the DNP/NMR probe used cool the sample,

as well as transmit the µw’s to the sample and detect the NMR signal. One major thrust

of this thesis is the development of a sub-cryogenic dual EPR/DNP probe described in

chapter 5, and aspects of state of the art DNP probes will be discussed there.
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Chapter 3

Role of Electron Exchange Coupling

in DNP

3.1 Permissions and Attributions

1. The content of chapter 2 and appendix A has been published in the Journal of

Solid State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance.[3] It is reproduced here with the permis-

sion of Elsevier: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/

S0926204019300098.

3.2 Introduction

Since its discovery over 50 years ago, Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) has gained

prominence as a hyper polarization technique in which spin polarization is transferred

from an unpaired electron to a nuclear spin via saturation of the electron paramagnetic

resonance (EPR) frequency. This allows the NMR signal to be enhanced, in theory, by

up to 660 fold for 1H, dramatically enhancing the scope of NMR applications.[13, 39]
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The cross effect DNP (CE-DNP) mechanism using tethered bis-nitroxide type radicals

has become of particular interest for solid state DNP NMR, given its efficiency at high

magnetic fields (B0)[40, 41, 42, 43] and under magic angle spinning (MAS).[44, 45] Under

MAS, the electron spin energy levels associated with anisotropic interactions undergo

periodic level crossings and anti-crossing in what are known as rotor events.[46] The

CE transfer is associated with an anti-crossing that fulfills the resonance condition, i.e.

∆ω0e = ω0n where ∆ω0e is the energy difference between two electron spins, and ω0n

the nuclear Larmor frequency. Among other factors, the efficiency of the CE-inducing

rotor event is dependent on the strength of the e−n coupling and, most importantly, on

the magnitude of the e− e coupling between the two CE-fulfilling electron spins.[45, 47]

Thus, quantifying these parameters is important for radical design, and so to optimize

the CE-DNP.

A variety of tethered bis-nitroxide radicals[48, 31] including TOTAPol[44] and later

pyPOL derivatives[49, 50] have been designed in order to maximize and/or tune the

magnetic electron-electron spin (e − e) coupling. Among them, AMUPol is currently

one of the most widely used polarizing agents, owing to its high performance across a

wide range of experimental conditions relevant for DNP applications, water solubility,

bio-compatibility and commercial availability.[49] Despite its widespread use, the precise

mechanistic basis for its broad applicability for MAS DNP is still not entirely clear. The

role of T1e,[49, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 30] higher rigidity, [48, 31, 49, 50, 44, 56] high dipolar

(D) coupling, near orthogonal g tensor orientation of the electron spin pair[45], as well

as spin exchange (J) coupling have all been suggested as contributors to the favorable

CE-DNP performance of AMUPol compared to TOTAPol.[57, 58] Still, their charac-

terization remains incomplete. A key question is what the biradial design parameters

should be to improve the DNP performance, especially in the regime of high B0 and

fast MAS frequency, where the performance of most radicals used for DNP significantly
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deteriorates, including that of AMUPol. Faster spinning and higher B0 field reduce the

transition probability of CE rotor events, as can be understood through the Landau-Zener

theory.[59]

Enhancing the strength of the e − e spin coupling can be an important pathway to

increase the CE-DNP transition probability. There are two spin-spin coupling terms in

the biradical Hamiltonian: the dipolar coupling (DS1S2) and the J coupling (−2JS1S2)

terms. Until recently, only the dipolar coupling has been considered when simulating

DNP enhancements and DNP profiles through quantum mechanical calculations.[45, 58]

In a very recent article by Griffin and coworkers[60] the J coupling parameter in AMUPol

was found to be around 15 MHz, by multi-frequency EPR spectra of frozen samples,

which is in agreement with assumptions made in the literature.[61] Similarly, J has been

shown to have a value of around 21-22 MHz according to X-band EPR lineshape analysis

in solution state (in Gast et al. the Hamiltonian JS1S2 was used instead of −2JS1S2,

doubling the apparent J value).[57, 50]

Interestingly, the e−e J coupling for bis-TEMPO radicals with identical linker lengths

and similar composition to AMUPol (structures not shown) have been determined to be

25-40MHz, again in solution and from X-band EPR lineshape analysis.[62] No molecules

analogous to TOTAPol have been examined to determine their J values. However a com-

prehensive analysis of a multitude of biradicals suggests that the additional CH2 groups

in the linker chain of TOTAPol would drastically decrease the extent of exchange coupling

by >16 times.[63] On the other hand, even longer biradicals have been shown to be able

to flex into conformations with high J coupling, even in the absence of conjugation.[63] In

light of the e-e J coupling being a relatively new parameter to consider for DNP and given

the sparsity in the literature, there is no clear consensus on the prediction, measurement

method, value and range for J coupling values for common DNP radicals, justifying our

study.
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It is important to note that the value of J can, in general, be temperature dependent

for the following reasons: (i) electron spin exchange is modulated by inter-radical colli-

sions, (ii) the population of the different conformational rotamer states of the biradical is

governed by the Boltzman factor, and (iii) the population of the triplet/single state of the

exchanged coupled state is temperature dependent. Here, the temperature dependence of

(iii) will lie at liquid helium temperatures given the miniscule exchange coupling values of

the order of tens of MHz, and hence not of direct relevance for AMUPol under DNP con-

ditions. Our study will show that factors (i) and (ii) play a role in most nitroxide-based

biradicals employed for DNP since more than one conformation is readily accessible. In

vitrified samples the relevant temperature, in principle, is that at which the sample was

incubated before vitrification. However, vitrification is non-trivial to achieve for MAS

DNP samples, given the sample size and geometry, as well as the probe and cryostat

configuration. Thus in practice, the freezing and equilibration history will still affect the

resultant J coupling for the sample frozen to <100 K for DNP experiments.

Figure 3.1: Radicals investigated in the present work. (a) AMUPol, (b) TOTAPol,
(c) truncated AMUPol used in testing of broken symmetry DFT as discussed in sec
3.2.

In this study, we obtain electron spin J coupling values for TOTAPol and AMUPol -

the two most widely used biradicals for DNP - at multiple temperatures and in a series

of solvents under well-defined sample conditions. To gain insight into the factors that

determine J coupling, we accompany our experimental study with DFT calculations of

J coupling for both AMUPol and TOTAPol using Yamaguchi’s[64] broken symmetry
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approach. In addition, we examine the potential role of J coupling in solid-state DNP

by carrying out fully quantum-mechanical simulations of MAS DNP for a 3 spin (eeH)

system using the SpinEvolution[65] simulation package. Our results demonstrate that

even a small J coupling between the two dipolar coupled electron spins can dramatically

boost the DNP enhancement.

The outline of our paper is as follows. In the next section we describe the experimental

conditions along with the computational methods used to simulate the EPR spectra, the

DNP enhancement, as well as the broken symmetry calculation of J. Then we present the

procedure whereby the J value and distribution is determined as a function of temperature

and solvent through EPR line shape analysis. The temperature and solvent dependence

of the J value and distribution in AMUPOL and TOTAPOL will be used to obtain

the conformational dependence of J in these biradical molecules. Subsequent broken

symmetry DFT calculations show that the dependence of J on torsional angle– and thus,

rotamer states– is consistent with the experimental findings. Finally, we show that even

very small J coupling can significantly enhance the CE-DNP performance, especially at

high MAS frequency.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Sample Preparation

For EPR experiments, solutions of AMUPol (Fig. 3.1a) and TOTAPol (Fig. 3.1b)

were prepared at 100µM concentration to avoid broadening by collisional Heisenberg ex-

change. Solvents used include: 60/30/10 %V d8-Glycerol:D2O:H2O DNP Juice, 50/50

DMSO:H2O, H2O, DMSO, and Toluene. d8-Glycerol was obtained from Cambridge Iso-

tope Laboratories, Inc. AMUPol was obtained from Cortecnet; TOTAPol was obtained
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Figure 3.2: Experimental data (blue) and fits (orange) of AMUPol and TOTAPol
X-band EPR spectra in different solvents at various temperatures. In the DNP Juice
and DMSO/H2O solutions at lower temperatures, the incomplete averaging of the
anisotropic A and D tensors manifests as asymmetric broadening in the spectra.
Toluene spectra are visibly different due to increased isotropic line broadening most
likely due to a change in T2. Peaks used to evaluate the cage effect mechanism are
marked with *.

from DyNuPol.

3.3.2 X-Band EPR

X-band EPR experiments were performed with a Bruker EMX spectrometer equipped

with a ER041MR microwave bridge and a rectangular cavity (Bruker 4102ST) with vari-

able temperature control. The sample was placed in a 0.8 mm ID round quartz capillary

which was held in the cavity by a 4 mm quartz EPR tube. Temperatures were varied from

20◦C to 95◦C with a stability of ±2◦C using a heated nitrogen line. The microwave power

was 6 mW, the modulation amplitude set to 1 Gauss, and the modulation frequency to

100kHz.
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3.3.3 Simulation of EPR spectrum

The simulations of EPR spectra were preformed using the ’pepper’ function of the

EasySpin package for Matlab.[66] Although ’pepper’ is explicitly for solid state spectra,

it is sufficient for our purposes since the solution EPR spectrum is isotropic (or nearly

isotropic) and has the virtue of being much faster for computation than the ”slow motion”

algorithm. The spin system simulated was two coupled spin 1/2 electrons, with isotropic

g and A interactions, and residual dipolar coupling (D). Additional simulation details

and parameters are described further in the discussion section and appendix A.

3.3.4 DFT Calculation of J Coupling

Unrestricted DFT calculations of J were performed using the Orca software package[67,

68] and the Broken Symmetry (BS) formalism.[69, 64] Geometry optimizations were per-

formed in all cases at the B3LYP-D3/TZVP level of theory (for initial structures and

other details see appendix A). In the BS treatment, the first step of this approach is to

obtain the value of 〈Ŝ2〉 and the self consistent field (SCF) energy (E) of the high spin

triplet (T) spin state (corresponding to two unpaired electrons in the same spin state ↑↑)

obtained at the triplet molecular geometry. Subsequently, one of the two spins is flipped,

and the same quantities (〈Ŝ2〉 and E) calculated for the resulting (BS) singlet state (cor-

responding to a nearly equal mixture of the MS = 0 component of the triplet and true

singlet ∼↑↓ + ↓↑).[70, 71] Thus, 〈Ŝ2〉 is expected to be close to 2 for the triplet and close

to 1 for the BS singlet state. The Yamaguchi equation was then used to calculate the J

coupling as follows:[64]

J =
ET − EBS〈

Ŝ2
〉
T
−
〈
Ŝ2
〉
BS

(3.1)

The optimized triplet geometry was employed for the BS singlet state geomery as
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well.[71] Even though an improved J value might be obtained by optimizing the geometry

of the latter,[72] we do not think our basic conclusions would be altered. Several DFT

functionals and different basis sets were tested as described later in the Results and

Discussion section. Because the S-T gap in AMUPol and TOTAPol is very small (∼ 10−9

Hartree) compared to the energy of the individual states, it is critical to ensure sufficient

numerical accuracy in the calculations, and thus the SCF energy must be converged to

a precision at or below the J coupling value.

3.3.5 DNP Simulations

Simulations of the DNP performance were carried out using the fully quantum me-

chanical density matrix formalism-based SpinEvolution package, which has been recently

upgraded to perform DNP simulations.[65, 73, 32, 73] In this study, simulations were per-

formed for a spin system consisting of two coupled e spins and one coupled proton (1H)

spin under MAS condition at high B0 field (9.4T). The calculations were performed in

the rotating frame of electron spins and the lab frame of nuclear spin using the com-

mercial SpinEvolution simulation package. The calculation was based on solving on the

master-equation, in the Liouville space. For high level of accuracy, local tolerance for

the integration of the equation of motion was set to 2 ∗ 10−5. The form of dipolar and J

coupling Hamiltonians used are standard and very well documented in the SpinEvolution

reference.[65] The program incorporates relaxation, assuming that all the relaxation of

spins is due to random fluctuations of single-spin operators (Ix, Iy, Iz), and hence use

phenomenological rate constants (T1 and T2) as inputs. All relevant spin parameters can

be found in Sec.3.2 as well as the simulation script included in the appendix A.
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3.4 Results and Discussion

Determination of J by EPR The determination of the electron spin J coupling of

biradicals can be done in solution state by CW EPR lineshape analysis at Q- or X-band,

or lower B0, where the anisotropy of the g, A and D tensors is readily averaged out. When

the condition {∆g,∆A,D} << 1/τcorr is fulfilled, where τcorr is the rotational correlation

time of the molecular motion and ∆ indicates the anisotropy, an EPR splitting pattern

emerges that depends only on the ratio J/Aiso.[62] Here Aiso is the isotropic hyperfine

coupling constant. At higher B0, the dispersion of the g anisotropy, ∆g, is greater, and

thus it is harder to achieve complete motional averaging of the g tensor, i.e.∆g 6<< 1/τcorr.

Incomplete motional averaging in solution state or a fully anisotropic g, A or e − e D

tensor found at cryogenic temperatures (operational for DNP) will gives rise to line

broadening, and thus obscure the signature of electron spin J coupling in the EPR line.

This is true especially when J coupling is a small contributor to the EPR line, as is the

case in a non-conjugated biradical molecule, yielding values on the order of a few to tens

of MHz. Thus, EPR lineshape analysis at lower fields and in solution (as opposed to

solid) state is the method of choice for quantifying the electron spin J coupling. In a

recent study J was determined in the frozen state using a comprehensive multifrequency

EPR approach.[60] In general, however, the effect of J coupling in the solid state can be

easily hidden by the large e − e dipolar coupling and other anisotropic line broadening

mechanisms. Under such circumstances, with as many as 10 other parameters required

to fit the spectrum, the determination of J will be quite challenging.

EPR lineshape analysis To determine the J coupling at each temperature based on

the splitting pattern of the EPR spectrum in solution, we first evaluated the isotropic

A value from the field separation between the 3 hyperfine lines. Then, an approximate
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value of J was obtained by fitting the line positions of the EPR spectrum. Given this

approximate value of J, a linewidth (FWHM) was determined by fitting the first hyperfine

peak to a Gaussian broadened test spectrum with all other features ignored. In order

to obtain a satisfactory fit we, subsequently, considered a range of J values. Since we

do not know the distribution of J a priori, we first simulated the EPR line for multiple

values of J. These EPR lines were then summed together and weighted according to a

distribution function. This distribution function was then varied until a satisfactory fit

was achieved. Typically, the broadening of an EPR line takes the form of a Gaussian

and/or Lorentzian shape.[74] For convenience, a single distribution function (Gaussian or

Lorentzian) was used to characterize the distribution of J, specified by its central value

and FWHM. In all cases for AMUPol and TOTAPol, a purely Lorentzian distribution

gave between 2 − 10% superior fit than a purely Gaussian distribution. However, an

interpretation of the shape of the distribution in terms of the molecular basis underlying

this distribution function is beyond the scope of this paper. The importance of including

this distribution is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. A residual dipolar coupling (D) was also

included in order to account for asymmetric features present in the low temperature

spectra. For each point in the three dimensional (J, FWHM, D) parameter space the

resulting weighted distribution of the spectra was normalized and the squared deviations

(χ2) from the observed spectrum obtained. D was varied in steps of 1 MHz from 0 MHz

to 16 MHz. For AMUPol, J was varied from 15 MHz to 40 MHz in 0.5 MHz steps; and

the FWHM was varied from 1 MHz to 50 MHz in 0.5 MHz steps. For TOTAPol, we

initially assumed negligible J coupling, and thus varied J from 0 MHz to 250 MHz in

0.5 MHz steps and the FWHM from 1 MHz to 500 MHz in 0.5 MHz steps. The set of

parameters that gave the minimum sum are the ones used in this paper. J and FWHM

are presented in Fig. 3.4a-d, and D is shown in Fig. 2 in the appendix A. Error bars

were determined from J and FWHM values (at the optimal D value) that were within
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of simulation fit with (bottom) and without (top) a Lorentzian
distribution of J values for AMUPol in H2O at 95C◦. Inset is the distribution of J
used to generate the bottom fit.

1.25χ2 of the global minimum (forming an ellipse), similar to what was done in the study

by Soetbeer et al.[60]

AMUPol For AMUPol, the fitted mean J values ranged from 18 to 27 MHz (Fig.

3.4a) across all solvents and temperatures examined. These J values are comparable to

those reported in the literature for biradicals of similar length and linker composition, as

well as previously reported values for AMUPol.[50, 57, 63, 62]. However, each individual

spectrum also revealed a broad distribution of J values (FWHM) which, when modeled

with a Lorentzian function, ranged from 10 to 34 MHz, as shown in Fig. 3.4b. Both, the

mean J and its distribution increased linearly with temperature in all solvents (Fig. 3.4a-

b). The rate for the increase in J and FWHM is similar in all cases, with the exception
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of toluene at higher temperatures. This trend breaks down below 20◦C in DNP Juice

due to residual anisotropic interactions. We also observe that the J value is higher by ∼7

MHz at a given temperature in toluene and H2O compared to in DMSO or DNP juice.

Similarly, the FWHM in toluene is 10-15 MHz greater than in the other solvents.

Figure 3.4: (a) Change in J coupling due to Temperature and Solvent for AMUPol.
(b) Change in the FWHM of the lorentzian distribution of J coupling with temperature
for AMUPol. (c) Change in J coupling due to Temperature and Solvent for TOTAPol.
(d) Change in the FWHM of the lorentzian distribution of J coupling with temperature
for TOTAPol.

The increase in J values and their distribution with temperature indicate that a

range of conformations of AMUPol exist in solution, and that additional conformations

with higher J are populated at higher temperature. The nature of the distribution
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described by a single, broadened, Lorentzian function can be explained by fast chemical

exchange between a ground state with low J and excited state(s) with higher J, resulting

in an effective J value that shifts upwards with temperature as the population shifts

towards the excited states. The width of the J distribution may be ascribed to the

superposition of many spectra, in slow chemical exchange between excited states with

different J values.[62, 74] However, we do not know the source of these conformational

changes a priori, but the shift in J and FWHM with temperature and solvent indicate

that molecular dynamics of AMUPol is key to understanding the underlying mechanism.

An obvious source for the distribution of J values would be collisional/inter-nitroxide

distance modulation. However, studies of nitroxide spin probes exchanging through water

show that such e− e J coupling drops off very quickly with inter-nitroxide distance.[75]

At the inter-nitroxide distance of ∼1.32nm present in AMUPol, as validated by DFT

calculations[49] and consistent with the experimentally determined dipolar coupling (∼23MHz)[57],

the through-space J coupling should be negligible (<< 1MHz). This is supported by

DFT calculations of through-space J coupling.[76, 77] Therefore, the J coupling must

involve a through-bond mechanism that depends on the conformation of the molecular

backbone of AMUPol. A previous study by Bryantsev et al. calculated the rotational

energy barrier around the N-C(sp3) bond in substituted urea derivatives to be between

2 and 5 kcal/mol, making this rotation very feasible in solution state.[78] The equivalent

rotation in AMUPol is indicated in Fig. 3.1a. Moreover, the large moments of inertia of

the attached groups will lower the torsional frequencies and thereby increase the acces-

sibility of excited torsional states. Hence, we postulate that conformational degrees of

freedom, particularly internal rotations, give rise to the temperature-dependent distribu-

tion of J values in AMUPol. The underpinning for this hypothesis will be sought from

broken symmetry calculations DFT.
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TOTAPol EPR spectral analysis of TOTAPol were carried out only on the sample dis-

solved in H2O, given that the analysis of AMUPol found similar temperature dependence

of J in all solvents tested. The temperature dependence of the X-band EPR spectrum of

TOTAPol is even more dramatic than that of AMUPol. In Figure 3.2, the EPR spectra

show the evolution of two additional lines with increasing intensity at elevated tempera-

tures, clearly indicating the presence of additional spectral component(s). The additional

peaks become readily apparent in the range 50 - 95 ◦C, leading to a total of 5 spectral

lines associated with very high J coupling relative to the hyperfine splitting (J >> A).

Notably, the experimentally observed ratio of these lines (close to 2.2:1:2.5:1:2.2 at 25◦C

and 1:1:1.5:1:1 at 95◦C) is not what is expected of a strongly J coupled triplet system

(1:3:5:3:1).[74] In fact, according to the model of Parmon et al.[62] the unexpected ratio

of spectral lines can be described as being due to the superposition of at least two solvent-

stabilized structures: one in an extended (negligible J coupled) conformation and one in a

contracted (strongly J coupled) conformation. Additionally the lines in our experimental

spectra demonstrate alternate broadening in which the line width of the 5 lines are not

all equal. According to Parmon’s model, the alternate broadening of the 5 spectral lines

demonstrates that molecular motion in the strongly J coupled conformation leads to a

range of J values over which J >> A is not always true.

Given the above description, the temperature dependence of the TOTAPol spectrum

can be modeled by a distribution of J values as we have done for AMUPol. The fits are

shown in Fig. 3.2, and the resulting values for J and FWHM are shown in Fig. 3.4c-d.

It is noteworthy that both solvent-stabilized structures can simultaneously be accounted

for by a single Lorentzian distribution of J values centered around J = 0, as illustrated

in Fig. 3.5. This suggests that we are sampling a distribution of conformations that exist

between the extreme cases of extended (J = 0) and contracted (J >> A) forms.

In contrast to AMUPol, the central J value does not shift with temperature, indicating
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slow exchange between conformations.[62, 79] However, the FWHM of the Lorentzian

distribution increases drastically with temperature from 30 to 250MHz (Fig. 3.4d) as

more population is shifted to higher J coupled states. To illustrate the severity of this

effect, as well as offer a comparison to AMUPol, the best fit distribution of J for the

low and high temperature conditions were plotted together for both molecules in Fig.

3.5. We clearly can recognize the increase of J coupled components with temperature in

TOTAPol. We conclude that increasing temperature leads to the population of a second

structure in TOTAPol which, in turn, strongly increases the accessibility of states with

a broad distribution of J values. This conclusion is consistent with the DFT calculations

that will be presented in the following sub-section.

The strong temperature dependence for TOTAPol, in particular, suggests that the

glassing method and freezing history can dramatically alter the distribution of J values

encountered under DNP conditions (< 100K). For the two biradical studied here, J

generally decreased with decreasing temperature in solution state, because temperature

affects the conformational equilibrium of these radicals and the e-e collision frequency.

Hence, rapid freezing would effectively lock the distribution of J, as the J in and of itself is

not temperature dependent at the cryogenic temperatures relevant for DNP. This might

explain the dramatic, but also consistent, variation in absolute DNP enhancement seen

as a function of the type of solvent and glassing agent, as well as freezing history used,

for the DNP sample preparation.[80]

3.4.1 DFT Calculations of J Coupling

AMUPol In order to justify our qualitative interpretation of J coupling in AMUPol and

TOTAPol we have carried out broken symmetry DFT calculations as described in Sec.2.4.

It has been shown by Barone et al. and others that in small, planar, nitroxide biradicals
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of J Coupling in TOTAPol and AMUPol in water at 20◦C
and 95◦C. Note that the effects of negative and positive J are indistinguishable from
each other in solution state spectra (i.e -5 and 5 MHz of J coupling would have the
same effect.

the dihedral angle between the radical moieties greatly affects the J value.[77, 81, 82, 83]

For the molecules of interest here, the situation is more delicate because the nitroxide

mono-radicals are further apart and the J values are much smaller. Thus, we must be very

careful with regard to the precision of our calculations. Figure 3.6a shows the effect of

numerical precision in the SCF calculation. In this Fig. we present the average absolute

deviation of J from the value obtained with 10−9 Hartree convergence tolerance for 18

equally spaced torsional angles around the N(H)-cyclohexyl bond (shown in Fig. 3.1c)

of a trimmed AMUPol molecule (Fig. 3.1c) using the CAM-B3LYP functional and SVP

basis set. We see that the average absolute deviation in J is converged to less than 1
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MHz at 10−8 hartrees. To ensure sufficient accuracy, all calculations were carried out

with a tolerance of 10−13 hartrees.

Broken symmetry DFT is known to overestimate the magnitude of J coupling, al-

though this effect is minimized by using hybrid functionals.[72] Here we tested several

functionals for the evaluation of J. Figure 3.6b shows J as a function of torsional angles

for the same trimmed AMUPol molecule discussed, using the same SVP basis set and the

B3LYP optimized triplet state geometry (see Fig. 3.1c). The GGA functionals BP86 and

PBE substantially overestimate the J values for AMUPol from the experimental results.

This overestimate is reduced for the hybrid functionals B3LYP and PBE0, which gave

nearly identical results. Finally, considering that the interaction between the nitroxide

radicals is over a long range, we examined the range-separated hybrid functionals CAM-

B3LYP, wb97x, and LC-BLYP. The range-separated functionals reduced the J values

further still, and yielded results in excellent agreement with each other. Thus, these

functionals appeared most promising to us.

In order to justify the use of the relatively small SVP basis set[84] in the above

discussed tests we compared it to the larger TZVP[84] basis set. As can be seen from

Fig. 3.6c, this simplification has only a minimal effect on the J values. The result shown

here is from using the CAM-B3LYP functional.

The above tests on the trimmed AMUPol structure suggest that CAM-B3LYP cal-

culations of the rotational dependence of J should be suitable for the full molecule.

Moreover, a comparison between the trimmed and full molecules, shown in the appendix

A, exhibits very similar trends in the behavior of this property. We use this comparison

to justify the use of the same DFT parameters (functional, basis set, integration accuracy,

etc.) for the full molecule that were used on the trimmed version, while the final broken

symmetry calculations of J (with settings determined using the trimmed molecule) was

carried out using the full molecule. The so determined J values for the full molecule,
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as given in Fig. 3.7a, gave remarkably close values to the experimental results of 18-27

MHz.

In Fig. 3.7a we observe that even a small change in the relative orientation of the

nitroxide g-tensors, induced by a small change in the dihedral angle of only a few degrees,

can lead to a significant (5MHz) change in the value of J. The change in J appears jagged

with the change in the relative torsion angle, which is likely due to specific interactions

involving the bis-nitroxide side chains. This is supported by the observation that J is

a much smoother function of the torsion angle in a smaller and lower complexity bis-

nitroxide radical with larger J values (shown in Fig. S8). As expected, we also observed

substantially higher values of J for the two torsional energy minima visible in Fig. 3.7a

(corresponding to rotamer states of the molecule). While the large rotational energy

barriers at −100◦ (26 kcal/mol) and 140◦ (28 kcal/mol) preclude tunneling at reasonable

temperatures in solution, the low energy torsional states of the equilibrium configuration

could very well be rapidly exchanging at room temperature; leading to the behaviour of

J observed at various temperatures.

Figure 3.6: Tests of broken symmetry DFT calculations using the trimmed AMUPol
molecule, shown in Fig. 3.1c, for dependence of J on (18 equally spaced) torsional
angles. (a) Effect of SCF energy convergence criterion (numerical precision). Shown
is the CAM-B3LYP/SVP average **absolute** deviation with respect to a conver-
gence tolerance of 10−9 Hartree. (b) Effect of various functionals (SVP basis).(c)
Comparison of TZVP and SVP basis sets using the CAM-B3LYP functional.
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TOTAPol To verify that there exists at least 2 states relating to the extended/contracted

conformations of TOTAPol found experimentally, we carried out geometry optimization

of TOTAPol starting from a cis and a trans conformation. Indeed, two distinct, locally

stable, geometries were found depending on the starting conformation, as illustrated

in Fig. 3.7b-c (top). The energy difference between these two structures is only 1.63

kcal/mol, with the extended one being the ground state, suggesting significant popula-

tions of both conformations in solution. To provide a basis for the observed distribution

of J, we repeated the analysis used on AMUPol (CAM-B3LYP/SVP) for both confor-

mations (Fig. 3.7b-c bottom). The J values for the contracted, cis, conformation ranged

from -800 to 400 MHz with higher potential energies generally corresponding to higher

absolute values of |J |. For the extended, trans, conformation the J coupling vanished at

all torsional angles.

The broken symmetry analysis shows that the contracted conformation of TOTAPol

possesses significantly higher J coupling than the extended conformation. This supports

our EPR data since the Boltzmann population will increasingly populate the contracted

conformation at higher temperatures, thus increasing the density of states with high J

coupling. J values can be positive or negative. Hence, given that the mean J value is

around 0, increasing J will be reflected in a broadened J distribution. Thus the dynamic

equilibrium between these states is likely the origin of the alternatively broadened EPR

lineshape, which gives rise to the large distribution of J coupling.

The broken symmetry DFT calculations provide a glimpse at the complicated confor-

mational landscape of TOTAPol and its role in the origin of the distribution of J values.

Because of the many nuclear degrees of freedom, however, it provides only a limited

picture of the results described by our EPR lineshape analysis.

The broken symmetry DFT calculations of J presented in this paper yield experi-

mentally reasonable values, even when they are as small as 3× 10−9 hartrees (20 MHz).
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Figure 3.7: Broken symmetry DFT J values as a function of torsional angle for
AMUPol and TOTAPol (extended and contracted structures). The equilibrium ge-
ometries are shown at the top. J values are shown in blue and relative torsional en-
ergies are shown in red. (a) Torsion around the R-N-C-C dihedral angle in AMUPol
(see Fig. 3.1a). (b) Torsion around the C-N-C-C dihedral angle in the extended form
of TOTAPol (see Fig. 3.1(b)). (c) Torsion around the same C-N-C-C dihedral angle
in the contracted form of TOTAPol (see Fig. 3.1(b)). The torsional energies in (b)
and (c) are with respect to the equilibrium extended geometry, which is the global
minimum.

However, we should also emphasize that such calculations are the subject of current

theoretical development and require refinement and further validations.

While the dihedral angle, by itself, plays an important role in the determination of J

coupling, it is almost certainly not the only structural factor that does so. In molecules

as large as AMUPol or TOTAPol, there are many other nuclear and molecular degrees of

freedom that can modify the J value, either independently or through interaction with the

dihedral angle. For example, the cyclohexane ring structure” is expected to affect J. [85]

In any case, our study clearly demonstrates that a distribution of biradical conformations

leads to a distribution of J values.

Hence, the next question is what effect the J coupling has on DNP enhancement.

This is, in fact, still an open question because it is experimentally impossible to fully
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separate the effect on DNP of J coupling vs. D coupling vs. g-tensor orientation. Thus,

to single out the effect of J coupling on DNP, we turn next to quantum mechanical DNP

simulations.

3.4.2 DNP Simulations

In order to ascertain the role of J coupling in CE-DNP of the biradicals studied here,

and thus of their rotamer states, quantum mechanics - based numerical simulations were

carried out for a 3 spin (e1e
1
2H) system under MAS, at 100 K and 9.4 T conditions.

Figure 3.8 is a plot of the simulated 1H enhancement (ε) as a function of the J value,

for different relative g-tensor orientations determined by β in the Euler angle set [107◦,

β, 124◦] (zyz convention) that describes the orientation of e2 with respect to e1. The

microwave field amplitude (nutation frequency) and the e − e dipole coupling were set

to 0.8 MHz and 19 MHz (ree=1.39 nm), respectively. The e1 − H and e2 − H dipolar

couplings are set to 2 MHz and 0.04 MHz, respectively. From Fig. 3.8a, it can be seen

that the g tensor orientation (at a spinning speed of 10 kHz) plays a significant role in

determining ε. Even for J = 0 the optimum 1H ε varies from negligible enhancement up

to 200 fold as a function of merely the g tensor orientation. Figure 3.8a clearly shows that

the impact of J is modulated by the g tensor orientation. Importantly, we also observe

that increasing J increases 1H ε, regardless of the g tensor orientation, up to a threshold

J value of about 15 MHz. Since the J value and the g tensor orientation are intrinsically

linked to the torsional angle, the rotamer states of the biradical will critically modulate

ε. We also note that for J exceeding a value of the order of the nuclear Larmor frequency

(a few hundred MHz) a further increase in J leads to a decrease in 1H ε (data not shown).

This has been shown experimentally for mixed and tethered TEMPO-trityl type radicals

in which too large J coupling impedes DNP enhancement.[34, 86]
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A major boost in ε comes with inclusion of J-coupling above a threshold (and below

a ceiling) value. At the optimum g-tensor orientation (β=90◦), a gain by a factor of > 2

is observed for |J | ∼ 15 MHz, at 9.4 T. The reason a |J | value comparable to |D| has a

much larger effect is that, unlike |J |, the dipolar coupling constant (µ0γ
2
e

4πr30
= 19 MHz for

r0 = 1.39 nm) is scaled down by orientation averaging (due to sample spinning) as will

next be illustrated.

The effect of orientation averaging on DNP can be seen in Figure 3.8b where we plot ε

for 1H as a function of spinning speed, with and without J coupling. The conditions used

for this calculation were taken from the highlighted point in Fig. 8a. Without J coupling

the enhancement drops significantly with increasing spinning speed from 1H ε 500 to a

small value. The inclusion of J completely mitigates this effect entirely, with almost no

loss observed in 1H ε at higher spinning speeds.

To gain a deeper insight from DNP simulations under MAS, we present a map of ε

at 10 kHz spinning for a powder sample with 100 random molecular orientations. The

same two cases as in Fig. 3.8b are shown. Evidently, in the presence of J (as well as

D) coupling, a large number of orientations (∼ 80%) show an enhancement close to the

theoretical maximum of 660. On the other hand, when only dipole coupling is present,

just a few orientations contribute to such high enhancements. This is because dipolar

coupling is anisotropic, and only fully effective for select few molecular orientations.

Under fast MAS and high B0, this anisotropy attenuates the Landau-Zener adiabatic

transition probability for rotor events leading to CE-DNP polarization. It also reduces

the e− e spin exchange probability at a given e− e (degenerate) level crossing, thereby

reducing the steady state polarization difference between the two electronic spin states.

These effects have been proposed by Mentink et al. to rationalize the reduced DNP

depolarization effect seen with strongly dipolar coupled biradicals.[61] Unquestionably,

the presence of J coupling significantly augments the CE-DNP performance, especially
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at faster spinning frequency, which is an increasingly important experimental condition

for contemporary solid state NMR.

In the two cases presented here, our X-band EPR results suggest that it would be ad-

vantageous to vitrify AMUPol or TOTAPol from higher sample incubation temperatures

to ensure the J coupling density exceeds 15 MHz. Figure 3.5 shows that for AMUPol and

TOTAPol, a significant population density with very low J coupling remains, especially

at temperatures below room temperature and especially for TOTAPOL. Moreover, the

decrease in J with temperature is expected to continue at lower temperatures (down to

above the freezing temperature). It seems that the DNP enhancement can be quite sen-

sitive to the incubation temperature of the sample before vitrification through its effect

on J.

3.5 Conclusions

EPR lineshape analysis of biradical samples equilibrated in different solvents and at

different temperatures show that there exist multiple electron spin J coupling values for

TOTAPol and AMUPol. Moreover, the mean value and the width of the distribution

increase with temperature, in solution state. From temperature and solvent dependent

EPR lineshape analysis, as well as Broken Symmetry DFT calculations, we conclude that

for AMUPol this behavior is due to the varying population of different rotamer states

that are undergoing rapid chemical exchange with one another. This effect is observed

because even small changes in torsional angle can induce significant change in J due

to variation in the relative g-tensor orientation of the nitroxide moiety. For TOTAPol,

the extreme dependence of J on temperature is due to both rotamer, and extended vs.

contracted states. Our results illustrate that biradicals in solution can have dramatically

differing J coupling values, depending on the equilibrium temperature, as well as the
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solvent type and, of course, the biradical structure. Consequently, the equilibration

conditions and freezing history of the sample can significantly alter the J coupling effect

in frozen biradicals used for DNP.

The significance of the above findings is recognized through quantum-mechanical

simulations illustrating that the CE-DNP efficiency is dramatically boosted under MAS

up to a value for 1H ε ∼ 500 in the presence of a small/moderate J value (> 15 MHz,

but less than a few hundred MHz, in the case considered). In contrast, the effectiveness

of a comparable dipolar coupling value is negligible and eliminated under MAS.

The results reported here provide important insight into the role of J coupling in CE-

DNP of binitroxide radicals. However, a more firm and detailed understanding of the

molecular basis of J coupling remains desirable. One aspect that requires further consid-

eration is the BS DFT calculation of small J values. Although our BS DFT treatment

remarkably reproduced the experimental values, additional authentication is needed and,

perhaps, even methodological development necessary. Moreover, we have focused on the

effect of a given torsion angle and neglected other low frequency nuclear motions that

could be significant by themselves, or in combination with torsion, on the J coupling and

DNP efficiency..
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Figure 3.8: (a) 1H DNP enhancement as a function of |J | for different relative g-tensor
orientations (varied with β; see text) of two nitroxide radicals with a dipolar coupling
of 19 MHz, spinning speed of 10 kHz, B0 field of 400 MHz (9.4T), and µw amplitude
of 0.8 MHz. T1 of electron spins was set to 3ms. (b) 1H ε vs. spin rate in presence
(blue) and absence (red) of J coupling for the parameter highlighted with a yellow
box in (a), i.e. |J |=15 MHz and β=75◦.
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Figure 3.9: (a) 1H DNP enhancement for 100 different molecular orientations in a
powder sample under the same conditions as Fig. 3.8b : (i) only dipolar coupling
(blue) and (ii) dipolar and J-coupling (red); (b) Histogram distribution of enhance-
ment in (a).
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Chapter 4

AWG DNP

4.1 Permissions and Attributions

1. The content of chapter 3 and appendix B are reprinted with permission from the

Journal of Phyiscal Chemistry Letters.[4]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical

Society. https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jpclett.9b03070

4.2 Introduction

The DNP process is mediated by microwave (µw) irradiation of the electron spin’s

paramagnetic resonance; and occurs through distinct mechanisms that can be broadly

classified into three categories, the Overhauser Effect (OE)[13], Solid Effect (SE) [87],

and Cross Effect (CE) [40]. Of these, the CE is the most effective mechanism to achieve

DNP for insulating solids at high magnetic fields. Recently, OE was also reported for

insulating 1,3-bisdiphenylene-2-phenylallyl (BDPA) dispersed in polystyrene [88]. But

deeper insight into the mechanistic basis of OE in insulating solids under cryogenic tem-

perature is needed before its utility can be relied upon [89]. CE is based on a three-spin
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system - two coupled electron (e) spins, coupled to a nuclear (n) spin. The polariza-

tion transfer mechanism operates through simultaneous flip-flop-flip of the three spins

(e−e−n) when the difference in the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) frequencies

of the two e spins matches the Larmor frequency of the n spin. This ensures that the

process is energy conserving [90].

The extent of polarization transfer from e to n is proportional to the polarization

difference (∆Pe) between the two CE-fulfilling e spin ensembles, which is created by

µw irradiation of the e spins of the polarizing agent (PA). Note that even in the ab-

sence of µw irradiation at thermal equilibrium, the CE-fulfilling e spin can have a po-

larization difference that constructively contributes to polarization, or destructively to

depolarization.[91] Typically, continuous-wave (CW) µw irradiation is used to selectively

or differently depolarize (or saturate) the two CE e pair. However, the saturation effi-

ciency is substantially decreased at higher B0 field, higher temperature and faster MAS

frequency because of decreased Landau-Zener (adibatic) transition probability [45, 47].

Consequently, the resulting DNP transfer efficiency also decreases under these regimes.

Additionally, efficient CW-DNP is limited to a select few PAs and sample types. To

broaden the scope of DNP and improve its efficiency in the above mentioned experimen-

tally important regimes, concerted efforts have been invested at two key fronts: (i) the

design and development of PAs and (ii) versatile high frequency µw technology.

The PA design has to be tailored to the underlying DNP mechanism. For MAS-DNP,

tethered-radicals fulfilling the CE conditions are being developed [92, 49, 31]. Despite

significant investment and impressive advancements made in PA design, the DNP per-

formance is typically far below the theoretical maximum of γe/γn (660x for 1H spins)

at thermal equilibrium. With CW µw irradiation, the DNP performance relies exclu-

sively on the complex and intrinsic e spin dynamics of the PA. Therefore, an important

requirement for efficient and robust DNP is user-controlled manipulation of the e spin po-
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larization. This can be achieved via time-dependent µw irradiation using recent advances

in µw technology.

Time-domain (non-CW ) methods such as nuclear orientation via electron spin lock-

ing (NOVEL) [93, 94], off-resonance NOVEL [95] and time optimized pulse (TOP) [96]

offer solutions to overcome the field dependence of CW-DNP methods. However for

all of these methods, the µw power or Rabi frequency (νµw) needed to meet the e − n

cross-polarization resonance condition is enormous (tens to hundreds of MHz), and fur-

ther increases with higher nuclear Larmor frequency (or the B0 field). The high power

demands restrict their applicability to lower B0 fields (∼1 T) with the current state-of-

the-art µw technology.

Compared to the just discussed power-stringent techniques, broadband frequency or

phase modulated/swept saturation of an e spin ensemble is a more accessible approach to

boost DNP efficiency at high B0 field. It also confers user-controlled spin manipulation

capability, even with modest µw power. Previously, Hovav et al. [97], Bornet et al. [98],

and Thurber et al. [99] (using field modulation) demonstrated this at a ∼ 3.3 T, 6.7 T,

and 9.4 T magnetic field, respectively. In the first 2 studies, modulation was achieved by

oscillations of the µw source in the frequency domain using voltage controlled oscillators;

and in the last study, field modulation was achieved via an EPR modulation coil fed by

a lock in amplifier. Arbitrary waveform generated (AWG) time-domain manipulation of

the µw has principal advantages of versatility, speed and reaching a broader frequency

span. Recently, Kaminker et al. demonstrated dramatically enhanced (up to 4x) CE

DNP under static (non-MAS) conditions at 7 T by µw saturation relying, for the first

time, on AWG pulse shaping in the time domain [100, 38]. Subsequently, static AWG-

DNP has been exploited to achieve enhanced DNP using highly anisotropic (broad EPR

line) PAs, such as transition metal complexes including Vanadium(IV ).

Notably, all AWG techniques for DNP transfer reported in the literature have hitherto
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been conceived and/or applied under static (sample) conditions only. MAS, however, is

indispensable to achieve high resolution NMR of solid-state samples. Thus, there is an

insistent need for AWG DNP techniques that work under MAS. Unfortunately, concepts

learned from static DNP cannot be directly translated to and implemented under MAS,

as fundamentally demonstrated by Thurber et al. and Mentik et al. [45, 47]. This is

because the sample spinning renders additional time-dependence to the e spin dynamics

compared to the µw dynamics, making the DNP process much more complex.

In this study we debut a novel concept to achieve enhanced DNP by AWG pulse

shaping of electron spin polarization under MAS. Our study is based on experiments

done using a custom 7 T DNP instrument with AWG capabilities, and quantum mechan-

ical simulations. We discover that AWG-DNP (pulse shaped) has two major advantages

over conventional CW-DNP. Firstly, AWG pulse shaping broadens the optimum DNP

condition in the µw frequency domain, thereby recruit more e spins to actively and

constructively contribute to the DNP effect. Secondly, it paves the way towards achiev-

ing faster e saturation for efficient CE DNP under short T1e (e spin-lattice) relaxation

conditions. Essentially, this fast and broadband (FAB) saturation using AWG will be

vital for DNP using PAs that exhibit significantly heterogeneously-broadened EPR lines

and fast relaxation properties, for polarizing agents with distinct non-overlapping spin

populations.

4.3 Results and discussion

To explore AWG-DNP under MAS, we examined two classes of PAs that are com-

monly employed for DNP measurements: bis-nitroxide [48] and mixed narrow (Trityl) –

broad (Nitroxide) line radicals (including a physical mixture, as well as chemically teth-

ered PA) [2, 34]. Both PAs have their distinct advantages and limitations. Bis-nitroxide
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radicals are stable and readily available, and therefore widely used, but their performance

deteriorates severely at higher B0 [101]. Mixed radicals are better performers at high B0

field conditions, require much lower µw power and also exhibit a smaller depolarization

effect, but are more challenging to synthesize [34, 102, 103, 61, 104]. We note that the

choice for PAs in this study was based on availability and proving the principle, not by

optimizing the expected performance.

To achieve non-CW pulse shaped irradiation, we upgraded our 7 T MAS-DNP spec-

trometer by implementing AWG pulse shaping capabilities, similar to what has been

demonstrated with the dual EPR-NMR capable static DNP instrument [105, 38]. The

AWG-DNP experimental schematic is shown in Fig. 4.1A. AWG irradiation has two

defining parameters: (1) the frequency sweep width ∆νAWG, and (2) the AWG modula-

tion rate given as a function of N , where N is the number of repetition of AWG blocks

per rotor period, i.e. τr = N ∗ τAWG, where τr and τAWG are the lengths of the MAS

rotor period and the AWG-repeating unit, respectively. With AWG, any waveform can

be implemented, but we first present conceptual advances with easy-to-implement linear

chirp schemes, unless mentioned otherwise.

AWG-DNP using bis-nitroxide

Our first goal was to understand whether broadband AWG-DNP can improve the

1H polarization enhancement compared with CW-DNP for a bis-nitroxide radical (simu-

lated EPR spectrum using Easy-spin [66] shown in Fig. 1B.) under optimized conditions

(i.e. PA concentration of 10 mM and glassing matrix composition of 60/30/10 v% d-

glycerol/D2O/H2O). To this end, we chose the standard AMUPOL radical [49], which

has previously been shown to yield 70% greater 1H-DNP enhancement (εDNP ) by AWG-

DNP over CW-DNP under static conditions at 7 T [100]. In Fig. 1C the normalized
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Figure 4.1: Pulse schematic and AWG profiles for bis-nitroxide and mixed
radical. (A) Solid-echo pulse sequence, with pre-saturation pulses, used for detection
of 1H NMR signal. N blocks of AWG shaped µw pulses (rainbow) were synchronized
with a rotor period, i.e. N ∗ τAWG = τr. The DNP buildup time, τbuildup was set
to m times τr. AWG-DNP enhancement (normalized with CW-DNP) as a function
of frequency sweep-width (∆νAWG), acquired under 3 kHz MAS and 32 K conditions
for (C) 10 mM AMUPOL radical with ν0 =193.7 GHz and (E) physical mixture of
4-Amino Tempo (26.6 mM) and Trityl-OX063 (13.33 mM) with ν0 =193.6 GHz. N=4.
Their simulated EPR spectra are shown in B and D, respectively.
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εDNP enhancement is plotted as a function of the frequency sweep width (∆νAWG) of the

linear-chirp pulse train. All experiments were done under conditions of MAS frequency

(νr) of 3 kHz and at 32 K. The normalized εAWG/εCW data ensures that the nuclear spin

depolarization effects and bleaching effects are taken into consideration, as these factors

are independent of µw irradiation. Clearly, compared to CW irradiation (∆νAWG=0),

εDNP decreased with increased ∆νAWG. Even with more sophisticated waveforms, the

AWG-DNP did not lead to better εDNP for AMUPOL at the available 350 mW µw power

at the µw source output. Hence, contrary to the results found under static conditions,

we found that AWG (here chirp) µw irradiation deteriorated the εDNP of AMUPOL un-

der MAS compared to CW irradiation. A priori, this might appear surprising; however,

analytic insight can help us understand and rationalize this phenomenon. The DNP

mechanisms for static and MAS samples are different [45, 47, 106]. While the energies of

the spins are fixed in time for a static sample, under MAS they are time-modulated be-

cause of anisotropic g and dipolar interactions. Modulation of the EPR frequencies over

the course of the MAS rotor period leads to multiple different resonance/degeneracy con-

ditions (a.k.a rotor events [47]). These events can lead to various diabatic and adiabatic

transitions between the coupled e− e− n spin states, as detailed by Thurber and Tycko

using the Landau−Zener (LZ) model [59]. Therefore, under MAS, the prominent interac-

tions in the CE DNP mechanism, the spin-B1 (µw induced e spin transition/saturation),

and the spin-spin (e–e flip-flop and e–e–n flip-flop-flip) fields are time modulated. The

LZ model provides an analytic solution to the transition dynamics for a time-dependent

Hamiltonian in a two energy-level system. According to the LZ model, the adiabatic

transition probability (P ) at the resonance condition scales down with an increasing en-

ergy crossing-rate (Ė = dE/dt), and scales up with the magnitude of perturbation (E1);

P = 1 − exp(−πE1
2/Ė). For example, the µw induced e spin saturation caused at the

µw rotor-events depends on (a) the strength of the µw power (perturbations); and (b)
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the rate of the energy change at the crossing, which in turn depends on the g-anisotropy

and the MAS rate.

There are two challenges in improving the CE-DNP efficiency of bis-nitroxide radicals

using AWG: (i) The two nitroxide e spins have similar EPR characteristics (line-width

and relaxation rate); therefore, the selective saturation of one of the two CE e becomes

unfeasible with increased irradiation bandwidth (∆νAWG). (ii) µw modulation on top of

the large EPR energy modulation of the broad nitroxide radical under MAS increases

the effective energy crossing-rate, (dE/dt), at µw resonance conditions, and therefore

lowers the µw induced EPR saturation probability. From this cogent LZ based descrip-

tion, it can be understood why the DNP performance of AMUPOL (bis-nitroxide radi-

cal) deteriorates with broad-band AWG-irradiation when using a low power µw source.

However, numerical simulations also predict that a high power µw source (µw nutation

frequency greater than 4 MHz) will increase the AWG-DNP efficiency of AMUPOL, but

only marginally, as the selective e spin manipulation of such radical is still not straightfor-

ward (see SI, Fig. S6). With the availability of very high power and coherent µw sources,

pulse schemes designed using optimal control theory may achieve maximal polarization

differential (∆Pe), but this is beyond the realm of state-of-the-art µw source technology.

AWG-DNP using mixed-radicals

Choosing a PA where the two e spins participating in the CE mechanism are already

separated in their isotropic frequencies or non-overlapping in the frequency space, will

circumvent the above discussed bottlenecks. Such PA will easily facilitate the selective

µw perturbation or saturation of one of the e population. For this purpose, an ideal

system would be a mixed narrow-broad PA. This is already available in the form of a

Trityl-TEMPO physical mixture which was first introduced by Hu et al. and its tethered
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biradical by Mathies et al. [107, 34]. Here, the smaller EPR line-width (g-anisotropy)

of the narrow radical species will help increase the LZ µw transition probability, even at

low-moderate µw power available with current µw source technology. This type of PA

has shown promising potential to overcome the inefficiency of DNP at high B0 field where

the standard bis-nitroxide PAs failed to deliver high enhancements [34, 103]. Therefore,

further improving the performance of these PAs using shaped pulse, non-CW, irradiation

would be a momentous step forward towards efficient and robust DNP developments.

It is important to note that time modulation of spin energies under MAS allows a

much larger number of e spin pairs to participate in the DNP mechanism as compared

under static operation. Therefore, MAS by itself exhibits a self-chirping effect. A ques-

tion arises: will AWG irradiation have an additional benefit if MAS by itself exhibits a

self-chirping [45] effect ? Based on our analysis presented here, we reckon that AWG will

indeed be crucial for further improving the DNP efficiency. The saturation of e spins with

CW under MAS occurs at a rate governed by the MAS rate and rely predominantly on

the relative orientations of e spins interaction tensors, leaving not much external and ra-

tional (user) control in such an experiment. In contrast, AWG permits enhanced control

over the manipulation of e spin polarization, granted sufficient knowledge of the e spin

system and necessary µw technology. Taken together, AWG MAS-DNP should be able

to: (a) help saturate e spins at a much faster rate than MAS alone can do, and impor-

tantly (b) mitigate the e spin orientation dependence on saturation through broadband

irradiation. Next, we test the validity of this concept.

TEMPO-Trityl physical mixture

To test AWG-DNP under MAS by exploiting non-overlapping spin populations for CE

DNP, we chose the physical mixture of 4-Amino TEMPO and Trityl-OX063 in a 2:1 ratio

as optimized by Li et al. in a recently published study [2]. A simulated EPR spectrum for
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this mixture is shown in Fig. 4.1D which clearly shows the separation of spin populations.

In Fig. 4.1E, the normalized 1H-εDNP procured using AWG irradiation at νr = 3 kHz is

plotted as a function of the sweep width, ∆νAWG. The carrier frequency was set to the

center of the Trityl resonance. Clearly, the 1H-DNP enhancement for rotor-synchronized

AWG (linear chirp) irradiation increased with ∆νAWG until it reached an optimum at 85

MHz, close to the line-width of the Trityl-OX063 resonance at 7 T. Here N = τr/τAWG

was set to 4. The 10% increase in DNP enhancement represents the first successful

demonstration of improving MAS-DNP using shaped pulse (non-CW ) µw irradiation

with a low power µw source. Importantly, this modest gain can be significantly improved

by careful pulse shaping and higher microwave power, as well as optimized PA design.

To prove this point, we showcase the benefit of moving beyond linear chirp irradiation

towards shape optimized saturation later in this paper.

Tethered TEMTriPol-1

It has been reported in the literature that efficient CE-DNP is obtained using a teth-

ered radical which has strong e−e coupling, in particular, exchange (J) coupling because

of its isotropic component [61, 108, 109, 3, 60]. However, owing to different radical con-

formers (e.g. rotamers), a wide variation in the relative g-tensors and the J-coupling

between the two e spins is observed in the widely used biradical PAs [3]. Strong J-

coupling splits the e spin density population away from the isotropic g value of a narrow

line radical. And therefore, different J-coupling conformers will have different DNP op-

timum conditions with respect to the CW µw frequency [34, 61]. Monochromatic CW

irradiation cannot simultaneously achieve optimum DNP for all conformers. Contrarily,

AWG-DNP can encompass a significant fraction or all of the different spin populations,

given its multi-frequency and broadband e spin saturation capabilities. This prospect

is demonstrated using SpinEvolution based numerical simulation [65] for the tethered
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Figure 4.2: Simulated DNP frequency profiles. Numerically simulated 1H-DNP
enhancement vs. µw frequency offset for (A) CW-DNP and (B) AWG-DNP. The
simulations were performed using e1 − e2−1H spin system, taking g-tensors of the
tethered Tempo(e2)-Trityl(e1) radical. Three different J-coupling conformers were
considered. Averaging over three relative g-tensor orientations were done for each
J-coupling conformer. MAS and νµw1 were set to 10 kHz and 0.8 MHz, respectively.

Tempo-Trityl PA. For simplicity, we take only three J-coupling components (with 2J=

0, 50 and 100 MHz) weighted equally, while fixing all other spin parameters to be equal.

Under CW irradiation, all components have different εDNP optimum conditions, as high-

lighted with dashed lines in Fig. 4.2A. Therefore, it is clear that we cannot fulfill these

different optimum conditions simultaneously using CW irradiation for a PA populating

multiple conformers giving rise to different J coupling values. In contrast, broad-band

irradiation using linear chirp can fulfill the optimum condition over a broader and/or

multiple frequency range, leading to larger overall εDNP than using CW irradiation. This

is illustrated by simulation (Fig. 4.2B) that shows ∼30% gain in εDNP under the condi-

tion of MAS frequency of 10 kHz, νµw1 = 0.8 MHz, ∆νAWG = 100 MHz and N = τr/τAWG

set to 4.

To illustrate this experimentally, we chose tethered TEMTriPol-1 radical provided

to us by Yangping Liu (Tianjin Medical University, China) who originally designed and
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synthesized this PA [?]. This is the most efficient water soluble PA at high magnetic

fields (18T) reported in the literature to date [34]. Figure 4.3A shows the normalized

εDNP frequency profile for this radical using CW and AWG irradiation. Clearly, the

optimum DNP enhancement condition with respect to the µw resonance frequency for

CW-DNP is very narrow. The shoulders (at the frequencies 193.47 GHz and 193.53 GHz)

in its DNP frequency profile indicate multiple J-coupled conformers of the bi-radical. In

such scenarios, AWG can be used to efficiently encompass a range of conformers in the

DNP process, maximizing εDNP , as illustrated in Fig. 4.3A-B. Using a simple linear

chirp irradiation scheme, with ∆νAWG and N set to ∼200 MHz and 5 respectively, we

observed a ∼15 % increased enhancement compared to CW irradiation at νr = 3 kHz

and a sample temperature of 32 K.

Custom AWG-DNP under MAS

Next, we applied AWG pulse train irradiation schemes using more advanced broad-

band pulses than linear chirp, including WURST (wideband, uniform rate, smooth trun-

cation) and custom broad-band pulses to the underlying EPR lineshape. The results are

shown in Fig. 4.3D. For the same sample and experimental conditions as used for the

linear chirp DNP, WURST irradiation led to a ∼25% higher DNP enhancement. The

optimum ∆νAWG of this scheme similar to that of chirp, as shown in SI (Fig. S5). In

general, the AWG-DNP enhancement is expected to be increased using a more sophisti-

cated irradiation scheme where the frequency is swept non-linearly for a fixed µw power

for more effective saturation. In fact, the WURST scheme is widely used in NMR and

EPR for broadband excitation and decoupling when limited RF power is available [110].

In the experimental regime of low power µw perturbation (rabi frequency) and com-

parable relaxation rate as present here, e spins cannot be coherently manipulated. Hence,
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Figure 4.3: AWG-DNP performance for TEMTriPol-1 radical. (A) Chemical
structure of TEMTriPol-1. (B) Experimental 1H εAWG vs. νµw recorded for three
µw irradiation schemes: CW (blue) and linear chirp with ∆νAWG equal to 200 MHz
(Orange) and 400 MHz (green). (C) Dependence of normalized εAWG on ∆νAWG

using the centre frequency set to the optimum (green) obtained in Fig. 3B. (D)
Experimental comparison of εDNP for various AWG schemes normalized with the
maximum of CW-DNP. Optimization protocols as well as NMR spectra are provided
in SI (section 2). All the experments were done under 3 kHz MAS, 32 K temperature,
with Pµw = 350 mW and tbuildup = 10 s for 20 mM TEMTriPol-1 in DNP-juice. Error
bars were determined from the maximum deviation of 10 consecutive runs of CW
DNP.
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broadband saturation in this regime will benefit from a non-linear µw power distribution

across the EPR frequency as weighted by the EPR line intensity. To test the benefit of

custom broadband saturation under MAS, we designed a waveform with ∆νAWG set to

200 MHz and power distribution around the carrier frequency weighted by the CW-DNP

profile. The relative DNP enhancement for various µw irradiation shapes are presented

in Fig. 3C. We observe an even greater (∼35%) increase in DNP enhancement with

custom pulses compared to CW irradiation. For reference, a visual representation of this

power profile and the corresponding waveform is shown in appendix B, Fig. 4.

DNP under fast electron spin-lattice relaxation conditions

One critical objective for broadening the scope of DNP is improving enhancement

under fast relaxation conditions. Here we highlight the advantages of AWG towards

DNP with fast relaxing PAs. The CE DNP mechanism, the method of choice, involves

two essential spin transitions: (i) µw transition that saturates/depolarizes one of the

two CE e spins, thereby creating a large polarization difference (∆Pe) relative to the n

spin polarization, and (ii) simultaneous flip-flop-flip of all three spins induced by the CE

Hamiltonian when the resonance condition, |ωe1 − ωe2| = |ωn|, is satisfied. The latter

transition is intrinsic to the spin system, independent of the use of an optimized µw

irradiation scheme. The amplitude of the CE Hamiltonian is solely dependent on the

orientation of the e spin tensors because ωei changes with orientations (e.g. with sample

rotation). In general, given the large g-anisotropy of a nitroxide radical, different rotor

events are separated in time under MAS. At present, DNP under MAS is limited to the

experimental conditions or PAs which have relatively long (100sµs to few ms at below

80 K) e spin T1e compared to rotor period (τr). This is to ensure that the effect of

different rotor events (separated in time) prevail over time and add up constructively,
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leading to a net desirable DNP transfer. Hence, long T1e is required so that the large

∆Pe created by µw rotor event is retained at the CE matching rotor event which leads to

net DNP enhancements. Time delays between these two rotor events would essentially be

proportional to τr, i.e. the time scale taken to change the orientation of molecule (e−e−n

spin system) from the µw rotor event to the CE rotor event. If T1e is shorter than τr,

then the delay between the resonances considerably attenuates ∆Pe at the CE resonance

condition, and thereby the net achievable DNP. In the limit of very fast relaxation where

T1e is shorter than τr, CW-DNP becomes extremely inefficient, even in the high µw power

regime. This is because the two events are separated in time longer than T1e, so that

the effect of saturation has vanished by the time the CE matching is satisfied. Of course,

very short T1e also reduces the efficiency of electron spin saturation of the µw rotor event

itself. Theoretical consideration predict that fast frequency sweeps using AWG across

the narrower EPR line at a rate faster than the sample spinning frequency will ensure

that saturation or large ∆Pe is maintained at all the CE events. Here, we illustrate this

effect through quantum mechanical simulation using SpinEvolution. Figure 4.4 shows

electron and nuclear spin polarization profiles as a function of time (for one rotor period)

when the e spins have reached their quasi steady-state conditions. Here, T1e was set 10

times shorter than τr. As a result, the large ∆Pe created at the µw rotor event (Blue-

bar) is reduced significantly (due to relaxation) by the time the CE matching condition

(Red-bar) is reached. As a result, the increase in n spin polarization is minuscule under

CW irradiation (Fig. 4A). Thus in a powder sample, CW irradiation leads to efficient

DNP only for select spin packets, where the time delay between the µw and the CE rotor

events happen to be negligible relative to T1e. In contrast, a large ∆Pe can be maintained

by AWG shaped irradiation, repeated at a rate much faster (N = τr/τAWG=20) than the

MAS rate (Fig. 4.4B). Under this condition, AWG-DNP leads to large enhancements for

a larger number of orientations (e − e − n triplets), independent of orientations. This
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Figure 4.4: Spins polarization trajectories. Numerically simulated electron
(blue, left y-axis) and nuclear (red, right y-axis) spins polarization trajectories mea-
sured for a single crystal orientation of e1−e2−1H spin system with e1 and e2 mimick-
ing Trityl and TEMPO, respectively. The polarizations are plotted for one rotor period
at the steady-state conditions for e spins using (A) CW, and (B) AWG (linear chirp,
N=80 and ∆νAWG=100 MHz) µw irradiation. Polarization sampling was done after
every 5µs, i.e. the length of τAWG. MAS was set to 2.5 kHz and T1e1=T1e2=0.1τr.

is effectively illustrated in Fig. 4.5 which shows enhancement for 232 different α and

β orientations in repulsion powder averaging scheme. For this case, AWG-DNP (Fig.

4.5B) leads to a 2.5x greater enhancement than CW-DNP (Fig. 4.5A) for the powder

sample on average. It can inferred from Fig. 4.5, that AWG-DNP will lead to more

uniform polarization enhancement of the nuclear spins in space whereas CW-DNP will

be highly orientation selective under the above experimental conditions. Therefore, for

conditions where T1e ≤10µs, typically found with transition metals even at cryogenic

temperatures (100 K) or with organic bi-radical PA at elevated temperatures εAWG/εCW

can be significantly boosted. A way to increase T1e relative to τr would be to increase

the spin rate but this will also lower the adiabatic transition probabilities of all the other

rotor events [45, 47]. Moreover, spin rate is also governed by instrumental limitations as

well experimental requirements.

As illustrated, the benefit of AWG is maximum under fast relaxation, but our exper-
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Figure 4.5: Powder orientation dependence of CW and AWG-DNP.
(a)Simulated 1H εDNP mapped for for 232 powder orientations of a e1 − e2−1H
spin-system mimicking TEMTriPol-1 PA, acquired using optimized (A) CW, and
(B) AWG irradiation schemes at MAS = 10 kHz and ν1

µw = 1.5 MHz. N=20 and
∆νAWG=100 MHz for AWG scheme. T1e1=0.1τr and T1e2= 0.5T1e1 .

imental data shown so far is at 32K to compensate for the low µW power available with

our source. However, at higher temperature the relative gain εAWG/εCW becomes larger

as T1e becomes shorter as shown experimentally in appendix B Fig. 5b.

Microwave power dependence

Frequency agile, solid-state µw sources such as the ones used in this experiment

have a limited power output. Fortunately, advancements in µw technology is constantly

raising the power output of frequency agile sources. Here we analyze how these higher

µw power sources would improve AWG-DNP performance relative to CW-DNP. To this

end, quantum mechanical numerical simulations of the 3-spin system were performed as

a function of µw nutation frequency (power) using the linear chirp scheme. Although a

realistic system consist of much more than three spins, previous discoveries have shown

the successful applicability of this model system in the design of polarizing agent as
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well understanding of CE mechanism [109, 108, 58, 89]. Clearly, as shown in Fig. 4.6,

increasing µw power enhances both CW and AWG-DNP, but the gain in AWG-DNP is

much larger than in CW-DNP. The plot shows that an impressive relative gain of up

to 4x can be obtained for a nutation frequency of 2.5 MHz. Currently, powers achieved

by gyrotrons (at 9.45 T) are estimated to be ∼ 0.5 − 1 MHz which would correspond

to a 2.5x enhancment over CW.[111] Additionally, simulations show the effectiveness of

AWG-DNP is maintained even at higher B0 field (14 T) as shown in the appendix B, Fig

9. Higher µw power increases the adiabatic transition probability for AWG irradiation

and thus the effectiveness of AWG over CW, as explained using the Landau-Zener theory

and shown experimentally in appendix B Fig. 5d.

Figure 4.6: Microwave nutation frequency dependence on CW and AWG.
Simulated 1H εDNP vs. µw nutation frequency for CW and AWG (linear chirp)
schemes. The simulations were performed for e1 − e2−1H spin-system mimicking
TEMTriPol-1 PA for MAS = 10 kHz. For AWG-DNP, ∆νAWG and N were set to
100 MHz and 20, respectively. T1e1=0.1τr and T1e2= 0.5T1e1 . All the relevant spin
parameters are provided in the ESI (section 3).
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Conclusion and Outlook

We have experimentally and conceptually demonstrated the impact of AWG µw mod-

ulation to enhance the efficiency of DNP at high B0 field, and to enhance the scope of

MAS-DNP to include polarizing agents with fast T1e relaxation times, found for a broad

range of paramagnetic species and experimental conditions. Even with low µw power of

only 350 mW, we could achieve significant improvements by 35% in enhancement with

AWG-DNP compared to monochromatic CW-DNP. Additionally, quantum mechanical

simulations predict that higher µw power will lead to a remarkable 400% gain for AWG

over CW-DNP.

This study only scratches the surface of what is possible with AWG-DNP. Fast and

broadband saturation enables recruitment of a larger number of electron spins in a shorter

amount of time, potentially opening up avenues for DNP at elevated temperatures and us-

ing short-lived photo-excited paramagnetic species to address important new questions

about biological and chemical systems. As µw technology progresses towards higher

power and greater frequency tunability, the impact of AWG-DNP will increase. AWG-

DNP capabilities will likely broaden the application of electron-nuclear spin hyperfine

spectroscopy for detailed structural characterization of paramagnetic surface sites in

regimes deemed inaccessible to solid-state NMR, or enhance NMR spectral resolution

under DNP conditions via electron-nuclear spin decoupling during NMR signal acquisi-

tion. The latter has already been experimentally demonstrated for 13C NMR by Barnes

et al. [112].

High power µw sources providing a µw nutation frequency of a few MHz with fre-

quency modulation capabilities are being developed expeditiously[113]. The frequency-

agile gyrotrons [112] by the group of Barnes is one example. However, a frequency-agile

gyrotron is currently limited in the modulation scheme that it can achieve in the fre-
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quency domain. In contrast, the combination of solid-state µw sources that allow for

more versatile and rapid time-domain (as opposed to frequency-domain) manipulation

of µw phase and frequency, in conjunction with a broad-band amplifier would be most

beneficial. Optimization of µw transmission pathway [114, 115], optimization of NMR

rotor dimensions [103], and addition of resonator or lens to maximize µw intensity at the

sample position will further increase the B1 power generated with the given µw power

available, and hence further enhance the capacity of AWG-DNP, especially at higher field

and temperatures. This study paves the way for time-dependent AWG µw manipulated

MAS-DNP that has the prospect to become a mainstay of DNP.

Our study will demonstrate that as a result of these benefits, AWG leads to more

efficient and robust DNP for state-of-the-art PAs under favourable conditions for NMR.

Additionally, the benefits of AWG-DNP widen the scope of MAS-DNP, for example:

(i) the broadband property of AWG-DNP is expected to include a greater selection of

endogenous metal centers with stronger spin-orbit couplings and greater zero-field split-

ting than currently accessible to DNP [116], and (ii) the fast saturation properties of

AWG-DNP technique are advantageous to the potential realization of near room temper-

ature DNP–achieving such conditions is a crucial for high-resolution bio-solids studies by

DNP-enhanced MAS NMR.
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Probe Building

5.1 Introduction

DNP has yet to reach its full potential due to incomplete knowledge of of the electron-

nuclear spin system, further aggravated by DNP’s decreasing efficiency at high fields over

14 Tesla.[45, 47] Hence, DNP studies can be critically enhanced with diagnostic tools to

evaluate the spectral and spin dynamics of both the nuclei and electrons in the sample

system under DNP conditions. It has been shown that electron spin lattice relaxation

time (T1e), the g anisotropy, electron-electron couplings, electron spectral diffusion and

nuclear spin diffusion all play critical roles in the DNP efficiency.[30, 31] Studies often

evaluate these parameters with EPR at X or Q band, i.e. lower magnetic fields, but many

of the relevant EPR parameters are either field dependent or difficult to resolve at lower

magnetic fields. Thus, an accurate assessment of DNP parameters requires dual NMR

and EPR detection capabilities under DNP conditions to characterize spin dynamical

properties of samples containing the same PA concentration and solvent, subjected to

the same microwave irradiation power, cryogenic temperature and magnetic field. To

fulfill these requirements a dual EPR/DNP probe with simultaneous EPR and NMR
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capabilities are needed.

While dual EPR/DNP probes would be critical tools for DNP studies, only a handful

of such diagnostic instruments exist. Some currently existing cryogenic ”high field”

(> 3T ) EPR/DNP probes include a dissolution system from Kockenberger et. al at

3.35T, [117, 118], a system from the Griffin group at MIT at 5T,[119] a system from

the Goldfarb group at the Weizman institute at 3.35T [120], and a system from the Han

lab at 7T[121]. An important bottleneck is the lack of commercial availability of dual

EPR/NMR probes and spectrometers, as well as the limited availability of high field

EPR hardware components including solid state microwave (MW) sources, amplifiers

and receiver systems sensitive enough to detect EPR signal. Most commercial DNP

systems are powered by a gyrotron as the microwave source due to the need of high

power in the in the 10s of Watts range. However, these sources are non-trivial to achieve

quick pulsing/gating and phase cycling of the radiation of the high power µw source.[37]

In theory, any DNP probe can be adapted for EPR detection. However, the probe

should be simultaneously optimized for NMR radio frequency (RF) receive and transmit

andµw receive and transmit, as well as minimizedµw reflection at the EPR frequency.

Most DNP (in particular MAS) probes are only optimized for transmitting a single

polarization of µw irradiation, which limits their applicability for the highly sensitive

induction mode EPR detection (i.e detection of µw emission with orthogonal polarization

to the excitation).[122] However, even in a static DNP setup, it is non-trivial to achieve

optimal NMR and pulse EPR detection with high fidelity at high magnetic fields.

5.2 Methods: Design Considerations

In this paper we will outline design considerations for the construction and perfor-

mance of a dual EPR/DNP instrument and probe, designed to work with a low power
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solid state µw source at cryogenic temperatures down to liquid helium temperatures. The

design of the probe is focused around simultaneously optimizing three main aspects: 1)

efficient cooling the sample to cryogenic temperatures; 2) robust, sensitive and versatile

NMR circuit; and 3) efficient µw transmission and reflection for optimal EPR (and by

extension DNP) performance.

5.2.1 Thermal Design Considerations

Temperature performance is critical for the operation of a DNP/EPR probe. Typ-

ically, lower temperatures will yield larger Boltzmann polarization, more impressive

DNP enhancements,[15] and access to slower dynamics that permit DNP and cross

polarization transfer to methyl groups (which freely rotate at typical DNP tempera-

tures of ∼100K).[123, 124, 125, 126, 127] Furthermore, MAS using cold nitrogen gas

is limited in the achievable spinning frequency, while cold helium gas has fluid dy-

namical properties similar to air and hence can be used to achieve much higher MAS

frequencies.[126, 128, 129, 130, 131] Hence, performing DNP at temperatures lower than

liquid nitrogen (77K) is of great interest to the magnetic resonance community. To

achieve these temperatures, the right choice of cryostat must be made, followed by ad-

equate thermal design of the probe. Practical factors must be also considered when

deciding on the design of a cryostat, including cost, cooling time, freeze quench capabil-

ity, and available space.

There are a variety of cryostat designs used for DNP/EPR spectrometers; but they

can be roughly broken down into 3 categories: closed cycle cryostats, bath cryostats, and

continuous flow crysotats.[132, 133, 134, 135] Bath cryostats are essentially a specialized

dewar containing liquid helium or nitrogen in which the sample or cold finger is placed.

The sample is cooled by thermal contact with the cyrogenic liquid or cold finger. These
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cryostats can hold very low temperatures (∼ 4K) for long experimental times, and can

cool large sample volumes (such as the coils of superconducting magnets). However, these

cryostats are not optimal for achieving thermal cycling or variable temperatures, but

have nonetheless been used effectively in dissolution DNP setups.[136, 137] Continuous

flow cryostats use the latent heat of vaporization from boiling helium to cool a cold

finger, and subsequently the sample. The boiling helium is constantly replaced from an

external dewar (hence continuous flow), while the boiled off helium is allowed to escape

the cryostat. This method consumes the most cryogens, but can easily reach a wide

range of temperatures of > 4K − 300K, and can be thermally cycled quickly and easily.

Additionally, these cryostats become more efficient for small sample volumes such as

those used in DNP. Many high field EPR/DNP probes have used this style of cryostat

effectively (such as the Oxford Spectrostat or Janis SuperTrans),[119, 120, 138, 117, 139,

140] including the cryostat that was previously used in the Han lab to achieve dual EPR

and DNP transmit and receive.[51] Closed cycle cryostats use a mechanical compressor

to cool a cold finger to cryogenic temperatures. This cold finger can subsequently cool a

sample chamber via thermal contact with an exchange gas or can cool a supply of helium

gas which can then flow over the sample chamber. These cryostats have much less

overall cooling power, and tend to cool down much more slowly when compared to bath

or continuous flow cryostats. Therefore they require much more careful thermal design

of the DNP/EPR probe to reach their minimum and desired temperatures. The benefit

of these cryostats is that they can readily achieve temperatures below ∼4K, continuously

and without the need for continuous replenishing of the cryogens. This makes them

ideal for long experiment times or experiment runs requiring multiple samples. These

cryostats are becoming more popular due to the rising cost of liquid helium, and a number

of NMR/DNP/EPR systems exist that rely on such cryostats.[126, 136, 141, 142, 143]

We should note that there exists another type of cryostat known as a ”stinger” system,
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which combines a closed cycle helium system with a bath or continuous flow cryostat.

In these systems the helium evaporates from a bath or a flow cryostat and is recaptured

and re-condensed.

Thermal Design of Probe

In most cases, cryostats are purchased commercially (often custom commissioned),

leaving the user or developer with the need to come up with a thermal design for the

DNP/EPR probe. The thermal design of the probe is crucial for optimizing the tempera-

ture performance that relies on minimizing heat exchange with the ambient environment.

The two dominant mechanisms of unwanted heating are thermal conduction along tem-

perature gradients in the probe, and blackbody radiation emitted and absorbed from

non-reflective surfaces.[144]

Thermal conduction is dictated by the shape and materials that compose the probe.

Heat transfer can be minimized by constructing the probe out of low thermal conductiv-

ity materials such as fluoropolymers (e.g. PTFE,KEL-F), G-10 fiberglass, carbon fiber

or stainless steel; instead of high thermal conductivity materials such as copper and alu-

minum. The thermal conductivity of some cryogenic materials is shown in section 1.1 of

appendix C. Furthermore, material shapes with a higher cross section (across a thermal

gradient) will conduct more heat, and thus thin structures are preferred. These mate-

rials must also maintain structural stability at cryogenic temperatures (i.e not become

too brittle) and have matched coefficients of thermal expansion to avoid structural fail-

ure, while the structure of the probe must be strong enough to support its own weight.

Furthermore, material selection and shape must be balanced with other requirements for

the probe such as RF and µw transmission. The RF transmission lines must be con-

ductive enough to efficiently transmit RF, which means constructing them out of highly

(electrically) conductive materials such as copper and/or making them thicker, hence
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directly contradicting the design for minimizing thermal conduction. The µw waveg-

uide must also be made out of a conductive material and be wide enough to support

the desired µw transmission mode (i.e the hybrid HE11 mode for efficient coupling to a

free space gaussian beam). Unfortunately, good electrical conductors are also generally

good thermal conductors. However, the conductivity and geometrical requirements of the

waveguide can be relaxed by plating a thin layer of electrically conductive material on a

less thermally conductive material such as stainless steel. At the desired high RF and µw

frequencies, the skin effect makes a thin layer sufficient for maximum RF transmission

and electrical conductivity. Besides thermal conduction through solid material, gas filled

cryostats must contend with undesired heat transfer through the helium gas present in

the cryostat. This effect can be mitigated by confining the cooled helium gas to a small

area containing the cold finger and sample, e.g. by adding baffles that restrict gas flow.

Thermal radiation is another mechanism of heat transfer that can be crucial in achiev-

ing ultra-low temperature DNP/EPR operation. This mechanism occurs because surfaces

emit and absorb electromagnetic radiation based on their temperature (i.e black body

radiation). Thus, care must be taken to reduce radiation absorbed by cold parts of the

probe, such as the RF probehead. One way to reduce the emission and absorbance of

radiation is to construct the probe from reflective, low emission materials, such as pol-

ished metals. Another method is to physically block/absorb radiation from the source

before it reaches colder parts of the probe. This can be accomplished through radiation

shields such as baffles or multilayer insulation. Notably, materials at a lower temperature

emit far less radiation, and thus radiation shields which are cooled to lower temperatures

preform much better.
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5.2.2 RF Performance Design

RF performance dictates the usefulness of the probe for both NMR and DNP appli-

cations, but is perhaps the most difficult part to design due to space constraints imposed

by the cooling setup and the µw waveguide. There are a myriad of factors that deter-

mine NMR performance and applicability including B0 homogeneity, B1 homogeneity, RF

Power handling, nutation frequency, sample filling factor, circuit filling factor, Q factor,

isolation, tuning range and tuning mechanism. A comprehensive review of all the factors

that go into designing an ideal NMR RF probe is beyond the scope of this paper and can

be found elsewhere.[145, 146, 147, 148] However, the two main measures of performance

for a solid state NMR probehead are a strong RF B1 field (i.e nutation) and large signal

to noise ratio (s/n). In general, the B1 has the following dependency:[146]

B1 ∝
√
PRMSηCFFQT , (5.1)

where PRMS is the RMS power (in watts) delivered to the circuit, ηCFF is the circuit

filling factor (i.e the percent of RF energy that is stored in the sample coil and QT is

the (unmatched) quality factor (see appendix C section 2.2). The QT is related to the

resistance of the circuit components, where a higher Q means less RF energy lost to heat.

The probehead factors that affect s/n are:[146]

s/n ∝
√
ηCFFηSQT , (5.2)

where ηS is the sample filling factor which is the fraction of the magnetic field gen-

erated by the sample coil that intersects with the sample. Thus to maximize NMR

performance, PRMS, ηCFF , QT and ηS must be considered in the RF design, along with

other practical factors, such as the ease of tuning/matching and the tuning bandwidth.
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RF Circuit Design

A variety of RF circuits (both double and single resonance) have been used for cryo-

genic solid state DNP applications including transmission line circuits,[149, 119, 35, 120]

and cryogenically tuned circuits,[150, 138, 126, 121]. The choice of circuit design will

impact ηCFF , PRMS, QT , and the practical utility of the probe.

Transmission line circuits have the tuning and matching elements of the RF circuit

far from the sample outside the cryostat. These circuits connect to the NMR sample

coil via coaxial lines that are pruned to a specified length (generally a multiple of λ/2)

that provides the necessary distributed capacitance and inductance to give resonance

at a specified frequency, while still being the correct length to reach the sample from

outside the cryostat.[135, 151] Fine tuning and matching capacitors are placed outside the

cryostat/magnet, and are connected to the sample coil via the coaxial lines. These circuits

have higher power handling (allowing higher PRMS) due to the high power handling of

coaxial cables and large externally mounted variable capacitors. Furthermore the variable

capacitors are placed outside the cryostat at room temperature, making adjustments

easier, freeing up precious space in the cryostat, and allowing the use of non-cryogenics

rated, variable, capacitors. However, the reliance on frequency-specific length of the

transmission line means that the tuning bandwidth is often limited to a single nuclei

per channel. Furthermore, transmission line circuits can have lower Q and ηCFF due to

the use of long (slightly lossy) transmission lines as resonant components, while larger

diameter (higher Q) transmission lines can conduct more heat into the probe.[152, 135]

Cryogenically tuned circuits[138, 126, 132] are generally based on discrete lumped

element inductors and capacitors rather than transmission lines (not to be confused with

cryogenically cooled circuits which are still external to the cryostat[153]). These circuits

have all the tuning and matching elements inside the cryostat near the sample. These
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probes have the advantage of achieving a wide tuning range (depending on the variable

capacitors used), higher Q due to cryogenic cooling of the resonant circuit elements[153],

and a higher ηCFF because energy is not stored in the inductance of the coaxial lines.

However, the discrete tuning elements take up a large amount of space in the cryo-

stat, mechanical tuning of capacitors can become challenging at cryogenic temperatures

(although commercial capacitors exist which can handle cryogenic conditions), and the

helium atmosphere in the cryostat causes capacitors to be more prone to arcing at high

RF power (though this problem is partially mitigated at low temperatures).[154, 135]

Matching the circuit to the input impedance of the RF signal is another design as-

pect that must be considered. This matching can either be done capacitively or induc-

tively. To date, most solid state cryogenic NMR and DNP probes have used capacitive

coupling.[150, 138, 126] We have previously suggested that an inductively matched circuit

can provide benefits over capacitive matching for cryogenic DNP NMR.[155] Inductively

matched probes are inherently balanced without additional components, which eliminates

ground loops, reduces dielectric losses between the resonant circuit and ground, and re-

duces noise interference from outside sources.[156, 157] Furthermore, it has recently been

shown that inductive matching can offer higher ηCFF for multi resonant probes.[158]

Circuit Components

Once a circuit layout is chosen the next step is to choose the components necessary

to physically build the circuit, including the capacitors and inductors.

Capacitors are a crucial component to any NMR probe, as the ability to tune and

match are essential for maximizing B1 and s/n at a desired frequency. For a solid-state

NMR probe, the most important factor for these capacitors are their power handling

(which determines the maximum PRMS).[147] Other major concerns include the mechan-

ical and electrical robustness of the variable capacitors under thermal cycling between
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room temperature and liquid helium temperatures, and the physical size (with larger

capacitors having larger parasitic inductance). Most probes use a combination of fixed

capacitors and variable capacitors. Fixed capacitors can be made to have favourable

mechanical properties (i.e robustness and small size) and electrical properties (i.e high

voltage handling and low resistance), but dont provide the flexibility to make the small

adjustments to tuning and matching necessary for resonant probes, which necessitates

the incorporation of variable capacitors.

Fixed capacitors are generally commercially available nonmagnetic NPO/C0G ce-

ramic chip capacitors with a capacitance of around one to a few hundred picofarad (pF),

a (DC) voltage rating of up to a few kV, and a Q of a few hundred to a few thousand.

A more in-depth review of fixed capacitors for NMR is available elsewhere.[147]

The selection of variable capacitors is more challenging as they need to be variable

within the desired range (often ∼ 1 - 10s or 100s of pF), and have a tuning mechanism

that may not be robust enough to survive hundreds to thousands of thermal cycles be-

tween cryogenic and room temperatures. Commercial capacitors exist that can handle

cryogenic temperatures,[159, 150] but they tend to be very large in size relative to the

space available in the cryostat and costly. Our own experience with commercially avail-

able variable capacitors has shown they can be mechanically unreliable when subject to

extreme temperatures and thermal cycling for prolonged times; however other groups

have successfully built cryogenic probes using commercially available variable capacitors

from companies such as Voltronics.[135, 132, 160, 161]

RF Coils are the most important part of a typical NMR spectrometer as they generate

the magnetic field necessary to interact with the nuclear spins. Good NMR coils will

have low resistance/high Q (which affects the overall QT of the circuit), high ηs along

with low electric fields at the sample, and high magnetic field homogeneity to achieve

maximum s/n and high B1. To date, non-spinning solid state DNP probes have made use
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of solenoids,[149, 119, 150] saddle (Helmholtz) coils,[162, 121, 120, 99] and Alderman-

Grant (AG) coils[121]. Traditionally, solid state NMR probes use solenoids as sample coils

due to their high Q and high ηs.[147] However, the axial nature of these coils mean µw’s

transmitted down the length of the magnet must pass through the winding of the solenoid

coil to reach the sample, which can attenuate the incident µw power. Furthermore, the

sample exchange mechanism of our probe requires the sample to be removed vertically

(parallel to B0) rather than horizontally. This can be achieved with saddle coils that

also provide good magnetic field homogeneity, and hence have been used extensively in

DNP applications. AG coils show similar B1 homogeneity to saddle coils, and are a

type of slotted cylinder resonator that is tuned with capacitors in series.[163] The series

tuning increases the operating frequency of the coil readily to the 1H NMR frequency

range at high magnetic fields and reduces the overall voltage across the coil, resulting in

less dielectric loss and sample heating.[156] However the low overall inductance of AG

coils leads to difficulty tuning to lower frequencies < 100 MHz, and often decreased RF

efficiency due to parasitic inductance.

The auxiliary coils are a necessary component to generate multiple resonances in a

multi-frequency tuned circuit. They are also important components of the circuit as

they can affect Q and ηCFF . For most double resonant circuit designs, a higher value of

inductance for the auxiliary coil will result in a higher H channel ηCFF and a lower X

channel ηCFF . Good auxiliary coils will have as high a Q as possible, as small parasitic

capacitance as possible (high self resonant frequency), and be easy to magnetically couple

to (in the case of inductively coupled circuits). Solenoids are a good choice because they

provide the highest Q for a given inductance, and are also fairly easy to magnetically

couple to. Additionally, care must be taken that the lead lengths connecting the coil to

other components are accounted for when measuring the inductance of the coil as long

leads can add inductance, resulting in a different balance of ηCFF in the RF circuit than
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expected.

5.2.3 µw Design

The design to achieve optimal µw transmission is critical to both the EPR and DNP

performance of the probe. Maximum µw power at the sample ensures large µw B1 which

contributes to enhanced DNP performance, especially at higher temperatures where faster

T1e relaxation counteracts µw-driven saturation or simultaneous electron-nuclear spin

transitions. Furthermore, maximizing the µw power transmitted to and from the sample

enhances the EPR signal to noise (s/n).

Strategies to maximize the µw power in the probe itself (discounting µw sources,

quasi optics, ect. outside the probe) can be broken down into 2 parts: to optimize µw

transmission through the probe to the sample and to optimize the µw properties of the

sample holder. These two aspects will be discussed next.

µw Transmission

At high frequencies transmission lines become very lossy due to the skin depth effect.

Thus traditional methods of 2 conductor electromagnetic propagation using coaxial lines

become extremely inefficient for long transmission distances, such as the length of the

EPR/DNP probe (spanning∼1 m). In EPR probes, coaxial lines for µw transmission

are only used up to Q band (∼45 GHz). Most EPR and DNP spectrometers rely on

waveguides for µw transmission. Low field (X and Q band) and early high field (≥

W band) systems relied on metallic rectangular waveguides to transmit µw’s in the

fundamental TE10 mode. However, the dimensions of these waveguides is on the order

of the wavelength of the desired frequency, and thus they become very small at high

fields/frequencies. Additionally, the decrease in waveguide size paired with the skin ef-
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fect leads to more losses in the wall of the waveguide (although not as much as in coaxial

lines).[164] This problem was first overcome in early high field EPR experiments when

the Freed group developed the first quasi-optical high field EPR probe operating at 250

GHz.[165] This probe relied on a µw beam propagated in free space (in a fundamental

gaussian TEM00 mode) instead of confining the beam inside a conventional single mode

waveguide. This design has the advantage of no conductor losses, and can achieve a

transmission loss of ∼1.5dB/m at 250GHz, which is much less than the loss with tradi-

tional rectangular (TE/TM mode) waveguides. However for long transmission distances

at high frequency, this approach requires refocusing of the gaussian beam using compo-

nents that are either large (mirrors) and/or are lossy/reflective (teflon dielectric lenses).

Additionally it requires precise alignment of optics, and the beam cannot be turned or

tapered without additional large, precise quasi optical components (mirrors and lenses),

which can be problematic in the limited space of a dual DNP/EPR probe/cryostat. Cor-

rugated waveguides were first introduced in EPR probes by Smith et. al to achieve

optimal coupling through the cryostat to the sample with minimal losses of <0.01dB/m

at 200 GHz,[166] and were later implemented in gyrotron-based DNP systems by Woskov

et. al (∼0.3dB/m loss at 250 GHz).[167] These oversized, cylindrical waveguides support

the hybrid HE11 mode which is very similar to the fundamental Gaussian TEM00 mode,

which allows low loss transmission (due to minimal current on the metallic walls), as well

as good coupling to Gaussian beams such as those propagated through quasi optics, and

can thus be easily paired with a quasi optical detection/pulse forming stage. Addition-

ally, these waveguides generally require a smaller diameter than quasi-optics and can be

tapered to focus µw power on a small sample volume. These advantages have lead to

corrugated waveguides to become the de-facto standard for µw transmission in high field

DNP and EPR probes. However, corrugated waveguides are often one of the most ex-

pensive components of the EPR probe as they require a complex manufacturing process.
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Recently, evidence has been presented that cheaper, smooth walled, cylindrical waveg-

uides could also be effective for DNP µw transmission,[168, 150] but losses associated

with mode conversion make them non-ideal for EPR detection.

Sample Holder

Perhaps a more important aspect of µw design for a high field EPR/DNP probe is

the sample holder. The sample holder must have favourable µw and RF properties to

allow both types of irradiation to effectively penetrate to the sample.

Many EPR probes have the sample inside a µw resonator to increase the µw power

experienced by the sample many fold. However, these resonant structures must be

compatible with concurrent RF penetration to the sample for NMR experiments. To

date, a number of DNP resonators have been introduced, including single mode TE01

resonators,[169] fabry-perot (FP) type resonators,[170, 171] and a newly introduced pho-

tonic bandgap resonator.[162] Of these, single mode cylindrical cavities have so far found

the most use for solid state DNP experiments. Most single mode cavities for DNP follow

the design of Weis et. al,[169] which uses a flat helical coil as the main body of the

resonator and as the NMR coil. The dimensions of single mode cavities must be on the

order of the wavelength of the desired frequency, and hence at higher frequencies the di-

mensions become smaller and much harder to machine to tolerance. This small size also

leads to low sample volumes, which can reduce both the EPR and NMR sensitivity (3nL

at 260 GHz)[172]. Additionally, the skin depth effect paired with the small size creates

resistive losses in the sample cup, leading to a lower quality factor ”Q” (analogous to the

NMR circuit Q). The single mode design also does not allow for induction mode EPR

detection (only reflection mode), which can result in lower s/n.[173]

Fabry Perot (FP) type resonators are essentially two reflectors spaced at a distance

from each other such that a standing wave forms between them at a certain frequency.
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FP’s can be larger than the wavelength, and have already been shown to work for solution

state DNP setups at 260 GHz,[170], and a low Q standing wave structure has been used for

cryogenic solid state DNP/EPR experiments at 140 GHz[120]. However, FP resonators

have ”nodes” of alternative magnetic and electric fields, and thus care must be taken

such that the sample is only in the magnetic field node to avoid sample heating, and

to maximize µw B1 homogeneity. Therefore the sample volume is often still very small,

with the maximum reported so far of 90 nL at 260 GHz.[174]

Recently a resonator based on a 1D photonic band gap structure has been developed

by Nevzorov et. al.[162] This resonator consists of an alternating stack of dielectric disks

between two reflective surfaces. Here, a standing wave pattern is formed similar as in a

traditional FP resonator, except that the sample can be placed in each node (i.e between

each disk) which allows for larger sample volumes, demonstrated for 2.5µL by Nevzorov

and coworkers.

With all resonators, sample volumes remain small, and the precise mechanisms needed

to tune the resonators often present a problem, especially when space inside the magnet

bore is at a premium. Additionally, precise mechanical tuning at cryogenic temperatures,

while possible, presents a costly design challenge. Furthermore, high Q cavities have

an inherently narrow bandwidth, and thus need to be re-tuned for each µw frequency,

which renders frequency swept experiments very challenging. To perform multi-frequency

experiments such as ELDOR, the Q of the resonator must be somehow reduced to give

an appropriate bandwidth or a double resonant structure designed.

However, at very high fields where µw sources can often only provide milliwatts

of power, or for samples containing lossy (µw attenuating) materials such as liquid

water,[173] resonators may be the best choice to permit both efficient EPR detection, as

well as new and efficient methods of time-domain modulated DNP such as TOP-DNP.

An alternative approach is to use a non-resonant sample holder, which allow for a
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much larger sample volume (>10 µL at 200 GHz)[175, 121, 176] and frequency band-

width at the cost of µw power. In this design the µw field propagates through a sample

holder (ideally) without standing waves or mode conversion. In the case of a corrugated

waveguide, the µw beam is launched at the sample as a nearly gaussian beam. With a

non-resonant EPR/DNP probehead, the goal is to guide the µw radiation to and from the

sample with as little loss as possible, and without sacrificing NMR performance. To this

end, the geometry and materials of the sample holder are important. Due to diffraction

of the µw beam outside the waveguide,[177] the sample should be placed inside, or as

close to the waveguide as possible, while reconciling this with an RF coil design that does

not sacrifice RF performance. Alternatively, waveguide extensions can be used to guide

the µw’s to the sample positioned outside the waveguide.[121] Here, the sample diame-

ter should not be much smaller than the waveguide aperture to maximize the µw filling

factor. Furthermore, the sample geometry should be as thin as possible in the dimension

parallel to the direction of the µw beam propagation– preferably no more than a quarter

wavelength thick to avoid effects of B1 in-homogeneity throughout the sample. However

these considerations, again, restrict sample volume and can cause a reduction in NMR

filling factor and B1 for typical NMR coil geometries.

For optimal µw transmission to the sample from the waveguide, the path of the µw

should not contain high dielectric constant or conductive materials that could reflect

µw’s before they reach the sample. Similarly, materials with high loss tangent should

not be placed near the µw path to reduce dielectric loss to heat. Materials such as

PTFE (teflon), PFA, and Kel-F are excellent choices due to their suitability at cryogenic

temperatures, low dielectric constant and loss tangents, and lack of protons (allowing

1H NMR detection).[178] To further enhance the µw power at the sample, a mirror can

be placed opposite at the bottom of the sample cup, causing the µw radiation to pass

through the sample twice, theoretically doubling the µw power.[121, 176, 120]
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5.3 Results: Design and Performance of Dual DNP/EPR

Probe

The design of the Han lab probe described here made every effort to incorporate what

we determined were the optimal design choices described in the previous section.

5.3.1 Thermal Design

Cryostat

The Han lab chose a close cycle cryostat to replace our continuous flow cryostat with

a close cycle cryostat for the dual DNP/EPR probe for the reasons listed earlier. A new

DNP/EPR probe was designed and built from scratch to fit into a close cycle cryostat

custom designed by Janis (described below), replacing the continuous flow cryostat (Janis

STVP-200-NMR) and DNP/EPR probe design used for DNP studies until 2019.[179, 52,

155, 51, 180, 105, 38, 181, 32, 182, 73, 183, 100, 184, 185, 2, 29] The Han lab close cycle

cryostat consists of a Sumimoto CKW-21 helium compressor paired with a Janis custom

SHI-500T-5 Gifford-McMahon (GM) cold head. The cryostat consists of a cold finger

surrounded by a radiation shield which is maintained in a vacuum jacket as shown in

Fig. 5.1a-b. The copper cold finger located at the bottom of the cryostat is cooled by the

cold head, which is powered by the helium compressor (Fig. 5.1c). The cold finger is in

(conductive) thermal contact with the sample chamber which is filled with helium gas and

the sample cooled by gas conduction between the cooled inner bore and the sample. The

cryostat is pressurized at 0.5 psi using an external helium tank, a pressure sensor, and

a solenoid valve, electronically controlled by an Arduino microcontroller. This cryostat

can reach an unloaded temperature of 4.2K (without a probe inserted).
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Figure 5.1: A) Cross section CAD model of the Janis Cryostat described in this paper.
B) Zoomed in picture showing the concentric tubes used to form the radiation shield
and vacuum jacket. C) Picture of the helium compressor used to power the cryocooler.
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Probe

Our dual DNP/EPR probe is built to minimize heat exchange between the ambient

environment and the probehead containing the sample. To achieve that, the structural

frame is constructed of a perforated thin cylinder of 316 stainless steel (316-SS), supported

by disks made from soldered together FR-4 printed circuit boards (PCBs) that act as

baffles to block gas conduction (Fig. 5.2a). The FR-4 PCBs are soldered to an aluminum

PCB polished on one side to reduce thermal radiation. Polishing both sides could improve

thermal performance and can be incorporated in the future. The waveguide (held within

the afformentioned structural frame) is constructed of German silver, and the waveguide

taper is made of gold plated copper to minimize interference with B0 homogeneity around

the sample from the German silver (which can be slightly magnetic due to its nickel

content).[186] Notably, the waveguide presents a large, thermally conductive cross section

that will facilitate unwanted heat transfer. A cross section of a probe baffle with all

feedthroughs is shown in Fig. 5.2b.

The sample is held at the bottom of the waveguide by a ”J arm” structure consisting

of a 0.25” tube running the length of the probe, cross-connected to a sample mounting

piece, as shown in a zoomed out photo, in Fig. 5.2c. The bottom 12” of the ”J arm”

nearest the sample cup is built from copper, while the upper part (∼24”) is built from

316-SS. The use of copper is to reduce any B0 inhomogeneities that may be induced from

the slightly magnetic 316-SS material near the sample, while the 316-SS reduces heat

transfer along the thermally conductive copper to the sample.

The sample temperature is measured via a Lakeshore Cernox ”SD” package negative

temperature coefficient sensor mounted on the sample holder via an aluminum PCB

(to facilitate thermal contact with the sample) as shown in Fig. 5.2c, and connected

to a Lakeshore 350 temperature controller via wires fed through the J arm. Variable
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Figure 5.2: (a) Picture of probe without NMR circuit. The top of the probe is at
room temperature while the bottom of the probe is at the lowest temperature. (b)
Picture of FR-4/aluminum probe baffle with labeled feedthroughs: 1) G-10 tuning
rods, 2) 0.085” 316-SS Coaxial cables, 3) 1/8” holes for future use, 4) J arm cutout,
5) waveguide.(c) J arm piece with PCB containing temperature sensor and heater.
(d) Probe cooldown time when the cyrostat is already at the minimum temperature.
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temperature is achieved by the addition of a 100 Ohm metal foil resistor to the PCB as

a heater (Fig. 5.2c), which is fed current and controlled with a PID loop by a Lakeshore

350 temperature controller. The loaded cryostat with the probe can reach a minimum

sample temperature of 8.5 K after about 6 hours of cooling, as shown in Fig. 5.2d.

Additionally, a sweep coil is placed around the cryostat, inside the magnet, to enable

field swept EPR experiments. Further information about the sweep coil is available in

section 1.2 of appendix C.

Improvements in Thermal Performance

The cryo-free cryostat can reach 4.2K without a probe, but only 8.5K with the probe

inserted. This means modifications to the probe can potentially result in a lower sample

temperature. The lowest temperature of the probe is mostly limited by the conduction

of heat down the length of the corrugated waveguide. Hence, the thermal performance

can be improved by adding a thermal break to the waveguide (i.e cutting a section of the

waveguide out and leaving an air gap), which should have minimal implications to the µw

performance.[187] This can help reduce the largest contribution to thermal conduction

in the probe. Furthermore, the waveguide could be constructed from thermally less

conductive material than German silver (i.e stainless steel or titanium) and plated with

gold to maintain surface conductivity. Finally, proper multi-layer insulation consisting of

foam layers interspersed with reflective foil sheets can be implemented along the length

of the probe to further block helium gas flow, and so reduce thermal radiation effects.

5.3.2 RF Design

The design aspects of the RF circuit and components were chosen to optimize the B1

and detection sensitivity of both the NMR and EPR spins.
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RF Circuit Design

Our DNP probe design relies on a cryogenically tuned circuit by inductive matching.

The basic principle of our cryogenically tuned, inductively coupled, rf circuit is schemat-

ically shown in Fig. 5.3. The design is based on the principle developed by Zens et.

al[158]. Here, the ”inner” resonant section of the circuit uses a doubly resonant 3 in-

ductor ”ladder” configuration, with the RF energy for each channel inductively coupled

into the resonant portion through two equivalent auxiliary inductors as shown in Fig.

5.3. Matching is achieved by adjusting the series and parallel capacitance of the outer

matching coupling inductors. This circuit provides all the advantages of a balanced, in-

ductively coupled, circuit that also has a high inherent ηCFF due to the minimal number

of discrete inductors used (the 2 auxiliary inductors shown are equivalent and only count

as 1). Additionally, the design requirements (QT , power handling, etc.) of the matching

sections (i.e coupling inductors and matching capacitors) can be relaxed as they are not

part of the resonant circuit.

Capacitors

The fixed capacitors used in our probe are commercially available nonmagnetic Knowles

Syfer 1111 package chip capacitors with a nominal DC voltage rating of 2kV (e.g. Digikey

part number 1608-1268-1-ND). For the resonant portions of the circuit made up by tun-

ing capacitance, 3 of these capacitors are used in series to increase the voltage handling

(shown in Fig. 5.6a).

The variable capacitors used in our probe are mechanical capacitors, home-built from

copper and zirconia to mitigate relatively frequent breaking and avoid the high cost of

the commercially available variable capacitors, and to achieve the desired tuning and

matching range. These capacitors work by actuating a copper piston (via a G10 tuning
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Figure 5.3: Layout of the inductively coupled double resonance circuit. The ”inner”
resonant portion of the circuit consists of the Sample Coil, the tuning capacitors ”H
Tune” and ”X Tune”, and the Auxiliary Inductors necessary to generate multiple
resonances. The matching portion of the circuit consists of the matching capacitors
”H match” and ”X match” as well as the coupling inductors. The RF energy is fed
into the matching portion of the circuit which transforms the 50 ohm impedance of
the RF pulse to the impedance of the resonant portion of the circuit through the
inductively coupled coils.
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rod) in and out of the zirconia tube, which is itself wrapped in copper foil. The G10

rods are actuated via a simple screw mechanism located towards the top of the probe.

The copper piston acts as one plate of the capacitor, while the copper foil cylinder acts

as the other, with the cylindrical zirconia tube serving as the dielectric in between.

The design for this variable capacitor illustrated in Fig. 5.4(a)-(c). A ceramic zirconia

dielectric was chosen to achieve good mechanical properties (i.e high fracture resistance)

at low temperature, a high dielectric constant (allowing the capacitor to be smaller), a

large dielectric strength (allowing larger PRMS), and a fairly well matched coefficient of

thermal expansion to copper (of which the foil and piston is made of) which prevents

jamming of the capacitor.[188] Many capacitors use sapphire or alumina as the dielectric

due to their low loss tangent, but in our experience the Q of the capacitor is larger

compared to that of the inductors, such that it has a minimal effect on the overall Q

of the circuit. Even using slightly more lossy zirconia as the dielectric has only a small

effect (i.e > 10%), while zirconia is a much stronger material less prone to breaking.

One major issue we encountered with this capacitor design is arcing/partial discharge

on the surface of the inner copper piston into the slight air gap that exists between the

inner copper piston and the zirconia dielectric. Simulations show that for a simplified

3 plate capacitor design, the electric field density will always be greatest across a (low

dielectric constant) air gap, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4 (d) and (e). This air gap always

exists to some degree due to manufacturing tolerances that allow the inner piston to

move vertically to adjust the capacitance. Since air has a much lower dielectric constant

than zirconia, most of the electric field generated between the inner copper piston and

outer copper foil is concentrated in the air gap, which also has a much lower breakdown

voltage (especially when filled with helium). Furthermore the electric field in the air gap

will always be strongest near the surface of the metal conductor. To solve this problem

we used an 0.01” thick FEP heat shrink around the inner piston. This heat shrink creates
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a tighter fit around the inner piston and largely eliminates the air gap on the surface of

the piston. The highest electric field is thus concentrated in the FEP layer which has a

much higher dielectric strength than air or helium. One drawback of this FEP layer is

a smaller capacitance range, since the FEP layer is much thicker than any air gap that

would otherwise exist, and it has a much lower dielectric constant than zirconia.

The overall construction of the tuning capacitor is shown in Fig 5.4c-e. Fig 5.4d

shows the X channel capacitor that has a maximum capacitance range of 1-6pF, can

handle ∼1000 volts peak to peak at 300 MHz without arcing, and has a Q >> 300

(measurement methods shown in sections 2.2 and 2.3 of appendix C). The observed

breakdown occurs across the gap between the two outer pieces of copper foil, and thus

the capacitance range can be traded for increased power handling by making the outer

copper foil pieces shorter and further apart. This was done for the H channel capacitor

(as shown section 2.4 of appendix C) where the capacitor plates are also horizontally

arranged to provide shorter lead lengths to the sample coil, and so yielding a ∼1100 Vpp

power handling on the X channel at higher frequency.

The matching capacitors are similarly constructed using a zirconia tube, copper piston

and copper foil, however no FEP heat shrink was used and one end of the capacitor is

directly grounded (as shown in section 2.5 of appendix C). This is because the matching

capacitors do not need to handle high voltages unlike the tuning capacitors, as they are

not part of the resonant circuit; but, a larger capacitance range still can extend the

tuning/matching range of the circuit.

These homebuilt variable capacitors are much cheaper than commercial capacitors

(the major cost is the Zirconia dielectric tubes), are mechanically much more robust to

resist repeated thermal cycling between liquid helium and room temperature, and are

customized to suit our specific needs in terms cryogenic operation, RF tuning range and

RF voltage handling.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Schematic of the capacitor construction. (b) rendering of the X
channel tuning capacitors used. (c) Cross section of the X channel tuning capacitor.
(d) Simplified 3 plate capacitor with high dielectric constant ceramic material (i.e
zirconia) between the plates, and an air gap around the central plate. The two ends of
the capacitor connected to an outside circuit are indicated by + and -. (e) Simulation
result showing the relative electric field density on a cutout of the simplified 3 plate
capacitor. The electric field of the capacitor is concentrated in the air gap.

Inductors

We chose a 4 turn saddle coil for NMR signal detection to allow for axial µw irra-

diation and to achieve a (relatively) high inductance (compared to an alderman grant

coil) necessary to double tune our RF circuit to the correct frequencies (∼300 MHz and

74 MHz), and to ensure high RF efficiency. The coil is constructed from vertical copper

rods (1mm/18 AWG wire) connected by horizontal copper wire to form the saddle coil as

shown in Fig. 5.5a-c. The coil diameter is 9.5mm, the window angle is 110◦ (although any

angle over 90◦ is sufficient)[189], and the window height is 7mm. The vertical wires are

supported by holes machined into 2 PTFE rings (Fig. 5.5a) which are mounted around

a 7mm OD zirconia support tube. Copper foil guard rings (shown in the cutout of Fig.

5.5c) are placed inside the zirconia tube to focus the RF field onto the sample, as well as

prevent excess µw scattering, as will be discussed later.

The coil parameters were measured by resonating the coil at the desired frequency

(300 MHz for H and 74 MHz for X nuclei) using a chip capacitor across the coil leads (not

within the RF circuit) and coupling the coil to a VNA (vector network analyzer) using
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Figure 5.5: (a) Top down schematic of the PTFE Support rings used to form the
saddle coil. (b) Rendering of the 4 turn saddle coil with PTFE rings, zirconia support
tube, and copper foil guards. The coil is formed by inserting vertical copper wires
into the holes in the PTFE rings and cross connecting them by soldering horizontal
lengths of copper wire. (c) Cutout of coil showing copper foil guard rings. (d) Coil
inductance and QT at different frequencies. (e) Ball shift measurement at 74 MHz
(X) and 300 MHz (H). The window height is indicated by the black dashed lines, and
sample region is shaded in red.

a pickup loop. The coil was found to have an inductance of 125nH, and a measured QT

of 205 at 74 MHz and 275 at 300 MHz (as shown in Fig. 5.5d). The z axis homogeneity

of the coil was determined from a ball shift measurement (see section 2.6 of appendix

C) using a 1/8” aluminum ball.[190] The ball shift profile is shown in Fig. 5.5e with the

3mm tall sample region shaded in red. This measurement suggests that a fairly good

RF homogeneity (less than 10% variation in amplitude along the z axis) for the H and

X channel is achieved in this sample region.

For the circuit described in this paper, the auxiliary coils are two-turn solenoid coils

with an ID of 7mm wound from 14 AWG wire (shown in Fig. 5.6c below). These coils

have an inductance of 51.5 nH when the lead lengths are included, and a QT of 410. The

coupling inductors used to couple to the auxiliary coils are two- and three-turn (for H and

X channel respectively) 7mm ID solenoid coils wound from 18 AWG copper wire. These
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coils are aligned axially with the auxiliary coils to achieve the desired magnetic coupling

k. The exact inductance, Q, and coupling factor k (i.e the overlap of magnetic flux from

the matching and auxiliary inductors) does not necessarily need to be tightly controlled

as they minimally affect the circuit performance. A higher k and larger inductance will

generally make the circuit easier to match (especially at lower frequencies), but caution

must be taken not to increase k too much as this will be deleterious to the RF efficiency

and Q. If optimal matching can be achieved (>25 dB return loss) a lower k and inductance

value can be used that will slightly increase the circuit performance (as less magnetic

energy will be stored in the coupling inductors). For lower frequencies and lower coupling

factors, the coupling inductors can be made resonant near the desired tuning frequency

(i.e 74 MHz for the X channel) by placing a capacitor across the coupling inductor (as

shown in Fig. 5.3a) to facilitate matching. [158]

RF Circuit Construction

The RF circuit constructed from the capacitors and inductors are shown in Fig. 5.6.

The exact circuit diagram with each discrete component used and their value is shown

in Fig. 5.6a (for a circuit dually tuned to 1H and 13C). The circuit components are

supported by grounded aluminum plates and standoffs as shown in Fig. 5.6b, and can be

divided into two parts which are separated by the aluminum plates. The upper ”deck”

contains the matching circuitry, coaxial cable feeds, and auxiliary coils; and the lower

deck contains the sample coil and tuning capacitors. Most of the coaxial cable consists

of a 0.085” 316-SS coaxial cable, but the bottom 5” length feeding the RF circuit is

made of a 0.141” copper coaxial cable to minimize disturbance to the B0 homogeneity

by the slightly magnetic 316-SS material. All leads that connect the discrete RF circuit

components are made of 14 AWG copper wire with occasional application of FEP heat

shrink to prevent shorting components together or to ground, and are soldered with a
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Figure 5.6: (a) Schematic of inductively coupled (H-X) double resonance circuit with
all discrete component values shown. (b) Picture of the constructed circuit attached
to the waveguide taper with components indicated.

60/40 tin-lead solder. The distance between the coupling inductors and tuning inductors

is about 4mm, but can be adjusted by hand to get k between the coupling inductors

and the auxiliary inductors into the correct range to match the circuit. Most of the

capacitance for the H channel is placed directly across the coil leads in the form of three

12 pF chip capacitors in series, as shown in Fig. 5.6a. This improves ηCFF , as most of the

H channel current travels directly through the chip capacitors and not through the leads

to the variable capacitor, which have inductance and can reduce overall circuit efficiency

ηCFF . The X channel tuning capacitor is brought into the correct range by the addition

of three 33 pF capacitors in series. For both the H and X channel the chip capacitors are

placed in series to extend their voltage handling to be equal or better than the variable

capacitor.

The performance of this circuit is shown in table 5.1. The QT for the circuit is 281

and 170 for the H and X channels respectively. These are not very impressive numbers

in comparison to a typical solid-state NMR probe, but the lower Q values can be mostly

attributed to the small size and construction of the sample-holding saddle coil (which
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itself has a similar Q as shown in Fig. 5.5d). The max power handling of the circuit is

150 W for the H Channel and 125 W for the X Channel, which is mostly determined by

the power handling of the variable capacitors. The ηCFF was measured experimentally

using ball shifts (described in section 2.6 of appendix C), which yielded a H channel ηCFF

of 32.9% and an X channel ηCFF of 63.3%. The ηCFF balance between these channels

was deliberately optimized through the design of the auxiliary coils to maximize the X

channel detection sensitivity after cross-polarization (CP). The total ηCFF of 96% is high,

which is due to the minimal parasitic and unnecessary inductance in the circuit design.

At 125 W input power, the B1 was measured to be 50 kHz (corresponding to a 5 µs

90◦ pulse) for the H channel and 31.25 kHz (corresponding to a 8 µs 90◦ pulse) for the

X channel, respectively. Additionally, the tuning range of the X channel in the shown

configuration is 69-81 MHz, which gives access to 55Mn, 79Br, 13C, 27Al, 51V , 23Na and

63Cu nuclei. This performance is low compared to most solid-state NMR probes using

solenoid coils (as is the case for most MAS systems), but is excellent for saddle coil-based

systems, especially considering the large diameter of the saddle coil.

Improvements to RF Design

While the RF circuit performs well, and care has been taken to optimize most as-

pects of the circuit, there is still room for improvement, mainly through modifications

of the sample coil. If the coil could be wound from a single wire (instead being soldered

together), the Q and ηs would be higher. Additionally a flat coil made from foil could in-

crease the ηs over the round wire used here. Guard rings outside the coil could be placed

to focus the B1 field more onto the sample and further increase the ηs. The variable

capacitor geometry could also be changed to provide a shorter path for the RF current,

hence increasing ηCFF by reducing parasitic inductance.
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Channel QT Max Power ηCFF B1 (125 W)
1H 281 150 W 32.9% 50 kHz
13C 170 125 W 63.3% 31.25 kHz

Table 5.1: Performance and parameters of the inductively coupled double resonance
NMR circuit.

5.3.3 µw Design

µw Transmission

The µw transmission down the probe is via a 12.7mm ID corrugated waveguide

(Bridge12 Inc) constructed from nickel silver (i.e German silver) with a gold plated waveg-

uide taper to 5.5mm to focus the µw’s onto the sample, as shown in Fig. 5.7(a). The top

of the waveguide is vacuum sealed with an epoxy sealed rexolite window. The waveg-

uide is fed with a gaussian beam from a quasi-optical table, as described in a previous

paper.[121]

Sample Cup Construction

The sample holder for our probe is constructed of a 3/16” OD, 1/8” ID PFA tube with

1/8” PTFE rod inserts to hold the sample in place, as well as an aluminum insert that

acts as a mirror, as shown in Fig. 5.7(c)-(d). The bottom of the PFA tube is threaded to

enable mounting to the ”J arm”. The sample volume can be adjusted by adjusting the

length of the PTFE inserts according to the homogeneous region of the NMR coil. The

advantage of this design is that all parts are readily and cheaply commercially available,

and the sample holder is easily assembled so that re-use of sample cups is not necessary,

and samples can be simply saved in the sample cup for later use, if needed.
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Figure 5.7: (a) µw pathway to sample. (b) Picture of waveguide taper, sample cup,
and J arm without RF circuit. (c) Picture of sample cup. (d) Schematic of sample
cup.

Sample Cup Optimization

Although the sample cup is made from commercially available parts, the geometry

was carefully designed to ensure maximum transfer of µw power to the sample. The

PFA/PTFE sample cup itself acts as a dielectric waveguide, which was inspired by the

work of Zilm et. al. Here, the µw’s are confined in the PTFE structure due to the

higher dielectric constant of PTFE compared to free space. Additionally, PTFE/PFA

has a low enough dielectric constant to not cause too much reflection off the surface of

the sample cup. The geometry of this PFA/PTFE waveguide was optimized using finite

difference time domain (FDTD) techniques in CST Studio. Selected geometric features

that were optimized, in feedback with FDTD simulations, are shown in Fig. 5.8a as well

as appendix C Fig. C.7.

In these simulations the µw power was measured as a function of the various ge-
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ometric features, with a typical simulation result/setup shown in Fig. 5.8b. Here, a

cross section of the RMS B1 field amplitude in the sample cup/waveguide extension is

shown for a frequency of 194 GHz. The simulation model shown here includes the corru-

gated waveguide, PFA/PTFE waveguide extension, sample, and support tube. The µw

output of the corrugated waveguide exit was simulated using a TE11 to HE11 mode con-

verter structure with the same output ID as the actual waveguide.[191] For simplicity the

waveguide was simulated as a perfect electrical conductor. The PFA/PTFE waveguide

extension/sample cup was modeled as a solid PTFE rod (dielectric constant ε = 2.1),

and the sample was simulated as a puck of frozen DNP Juice (ε = 3.5).[192] This model

does not include the aluminum mirror as this feature greatly increases the simulation

time and makes interpretation of the results more complicated.

Fig. 5.8b shows the simulated B1 field in the sample cup geometry described in

Fig. 5.7d and Fig.5.8a. Here, it is qualitatively apparent that most of the µw power

is confined to the PFA/PTFE waveguide extension, and is not radiated away from the

sample. Thus, most of the µw power will intersect the sample yielding higher B1 which

is useful for EPR and DNP. Similarly, EPR s/n will be high as the signal emitted from

the spins will be directed mostly to the waveguide.

The final sample cup geometry used in our probe was optimized using such calcula-

tions of the percent B1 field to sample plotted in Fig. 5.8c-f, with the select geometrical

dimension indicated by the dashed lines.

Fig. 5.8c shows the results of the waveguide extension diameter (labeled as ”diameter

of sample cup” in Fig. 5.8a) on the effective ”filling factor” (i.e how much of the µw

power intersects the sample– here we refer to filling factor as the percentage of microwave

power that passes through the sample rather than the typical definition of filling factor

for a EPR or NMR resonator). Here, the filling factor is measured as the % of µw power

that passes through the upper face of the sample (more information is available in section
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3.1 of appendix C). Fig. 5.8c shows that for larger diameters, the % of µw power that

gets to the sample decrease from almost 80% for a 3mm diameter to ∼30% for a 10mm

diameter. This data indicates that for a larger diameter the µw’s are more spread out

inside the waveguide extension and the ”filling factor” will be lower. This effect can

be qualitatively seen in appendix C Fig. C.10. A 3/16” (4.76mm) waveguide extension

diameter (dashed line on Fig. 5.8c) was chosen to give an optimal filling factor while

maintaining a reasonable sample diameter/volume. Additionally, confining the µws to a

smaller volume makes the sample thinner, allowing a thinner NMR coil which can give a

higher NMR B1.

Fig. 5.8d shows the effect of the gap between the waveguide extension and the RF coil

support tube. This parameter affects the diameter of the sample cup and/or the inner

diameter of the coil support sleeve. The gap can be seen as the white space between

the grey coil support sleeve and the blue sample cup labeled as ”gap between sample

cup and coil support sleeve” in Fig. 5.8a, as well as in appendix C Fig. C.7. From the

simulation results we can see that larger gaps will yield higher µw filling factor, with a

0mm gap (no gap) giving ∼28% filling factor and a 2mm gap giving ∼80% filling factor.

If this gap is too small the µws in the waveguide extension will couple to the tube and

be scattered away from the sample. This concept is illustrated in appendix C Fig. C.11.

However if the gap is too large, then the NMR filling factor will decrease as the NMR

coil will have a larger diameter than necessary (either the sample cup is thinner or the

RF coil is larger in diameter). Noteably, the gap dependence of filling factor on gap is

not linear, and thus a sufficiently large gap is optimal for filling factor. The dashed line

indicates the gap chosen for our geometry which is ∼1.2mm.

Fig. 5.8e shows a simulation of how the waveguide extension length affects µw power

to the sample. This determines how long the waveguide extension can be before µw’s

scatter out of the PFA/PTFE structure. It is important that the waveguide extension is
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long enough so that the metallic corrugated waveguide taper does not interfere with the

NMR coil, but short enough that most of the µw power reaches the sample. The results

suggest that the waveguide extension is very efficient at transmitting µw power, even

at longer distances exceeding 10 mm. For our probe we chose length of ∼9.5mm which

separates the NMR coil sufficiently from the corrugated waveguide, while not sacrificing

any µw filling factor.

Fig. 5.8f shows the dependence of µw filling factor on the position of PTFE waveg-

uide extension relative to the waveguide (i.e the ”sample cup distance from waveguide”

as shown in Fig. 5.8a, and appendix C Fig. C.7). Here a negative distance corresponds

to the PTFE waveguide extension being placed partially inside the corrugated waveg-

uide, and a positive distance corresponds to a gap between the output of the corrugated

waveguide and the PTFE waveguide extension. The simulations show that in general,

a larger gap results in less µw coupling between the corrugated waveguide and PTFE

waveguide extension, leading to less µw power to the sample. Additionally the results

suggest placing the PTFE extension inside the waveguide doesn’t necessarily provide bet-

ter coupling, but doesn’t diminish the coupling by much either. These results are further

illustrated in appendix C Fig. C.13. However, placing the PTFE extension inside the

corrugated waveguide could potentially have some downsides including contaminating

the corrugated waveguide or damaging the corrugations. Thus we decided to position

the PTFE extension directly at the output (0mm distance) of the corrugated waveguide

for most situations.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Schematic of sample cup/waveguide extension simulation. (b) Cross
section of the RMS µw B1 field in the sample cup. (c) Average µw B1 field and filling
factor (i.e the percent of µw power that passes through the sample) as a function of
the waveguide extension/sample cup diameter. (d) µw filling factor as a function of
the gap between the waveguide extension and NMR coil support tube. (e) µw filling
factor as a function of how long the waveguide extension is. (f) µw filling factor as a
function of sample cup distance from waveguide. Negative numbers correspond to the
top of the PTFE waveguide extension being inserted into the corrugated waveguide.
For (c-f) the chosen geometry used in our probe is indicated with a dashed black line.
Additionally each parametric simulation was carried out with all other geometric
features held constant at the values indicated.
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5.4 Results: Dual DNP/EPR Experiments

µw performance of the DNP/EPR probe

To test the EPR performance of the sample holder, the EPR nutation frequency was

measured. This is a good measure of performance because equations (1) and (2) hold

for EPR and NMR, and thus higher µw B1 is an indication of higher s/n. The nutation

experiment was performed using a solid echo pulse sequence where the echo pulses are

varied in length (as shown in Fig. 5.9a). Here, a 90◦ pulse length should result in the

highest detected EPR signal.

With the current optimization, our dual DNP/EPR probe yields a µw B1 of approx-

imately 500 kHz (500 ns 90◦ pulse), as measured with 0.5% BDPA in polystyrene (as

shown in Fig. 5.9a-b) using a 450 mW µw source. This B1 for EPR is comparable to

values reported previously from our lab.[121] Notably this value is just an average– be-

cause the sample dimensions (3mm for this sample) are larger than a quarter of the µw

wavelength (∼ 0.385mm at 194 GHz) there will be large variations in B1 field across the

diameter of the sample (uneven µw power distribution across the sample can be seen in

Fig. 5.8b).

To verify the validity of the simulated µw performance, the B1 for different configu-

rations of the sample cup/waveguide extension was measured as shown in Fig. 5.9d-h.

The optimal configuration for EPR is to place the sample cup inside the waveguide as

shown in Fig. 5.9d. This ensures that minimal µw power is lost to scattering and yields

a 90◦ pulse time of 700 ns with a 120 mW µw source. Realistically, the sample cannot

be inside the solid metal waveguide because this positioning prevents NMR detection

which necessitates a PTFE waveguide extension. Fig. 5.9e shows a geometry closest to

that used in our probe (shown in Fig. 5.7) including a length of 9mm and a 0.8mm gap

between the outer tube and waveguide extension, which gives a 90◦ pulse of 1000 ns. The
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effect of lengthening the waveguide extension to 15mm is shown in Fig. 5.9f. This geom-

etry yields a 90◦ pulse of 1050 ns, which is very close to the value from the 9mm length

in Fig. 5.9e, suggesting that the waveguide extension can be fairly long without losing

too much µw power. This concept was demonstrated in the simulated results shown in

Fig. 5.8e. Fig. 5.9g shows the scenario where the gap between the waveguide extension

and coil support tube is eliminated, or equivalently where the waveguide extension has

a larger diameter (3/8” in this case). Here, the 90◦ pulse length increases to 2000 ns (i.e

a much lower B1) which indicates that the predictions arising from the simulated results

shown in Figs. 5.9c and 5.9d are correct, and that smaller waveguide diameters focus the

µw power. Fig. 5.9h shows a configuration in which the top of the waveguide extension

is inserted 6mm into the corrugated waveguide. Here we notice a slight increase in the

B1 field (950 ns 90◦ pulse). This suggests that the µw couple into the waveguide more

effectively, supporting the simulated predictions in Fig. 5.8f.

Improvements to µw Design

While substantial efforts have been made to optimize this probe for EPR, there are

still improvements that can be made. PTFE is a good material for µw transmission,

but it still cause reflections due to its relatively high dielectric constant compared to free

space (2.1 vs 1). Thus with the current waveguide extension, some µw will always be

reflected off the interface between PTFE and air. This can potentially be reduced by

adding specific geometric features to this interface such as a hemispheric lens or by adding

anti-reflective coating to the PTFE probe elements. Furthermore, the sample diameter

can be increased, allowing thinner sample volumes (and higher B1). The position of

the mirror behind the sample also plays a role in the B1 experienced by the sample,

where careful simulations could reveal a more optimal position or mirror geometry (i.e

a concave instead of flat mirror). For some DNP and EPR experiments, broadband µw
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Figure 5.9: (a) Solid echo pulse sequence used for nutation experiment. (b) Nutation
curve for a 0.5% BDPA in polystyrene sample using a 450mW solid state source. (c)
Photo of the setup used to measure B1 as a function of sample geometry in (d-h).
Concentric PFA tubes were used to hold the waveguide extension in place. This is
slightly different from the setup shown in Fig. 5.7 because the outer tube is PFA
instead of Zirconia and has a larger OD, but should work to show proof of principle
for simulations in Fig. 5.8. (d) The optimal arrangement for EPR detection and
B1 with the sample completely inside the waveguide. (e) Standard sample geometry
arrangement with relevant dimensions labeled. (f) Geometry with a longer waveguide
extension. (g) Geometry with no gap between the waveguide extension and a PFA
sleeve– equivalent to a waveguide extension with a larger diameter. (h) Standard
sample geometry with the waveguide extension inserted partially into the waveguide.
For (d-h) the B1 was measured with a 120mW source instead of the 450mW source
used in (b).

performance is less important than high B1 amplitude. In this case it can be beneficial to

design a FP resonator between the waveguide and the mirror, and to tune the structure

via precise actuation of the J arm, resulting in a resonant structure that can provide

more power the sample at the expense of µw bandwidth.
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RF performance of the DNP/EPR probe

The performance of the dual DNP/EPR probe for dual NMR and EPR detection,

as well as DNP, was evaluated and summarized in Fig. 5.10. The EPR/NMR pulse

sequences used for each measurement are shown in the inset of each figure panel. The

measurements were performed of a sample consisting of 40mM 4-Amino Tempo and 1mM

13C enriched Glycine in ”DNP Juice” (i.e 60/30/10 d-Glycerol/D2O/H2O) at 23K, and

include an echo-detected EPR field profile (Fig. 5.10a), an echo-detected EPR frequency

profile (Fig. 5.10b), an echo-detected pump-probe ELDOR profile (Fig. 5.10c), and

a 1H−13C Cross Polarization (CP) DNP profile (Fig. 5.10d), plotted on the same µw

frequency axis (the field axis on Fig. 5.10a is scaled to be equivalent to the frequency

axis). This allows us to compare the electron spin density (field/frequency sweep) and

spin diffusion (ELDOR) to the DNP frequency profile. Here we can see that the DNP

frequency profile has a dispersive shape which spans the EPR profile, indicating a cross

effect mechanism. These broadband µw measurements are possible because of the non-

resonant sample holder design of this dual DNP/EPR probe which makes it especially

useful to perform EPR frequency dependent measurements spanning a frequency tuning

range of 1 to 10 GHz. Frequency sweeps are advantageous over field sweeps because

they can span a greater range compared to a room temperature field coil (in our setup,

our sweep coil can reach +/-17mT or equivalently ∼1 GHz), they are faster than field

sweeps (jumping of µw source frequency is much quicker than changing field), and most

importantly, accessing multiple µw frequencies simultaneously or in rapid (µs to ms)

succession is necessary to perform for two frequency (EPR) pump-probe experiments,

such as ELDOR. Furthermore, µw frequency sweeping allows for the measurement of

a DNP profile without retuning the NMR probe for each field position. However, our

results show that the shape of the frequency sweep (Fig. 5.10b) is slightly distorted
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compared to the field sweep (Fig. 5.10), in our setup due to interference from standing

waves present in the probe and the quasi-optical µw bridge. The standing waves mostly

affect the shape of the EPR frequency profiles or any experiment where the µw/EPR

probe frequency is changing, while the shape of the ELDOR and DNP profiles are less

affected as there, the µw/EPR pump frequency is stepped, but not the µw/EPR probe

frequency.

Standing waves can be reduced by careful alignment of the bridge/probe (especially

ensuring that the microwave beam is focused onto the waveguide of the probe and is not

clipped), but this issue will always be present in some capacity. Thus, it is advanatageous

to be equipped with a field sweep coil, in addition to having access to µw frequency tuning.

Next, measurements were performed of the same sample as discussed at 23 K and 8.5

T, except using a narrow-line radical of 40mM OXO-63 trityl replacing 40 mM 4-Amino

TEMPO. A high concentration of trityl radicals have been shown to be a promising

class of DNP polarizing agents at high field, while their underlying DNP mechanism is

still subject of interest.[193, 73] Using our dual DNP/EPR probe, we measured an EPR

field and frequency profile (Fig. 5.10e) that reveals a distorted/split line-shape. This

line-shape is most likely due to clustering of the radicals leading to a distribution of

electron-electron dipolar couplings. In Fig. 5.10f the saturation recovery of the trityl

EPR resonance is measured at various frequencies of the EPR frequency profile (marked

by dashed lines on Fig. 5.10e). The saturation recovery curves clearly illustrate that

there are different components present in the EPR line that possess different relaxation

properties. For example, the saturation recovery profile at 193.66 GHz (i.e in the ”dip”

region of the EPR profile) shows a much longer and distorted buildup curve, indicating

the presence of multiple relaxation components with multiple T1e rates.

Further interpretation of these EPR properties of this radical and their effect on DNP

enhancements and properties require additional experiments. However, even the simple
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EPR field and frequency profiles and the EPR frequency/field dependant relaxation mea-

surements reveal the presence of heterogeneous electron spin populations that cannot be

simply deduced from NMR-detected DNP experiments or simulations. Hence, concurrent

measurements of EPR and DNP properties are key to the study of DNP mechanisms.

Additional experiments that can be readily carried out (not shown here) include EPR

Tm measurements, DNP buildup time profiles and DNP power profiles.

5.5 Conclusion

In this paper we have described the design principles and construction of a dual

EPR/DNP probe operating in a cryo-free cryostat operating down to 8.5K tempera-

tures. This system was constructed to simultaneously optimize cryogenic temperature,

EPR and NMR performance with as few compromises as possible. This was achieved

through careful design choices of NMR RF circuit components and simulation of µw/EPR

structures. This probe was constructed with a focus on multi-frequency/broadband EPR

and NMR performance to enable a wide variety of experiments on samples with a broad

range of EPR and NMR properties as demonstrated via select EPR and DNP results on

typical DNP radicals.

While much optimization has been carried out on this probe, there are still many

ways this probe can be improved in terms of temperature, EPR and NMR performance,

as suggested above. Furthermore, other practical improvements can be made to make the

probe more versatile and operable. The ”J arm” structure described above could be used

as a sample exchange mechanism in which the entire probe is pulled from the cryostat

for every sample. Optical fibers can be installed to allow optical irradiation (and perhaps

some detection) capabilities to the probe for Triplet DNP and other light-activated NMR,

EPR or DNP experiments.[194]
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Figure 5.10: Left: EPR and DNP experiments on 4 amino tempo at 23K in DNP
juice (60:30:10 d-glyercol, d2O, H2O). Inset are the pulse sequences used to acquire
the data. (a) Field swept echo detected EPR spectra. (b) Frequency swept echo
detected EPR spectra. Here we can see the effect of standing waves compared to the
field swept spectra. (c) ELDOR profile. (d) DNP frequency profile with a 10s DNP
buildup. Right: experiments on 40mM OXO-63 Trityl in DNP Juice at 8.5K. (e) Field
and frequency swept echo detected EPR spectra. (f) Saturation recovery electron spin
lattice relaxation measurements at different points on the EPR spectra.
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High Spin DNP

6.1 Introduction

DNP has revolutionized NMR spectroscopy for a number of applications including bio-

solids and materials characterization. This technique relies on transferring polarization

from a paramagnetic electron polarizing agent (PA) to a nuclei of interest, which can

boost the NMR signal intensity by orders of magnitude up to a theoretical limit of 660

for 1H nuclei.

At high magnetic fields, the cross effect (CE) mechanism has been shown to be the

most effective. A crucial requirement for CE, is that two coupled electrons must be sep-

arated in EPR frequency by the nuclear Larmor frequency. To date much effort has been

focused on tailoring spin 1/2 PAs to fulfill this frequency matching requirement. Recently

it has been shown that mixtures of different types of radicals can more efficiently fulfill

the CE frequency matching condition. This method has been shown to be effective in

nitroxide-BDPA and nitroxide-trityl mixtures for 1H DNP, and in BPDA-trityl mixtures

for direct C13 DNP up to moderately high fields (9.4T).[107, 103, 33, 195, 196, 197, 61]

However, these specially tailored mixed spin 1/2 radical systems start to degrade in per-
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formance at very high magnetic fields due to the g anisotropy of the radicals spreading

out the spin density, and decreasing the number of spins that fulfill the CE frequency

matching condition and can even contribute to simultaneous negative DNP enhancement

which can destroy the signal. Thus there is a need for more effective mixed radical

systems for high field use.

To date, the vast majority of search and optimization efforts for mixed radical devel-

opment has been limited to a handful of spin 1/2 type radical moieties; namely, Trityl,

BDPA, and nitroxide. Most efforts have gone towards modifying the surrounding chemi-

cal environment and/or linkers of these radical moieties. However, the g factors of these

aforementioned radical moieties are limited, even when the host molecule is modified.

Thus, tuning the EPR frequencies to match the CE condition is difficult without in-

troducing a significant amount of zero field splitting which can alter the spin quantum

number characteristic of the system.

An alternative solution is to find different classes of radicals for use in CE DNP

systems. One option is to turn to higher spin radicals which often can have much more

varied g factors, and narrow line widths. So far, DNP of exogenous high spin radicals

has been demonstrated with Mn, Gd, Cr, and V.[198, 199, 200, 201, 200, 116, 202]

Additionally, many material systems of interest such as catalysts, solar cells, and battery

materials possess high spin endogenous metal ions that can potentially act as polarizing

agent for DNP. In fact, DNP has been shown to be effective using endogenous metal

centers for Mn, Gd, and Fe.[21, 199, 203]

While effective, all of these high spin systems have demonstrated much lower DNP

enhancement than contemporary organic radical based spin 1/2 DNP systems, with 1H

DNP enhancements rarely exceeding 10 at fields >5T. This is partially due to the polar-

ization being spread out between the ms sub-levels. However, all of these systems rely

on a homogeneous mixture of radicals (i.e only 1 type of radical), whereas heterogeneous
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mixtures (such as tempo-trityl) have been shown to be more effective for spin 1/2 organic

radicals. Heterogeneous mixtures are particularly important in MAS, as homogeneous

mixtures of broad line radicals such as nitroxide can undergo depolarization which greatly

reduces DNP enhancement at fast spinning speeds.[47, 32]

Figure 6.1: (a) Spin 1 Triradical

In theory, radicals of different spin can be used in conjunction for CE DNP as long as

they fulfill the CE frequency matching condition. In this paper we seek to demonstrate for

the first time, DNP using a mixture of spin 1/2 and higher spin radicals at high magnetic

field (7T). The high spin radicals used are organic spin 1[204] and 3/2[205] radicals

synthesized by the group of Rajca et. al as shown in Fig. 6.1a and Fig.6.1b respectively.

These radicals are triplet ground state radicals with the frequency of the ∆ms = 1

EPR transition very near the ∆ms = 1 of typical DNP radicals. The spin 1/2 radicals

were chosen such that their spin density optimally fulfilled the CE frequency matching

condition according to high field (7T) EPR measurements, and for their solubility in

organic solvents (which the higher spin radicals are soluble in). Initial EPR experiments

at 7T determined that DPPH (Fig. 6.1c) matched the CE condition for teh spin 1 radical

while BDPA (Fig. 6.1d) matched the CE condition for the spin 3/2 radical.

EPR and DNP measurements of the radical mixtures were then carried out at the

same conditions to diagnose the DNP mechanism, and determine if indeed DNP was

happening between the two types of radicals. EPR frequency profiles were taken of the
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radical mixtures to verify the distribution of spin density and determine the optimal

radical mixtures to match the CE condition, and the electron relaxation properties were

measured. Finally, EPR nutation experiments were conducted to verify the spin state of

each radical.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Radical Systems

BDPA (1,3-bisdiphenylene-2-phenylallyl), DPPH (2,2-Diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl), and

99.6% dueterated toluene (d8) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and were used as re-

cieved. The diradical (Fig. 6.1a) was recieved from Rajca et al. and was synthesized

according to Gallagher et. al[204], and the triradical (Fig. 6.1b) was also recieved from

Rajca et al. and synthesized according to Shu et. al[205]. All samples were dissolved in

a mixture of 3:1 d8-toluene (fully dueterated) to Ethanol (non-dueterated).

6.2.2 High Field EPR and DNP Measurements

High field EPR and DNP measurements were carried out on our custom home-built

cryogen-free 7T dual EPR/DNP spectrometer. A full description of the spectrometer[185]

and probe (chapter 5) can be found elsewhere. All EPR and DNP experiments were

carried with a 20uL volume of sample. Unless otherwise noted all experiments were

carried out at 8.5K.
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6.2.3 Pulsed X Band EPR Measurements

6.3 Results and Discussion

The goal of this paper is to show that spin 1/2 radicals can effectively participate

in CE DNP with higher spin radicals. To maximize the chance of observing CE DNP,

the radical mixtures used must have sufficient spin density that fulfill the CE matching

condition. Thus, field swept EPR spectra were obtained to determine the suitability

of various spin 1/2 radicals to undergo CE with the high spin radicals according the

CE frequency matching condition. The field swept EPR spectra of higher spin radicals,

as well as 3 common narrow line were measured at 6.907T and 8.5K and are shown in

Fig. 6.2. Field sweeps were used to eliminate standing wave effects present in frequency

sweeps, and the x axis was converted from field to frequency to easier visualize the

frequency matching conditions. Here, the spin 1/2 radicals are BDPA, OXO63-Trityl,

DPPH, and 4-amino tempo (4AT) and are shown above, and the higher spin radicals

(spin 1 diradical and the spin 3/2 triradical) are shown below. From these spectra we

can see that the higher spin radicals have relatively broad lines (similar in width to the

nitroxide line of 4AT). BDPA has the narrowest line of the spin 1/2 radicals followed

by OXO63 and DPPH. The EPR maxima for BDPA, DPPH, spin 1, and spin 3/2 are

marked with dashed lines, with the nuclear larmor frequency (1H) indicated by black

arrows. From this we can see that the maxima of DPPH and spin 1 are separated by

the γn. Similarly BDPA and spin 3/2 are also separated by γn. This means that these

two radical pairs have significant spin density that can fulfill the CE condition, and thus

these radical pairs were chosen to be tested for DNP.
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Figure 6.2: (Top) Field swept, echo detected EPR profiles of 20mM solutions of
common DNP radicals including BDPA (Brown), Trityl OXO63 (purple), DPPH (red)
and 4 amino tempo (green) at 7T and 8.5K. All radicals were dissolved in a mixture of
3:1 d8-toluene to EtOH except 4 amino tempo which was dissolved in a 60:40 glycerol
to water mixture. (bottom) Field swept, echo detected EPR profiles of 5mM spin 1
diradical (orange) and 5mM spin 3/2 triradical (blue) in 3:1 d8-toluene to EtOH at
7T and 8.5K.

6.3.1 DPPH and spin 1 Radical

To prove that high spin and spin 1/2 radicals can undergo cross effect DNP with

each other, DNP frequency profiles, EPR spectra, and electron-electron double resonance

profiles (ELDOR) were acquired for the mixtures of high spin and narrow lines spin 1/2

radicals. DNP profiles and EPR spectra were also acquired for solutions of isolated high

spin, and spin 1/2 radicals to test if the DNP enhancement (ε) was coming from CE

between two radicals of the same spin. Concentrations of the radicals were set to 20mM

for the spin 1/2 radicals and 5mM for the higher spin radicals. These concentrations were
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chosen so that most DNP observed in the radical mixtures is a result of CE between the

spin 1/2 and higher spin radicals, and not of CE between multiple higher spin radicals.

To verify that the observed DNP enhancement was not a result of CE between spin 1/2

radicals, DNP was measured in solutions of only 20mM spin 1/2 radicals. DNP was also

measured of only the higher spin radical at 5mM to demonstrate that very little CE DNP

occurs at this concentration. To determine the effect of total radical concentration on

DNP, frequency profiles of 25mM were also collected.

Fig. 6.3a shows the DNP profile for the mixture of 5mM spin 1 and 20mM DPPH

radical, as well as isolated 5mM and 25mM spin 1, and 20mM DPPH. Here we can see

the mixture of spin 1 and DPPH radicals gives much better DNP enhancement (∼11)

than the solution of just spin 1 (∼2), showing that the spin 1/2 is playing an effective

role in DNP. Increasing the spin 1 concentration to 25mM increases the maximum DNP

enhancement to (∼7). This is most likely due to increased spin concentration leading to

higher inter-electron coupling and thus more CE pairs that can effectively undergo DNP.

However using a homogeneous solution of spin 1 will likely lead to depolarization under

MAS. The 20mM DPPH sample gave almost no noticeable DNP. This can be rationalized

by the EPR spectra of 20mM DPPH in Fig. 6.2 barely spanning γn (i.e 294 MHz) in

width, meaning that there is very little spin density that can fulfill the CE matching

condition.

The shape of the DNP frequency profile for both the 5mM and 25mM spin 1 samples

is identical (normalized frequency profiles in the SI). This suggests that the operative

DNP mechanism is the same for both concentrations, although the efficiency is better

for 25mM due to more intermolecular e-e coupling. The frequency profile for the mixed

sample is shifted slightly to lower frequencies by approximately 40 MHz. Fig. 6.3b shows

the EPR profile of the DPPH and spin 1 radical mixture. Here we can clearly distinguish

the DPPH radical (whose EPR maxima is denoted with the dashed purple line), as well as
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the spin 1 radical (EPR maxima denoted by the dashed brown line). Unexpectedly, the

positive enhancement maxima does not correspond to the DPPH EPR maxima as shown

in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3b, although the negative enhancement maxima does correspond

to the spin 1 EPR maxima. This can be rationalized as DPPH has quite a broad EPR

linewidth and significant spin density that can fulfill the CE condition away from the

EPR maxima. Additionally, there exist non-zero spin density −γn (-294MHz) away from

the EPR maxima (at ∼ 193.4 GHz) which will yield negative enhancement that cancels

out the positive enhancement, thus making the maximum DNP enhancement appear

at a slightly lower frequency. Knowing this information, we could potentially increase

DNP enhancement by using BDPA with the spin 1 radical instead of DPPH as there is

negligible spin 1 spin density -294MHz away from the BDPA center frequency. However

further optimization of these radical systems is beyond the scope of this paper.

ELDOR profiles were taken to trace the µw induced saturation transfer across the

EPR line. Saturation transfer is necessary for CE to occur as the triple spin flip required

will result in partial saturation of an electron spin γn away from the µw irradiation

frequency (i.e pump frequency). In an ELDOR experiment, the frequency of a saturating

pump pulse was swept across the entire EPR line, and the polarization of a desired spin

packet (frequency) is monitored via a fixed frequency spin echo sequence as shown in

Fig. 6.3c. If polarization is exchanged between spin packets at different frequencies and

the detection frequency, the intensity of the spin echo will decrease. In the ELDOR

curves measured here (shown in Fig. 6.3d), the detection frequency was set to the EPR

maxima for DPPH (purple curve) and the spin 1 radical (brown curve). Lower values

indicate more saturation transfer. The purple curve shows the saturation transfer from

different portions of the EPR line to the DPPH radical. This data demonstrates that

most saturation transfer to the DPPH occurs from spins < γn away from the DPPH

maxima, while only a slight amount of polarization is transferred from the spin 1 EPR
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maxima. The brown curve shows saturation transfer to the spin 1 radical maxima. Here,

the dip around 193.66 GHz shows that there is large saturation transfer from the DPPH

to the spin 1 maxima. This can be explained as there is significantly more spin density

at the DPPH position (193.66 GHz) that can transfer their saturation resulting in the

dip in intensity for a pump frequency of 193.66 GHz.

To further prove the features of the DNP profile can be attributed to the mixture

of radicals and not from just the 5mM spin 1, DNP buildup and EPR relaxation mea-

surements were obtained. The results from these experiments are summarized in table

6.1.

DNP buildup curves were obtained for an isolated spin 1 radical, as well as the

DPPH + spin 1 mixture. DNP buildup curves were measured by irradiating µw’s on the

frequency of maximum DNP enhancement and recording a 1H saturation recovery profile

as shown in Fig.6.4a. The TDNP values were measured by fitting the recovery curve to a

stretched exponential equation:[206]

I = I0[1− exp (
−t
TDNP

)β] (6.1)

Here, I(t) was measured while I0, TDNP , and β were fit. t is the buildup time (tbuildup

in Fig. 6.4a), I is the detected NMR echo intensity, and I0 is the maximum NMR echo

intensity for an infinite buildup time, TDNP is the DNP buildup constant, and β is the

stretch factor. For a mono-exponential (i.e single component) buildup, β should equal 1,

however for a buildup with multiple time constants TDNP , β will be closer to 0.5. Errors

for all fitted parameters were calculated from the covariance.

Fig.6.4b shows the fits for the DNP buildup curves for the DPPH/spin 1 mixture

as well as 5mm spin 1, with the fitting parameters TDNP and β shown in table 6.1.

Here we can see that the DNP buildup is faster for the mixture of radicals with the
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mixture having a TDNP of 9.49s and the isolated spin 1 radical having a buildup of

50.46s. This can be attributed to the higher total concentration of radicals in solution

and thus stronger average e-e coupling leading to a faster triple flip transition necessary

for CE[90]. Furthermore the β was lower for the radical mixture (0.78 vs 0.81. This

can be attributed to part of the DNP buildup for the radical mixture coming from DNP

between spin 1 electrons (rather than between DPPH and spin 1). Notably, the DNP

enhancement is only around 2 for the 5mM spin 1 sample, and thus the apparent DNP

buildup will have a strong component coming from the much longer 1H spin lattice

relaxation time.

The electron T1 relaxation rate (T1e) has also been shown to be a crucial factor in

determining how effective a polarizing agent will be.[31, 207] T1e was measured using the

pulse sequence shown in Fig. 6.4c where an initial long µw pulse destroys the magne-

tization of the electrons followed by a variable recovery time (trec), and then EPR echo

detection. The T1e values were extracted by fitting the acquired saturation recovery curve

to equation 6.1, with TDNP being replaced by T1e.

Here, T1e was measured for the EPR maxima of DPPH (193.66 GHz) and spin 1

(194 GHz) in the mixture, as well as for a sample of isolated 5mM spin 1 at 194 GHz

and is shown in Fig. 6.4d with the results summarized in table 6.1. The T1e for both

maxima in the radical mixture, as well as the isolated 5mM spin 1 radical were almost

identical (2.03ms, 1.75ms, and 1.85ms for the DPPH, spin 1, and isolated spin 1 maxima

respectively). However, the β value for the isolated 5mM spin 1 was much closer to 0.5

(0.64) while the mixed radicals were very close to unity (1.00 and 0.94). This suggests

that a single relaxation process dominates the T1e of the radical mixture while there are

a variety of processes in the isolated 5mM spin 1 (some of which have a T1e much longer

than 1.85ms). The most likely culprit for relaxation in the radical mixture is e-e coupling

leading to cross relaxation as the total radical concentration is much higher (25mM vs
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5mM) as suggested by the ELDOR profile in Fig. 6.3c.

To further analyze this effect the EPR transverse relaxation time Tm was also mea-

sured for the radical mixtures as well as the isolated 5mM spin 1 radical. Unlike T2 in

NMR, Tm represents the transverse relaxation of only a narrow bandwidth of spin packets

within the overall EPR line, and not the entire spectral linewidth (as in NMR), due to

the very soft pulses used in EPR. Transverse relaxation is known to be very sensitive to

spin-spin (i.e e-e) coupling, with more coupling leading to shorter time constants. Tm

was measured using the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 6.4e. Here a solid echo detection

pulse sequence was used, with the delay between pulses τ was varied to allow the spins

to dephase for a variable amount of time. The data was fit to the following equation:

I = I0 exp
−τ
Tm

(6.2)

Where τ is the inter-pulse delay time, I is the measured EPR echo intensity, I0 is the

maximum echo intensity for the shortest possible delay time, and Tm is the transverse

relaxation time constant.

The acquired data and fits are shown in Fig. 6.4d with the Tm fit values shown in

table 6.1. Here we can see that the Tm for the isolated 5mM spin 1 is about twice as

slow as for the radical mixture. This further supports our suspicion that there is larger

e-e coupling present in the radical mixture which is contributing to faster T1e relaxation.

This additional e-e coupling is would necessarily be between the DPPH radicals and the

spin 1 radicals, as the concentration of spin 1 radicals does not change.

6.3.2 BDPA and spin 3/2 Radical

DNP and EPR experiments were likewise carried out on a mixture of 20mM BDPA

and 5mM of the spin 3/2 triradical. The DNP frequency profiles for the radical mixture,
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as well as the solutions of the isolated radicals are shown in Fig. 6.5a. Here, the radical

mixture gives the best performance, yielding a DNP enhancement of ∼2, while 5mM of

the spin 3/2 radical gave a DNP enhancement of ∼1.65. Both mechanisms appear to be

CE due to the DNP frequency profile spanning the entire radical mixture EPR spectra

(shown in Fig. 6.5b), although the addition of 20mM BDPA shifts the DNP frequency

profile to lower frequencies by ∼50 MHz. This shift can be attributed to the spin density

of BDPA fulfilling the CE matching condition for more spins of a lower frequency, owing

to the spin density of BDPA being much lower in frequency than the spin 3/2 radical. In

fact the maximum DNP enhancement for the radical mixture is at the same frequency as

the EPR maxima for BDPA as seen in Fig. 6.5b and indicated by the purple dashed line.

The ELDOR profiles in Fig. 6.5c show the the diffusion of polarization to the BDPA

maxima (purple curve), and to the spin 3/2 maxima (brown curve). When detecting

BDPA frequency, can see that there are slight dips in ELDOR intensity along the EPR

line of the spin 3/2 radical and vice versa. This indicates that saturation built up on the

BDPA will transfer to the spin 3/2 and vice versa, which further suggests that CE DNP

is taking place between these two radicals.

Strangely, the 20mM BDPA sample gave very little DNP enhancement (< 1.1) which

contradicts other studies suggesting strong SE and OE DNP from BDPA samples at

high field and cryogenic temperature.[208, 209, 88] One possible explanation is that the

solution is not efficiently glassing due to slow cooling through the glass transition tem-

perature, and that the radicals are aggregating. This behaviour has been observed for

BDPA in different solvents.[210] Indeed, in this work we do not freeze quench the sam-

ples, and cooling is quite slow through the Tg of ∼117 K. Aggregation would additionally

limit the e-e coupling between BDPA and the spin 3/2 radical. This aggregation theory

is supported by the ELDOR spectra which shows minimal polarization transfer from the

spin 1/2 (BDPA) to the higher spin radical (spin 3/2). This is compared to the ELDOR
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spectra of the DPPH/spin 1 radical mixture which shows much more intense polarization

transfer from the spin 1/2 (DPPH) to the higher spin radical (spin 1), which suggests

less coupling between BDPA-spin 3/2 than DPPH-spin 1. As such we do not expect

to see optimum DNP from the BDPA/spin 3/2 radical mixture under our conditions.

However further discussion/speculation of this aggregation effect is beyond the scope of

this paper.

The DNP buildup and electronic relaxation times were also measured for the spin

3/2-BDPA radical mixture as well as the 5mM isolated spin 3/2 sample as shown in Fig.

6.6 and summarized in table 6.1. The DNP buildup time (Fig.6.6a and table 6.1) for

the spin 3/2-BDPA radical mixture is approximately double that of the isolated spin 3/2

radical (8.08s vs 4.16s) which suggests that the DNP pathway is different for each sample,

even though the enhancements are similar. The β value for DNP buildup is very close

to unity (0.99) for the isolated spin 3/2 system, but much less for the radical mixture

(0.709) which indicates multiple DNP time constants for the mixture. This indicates that

the radical mixture most likely has DNP occurring between spin 3/2 radicals as well as

between spin 3/2 and BDPA radicals.

The T1e values (Fig. 6.6b) for the spin 3/2 in the radical mixture is significantly

less than for the isolated 5mM spin 3/2 sample, indicating that e-e coupling between

spin BDPA and the spin 3/2 radical is providing a pathway for electron cross relaxation.

Similar to the isolated spin 1 radical, the spin 3/2 radical has a lower β value than

both radicals in the radical mixture suggesting that a single relaxation pathway is more

dominant in mixture (likely e-e coupling between radicals). The Tm values (Fig. 6.6) also

indicate that addition of BDPA to the spin 3/2 radical results in stronger cross relaxation

as the Tm of the isolated spin 3/2 radical (1.341µs) is longer than for the spin 3/2 mixed

with BDPA (1.190µs).
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εDNP TDNP
1 β(TDNP ) T1e β(T1e) Tm

DPPH2 10.9 9.49± 1.37 0.78± 0.10 2.03± 0.02 1.00± 0.02 0.465± 0.006
spin 13 — — — 1.75± 0.03 0.94± 0.02 0.415± 0.004
spin 1 5mM4 1.9 50.46± 3.78 0.81± 0.03 1.85± 0.11 0.64± 0.02 0.905± 0.013
BDPA5 2 8.08± 1.153 0.709± 0.10 5.25± 0.10 0.79± 0.02 1.502± 0.012
spin 3/26 — — — 2.11± 0.03 0.79± 0.01 1.190± 0.006
spin 3/2 5mM7 1.7 4.16± 0.59 0.99± 0.15 3.39± 0.07 0.68± 0.02 1.341± 0.020

1 Taken at the optimal positive DNP enhancement frequency.
2 DPPH EPR maxima (193.66 GHz) of the radical mixture.
3 Spin 1 EPR maxima (194 GHz) of the radical mixture.
4 Spin 1 EPR maxima (194 GHz) without DPPH.
5 BDPA EPR maxima (193.615 GHz) of the radical mixture.
6 Spin 3/2 EPR maxima (193.615 GHz) of the radical mixture.
7 Spin 3/2 EPR maxima (193.9 GHz) without BDPA.

Table 6.1: Summary of DNP and EPR relaxation measurements.

6.3.3 Verification of Spin State

To differentiate between radicals with different spin quantum numbers, the nutation

(B1) frequency can be measured. For different spins, the transition between a magnetic

ground and excited state can be defined by the ladder operators S+ and S−. For a spin

1/2 the lowering operator is shown below:

S−
1/2 =

0 0

1 0


Here the relative ”speed” or frequency of transition between states (i.e +1/2 to -1/2)

is 1. However for higher spin systems the matrix elements of the ladder operators can

be larger, and thus the transition between states can be faster. For a spin 1 system the

raising operator is shown below:

S−
1 =


0 0 0
√

2 0 0

0
√

2 0
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For a spin 1 system the transition between states (i.e -1 to 0) will happen with a

relative rate of
√

2 or 1.414. This means that a µw pulse will tip a spin 1 electron 1.414

times faster than a spin 1/2 electron.

For a spin 3/2 system the ladder operator would be:

S−
3/2 =



0 0 0 0
√

3 0 0 0

0 2 0 0

0 0
√

3 0


Where the ms = +1/2 to ms = −1/2 transition will happen twice as fast as for a spin

1/2 electron, and the ms = +3/2 to ms = +1/2 transition will happen
√

3 times faster.

Thus we carried out a rabi nutation experiment of the radical mixtures in which the

EPR echo intensity was monitored as a function of pulse length (tp) in a solid echo pulse

experiment as shown in the inset of Fig. 6.7a. Here, the detection pulse lengths were

fixed and a pre-saturation pulse tp was varied in length. This was done for the EPR

maxima of each radical with the µw frequency held constant and the field varied to avoid

frequency dependant standing wave effects. The resulting nutation curve is shown in

Fig. 6.7a, and should be at a minimum when tp is a 90◦ pulse and a maximum at integer

multiples of 180◦. Here we see the first minimum from Fig. 6.7a suggest that that the

90◦ length for the spin 3/2 radical is 800ns (a B1 of 0.312 MHz)

However we have found measuring the 90◦ time from the first minimum to be oc-

casionally misleading due to the effects of short Tm and varying excitation bandwidth.

These effects are most apparent as a shift of the first minima towards longer times.

Therefore, the nutation curve was Fourier transformed to capture the full B1 frequency

information, thereby obtaining the B1 nutation spectra as shown in Fig. 6.7b. Before

Fourier transforming the nutation curve, the time domain data was zero filled to 4096
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total points (∼ 400µs), shifted such that the last measured point corresponds to 0 EPR

intensity (not shown for the nutation curves in Fig 6.7a). The resulting B1 spectra (Fig.

6.7b) shows a B1 of 0.27 MHz for DPPH, and 0.38 MHz for the spin 1 radical.

Nutation curves were also obtained for the spin 3/2 and BDPA radical mixture and

are shown in Fig. 6.8a. These curves were acquired and processed identically to those in

Fig. 6.7a, and yielded the Fourier transformed nutation spectra shown in Fig. 6.8b.

Here we can see that the nutation frequency for BDPA is centered around 0.24 MHz

while the nutation frequency for the spin 3/2 radical is centered around 0.46 MHz. The

ratio between the nutation frequencies is 1.91 which is very close to the theoretical ratio

of 2 between a spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 electron, confirming that the system is behaving

as a spin 3/2 radical mixed with a spin 1/2 radical. We can also see that the width of

the nutation spectra for BDPA is narrower than that of the spin 3/2 radical, DPPH,

and the spin 1 radical. This can be at least partially attributed to the longer Tm of

the BDPA which causes less dephasing during the pre-saturation pulse tp. Notably the

central nutation frequency for BDPA (0.24 MHz) is slightly different than for DPPH

(0.27 MHz), although they should be the same as they are both spin 1/2 radicals. This

discrepancy can be attributed to slight standing wave effects in the high field EPR probe.

Even a slight change in position or geometry of the sample holder can lead to a non-

neglible change in µw field distribution in the sample due to the very small wavelength

of irradiation (∼1.54mm). This means that nutation can vary slighly between samples,

which is why here we compare nutation frequency of 2 components in the same sample.

6.4 Conclusion

In this work we have demonstrated CE DNP between radicals of different spin quan-

tum number. For both the spin 1 and spin 3/2 radicals used, the DNP enhancement
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was increased by addition of a spin 1/2 radical chosen for its favourable spin density

characteristics. DNP frequency profiles and buildup measurements show that the oper-

ative CE DNP pathway changes upon the addition of spin 1/2 radical indicating that

the high spin radicals undergo CE DNP with the spin 1/2 radical. EPR profiles confirm

that both radicals are present in the sample, and that the features of the DNP profile

can be attributed to the mixture of radicals rather than a single radical. ELDOR and

electron relaxation measurements confirm that e-e coupling exists between the high spin

and spin 1/2 radicals, and that polarization is exchanged between radicals, both of which

are necessary for CE DNP. Finally, the spin characteristic of each high spin radical was

confirmed by nutation experiments referenced to the spin 1/2 radicals.

There exists much room for growth in the area of hetero-spin CE DNP. The enhance-

ments reported here are much less than with state of the art spin 1/2 radical systems.

Although the spin density matching requirement of CE DNP was reasonably met, the

e-e coupling could be further optimized (i.e via adjusting concentration or synthesis of

biradicals). Furthermore the zero field splitting of higher spin radicals can spread out

the electron polarization between the triplet (or quartet in the case of spin 3/2) manifold

resulting in less efficient DNP, and so optimization of this parameter could additionally

boost DNP.

This work also motivates the use of specially tailored exogenous spin 1/2 radicals

with endogenous high spin complexes such as metal centers in proteins and catalysts for

bulk, surface, and site selective DNP.
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Figure 6.3: (a) DNP frequency profiles at 8.5K and 6.907 T. The DNP buildup time
used was 10s. (b) EPR frequency profile of the mixed 20mM DPPH + 5mM spin 1
sample. The purple and brown dashed lines indicate the maxima for the DPPH and
spin 1 EPR spectra respectively. Note that the EPR spectra was detected with a
shorter echo pulse length optimized towards the spin 1 radical, and that the intensity
of the DPPH on the EPR spectra is likely greater than shown. (c) Pulse sequence
used for an ELDOR experiment. The frequency of a pump pulse tpump is varied while
the frequency of the detection pulses are held constant.(d) ELDOR profiles with the
detection frequency set at the DPPH EPR maximum (purple curve) and spin 1 EPR
maximum (brown curve). The purple curve has been shifted upwards for ease of
viewing.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Pulse sequence used to determine TDNP . (b) DNP buildup curves along
with the fits used to determine TDNP (black dashed lines). (c) Pulse sequence used
to measure T1e. (d) Electron saturation recovery curves with fits used to determine
Tm (black dashed lines). The purple and brown data points are shifted up for easier
viewing. (e) Transverse relaxation curves used to determine Tm with the fits (black
dashed lines).
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Figure 6.5: (a) DNP frequency profiles at 8.5K and 6.907 T. The DNP buildup time
used was 10s. (b) EPR frequency profile of the mixed 20mM BDPA + 5mM spin 3/2
sample. The purple and brown dashed lines indicate the maxima for the BDPA and
spin 3/2 EPR spectra respectively. Note that the EPR spectra was detected with an
echo pulse length optimized towards the spin 3/2 radical, and that the intensity/spin
population of the BDPA on the EPR spectra is greater than shown. (c) ELDOR
profiles with the detection frequency set at the BDPA EPR maximum (purple curve)
and spin 3/2 EPR maximum (brown curve).
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Figure 6.6: (a) DNP buildup curves along with the fits used to determine TDNP (black
dashed lines). (b) Electron saturation recovery curves with fits used to determine Tm
(black dashed lines). The purple and brown data points are shifted up for easier
viewing. (c) Transverse relaxation curves used to determine Tm with the fits (black
dashed lines).

Figure 6.7: (a) Nutation curves of the DPPH EPR maxima at 193.66 GHz (purple)
and spin 1 (brown). The first minima corresponding to a 90◦ tp for each curve is
marked with the dashed lines. Inset is the pulse sequence used to record the nutation
curve. (b) Fourier transform of the nutation curves in (a).
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Figure 6.8: (a) Nutation curves of the BDPA EPR maxima (93.615 GHz) and spin 3/2
EPR maxima (193.9 GHz). The dashed lines indicate the first minima corresponding
to 1.1µw and 0.65µw for BDPA and spin 3/2 respectively. (b) Fourier transform of
the nutation curves in (a) with the central nutation frequency indicated by the dashed
lines.
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Conclusion and Outlook

The work shown in this thesis demonstrates a multi pronged approach to understanding

and enhancing the efficiency of CE DNP at high magnetic fields (7T). This approach

consisted of analyzing and exploiting electron spin-spin coupling through various methods

and techniques.

In chapter 3, an analysis and quantification the origin of electron-electron exchange

(J) coupling in state of the art nitroxide biradicals was presented. We discovered that the

previously unexplained EPR lineshape of TOTAPol and AMUPol were a result of a wide

distribution of J couplings, rather than a single value. Additionally these distributions

were observed to shift based on temperature. To understand the origin of these distribu-

tion we carried out rigorous testing of the ”Broken Symmetry” DFT technique to find the

optimal functionals, basis sets, and numerical precision necessary to predict J coupling

within an order of magnitude of the small values present in DNP systems. This DFT

technique lead us to discover that the rotamer states of these biradicals (i.e the angle

between the nitroxide moieties) can greatly affect the value of J for each conformation

which is a likely explanation for the aforementioned distribution of J. The angle between

the two nitroxide moieties also determines the relative frequency of each electron and
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thus their ability to meet the CE frequency matching condition. DNP simulations of

various bis-nitroxide angles and J values confirm that this angle is doubly important for

CE DNP efficiency. Furthermore these simulations revealed that J coupling is much more

effective for DNP than dipolar coupling as it is not dependant on the relative orientation

of the radical in space which can be a time varying quantity under MAS. Thus, in the

future vitrification of bis-nitroxides at specific temperatures could be used to tune the

value and distribution of J to optimize DNP efficiency.

Chapter 4 detailed a novel approach to manipulating heterogeneous coupled electron

spin densities (i.e a Tempo-Trityl biradical) via arbitrarily shaped µw irradiation to en-

hance the efficiency of DNP under MAS, whereas previously broadband DNP techniques

were limited to non-spinning systems. We discovered significant gains in CE DNP effi-

ciency by using broadband µw irradiation to more effectively selectively saturate the trityl

radical spin density. Furthermore we found that arbitrarily shaping the µw irradiation

to match the spin density of biradicals could lead to even further gains in DNP efficiency.

DNP simulations reveal that this ”AWG DNP” is only expected to become more powerful

at higher µw powers when more powerful sources such as frequency sweepable gyrotrons,

high power solid state sources, and gyro-amplifiers become available. This technique is

also expected to work well on mixed radical systems with their EPR lines broadened by

strong J coupling, and in systems with fast T1e such as high temperature DNP systems.

To analyze DNP mechanisms and pathways in situ, we developed a cryogen-free

(8.5K) high field (6.9T) triple resonance EPR and DNP probe. This probe takes advan-

tage of a previously built dual EPR/DNP spectrometer, but adds a novel inductively

coupled double resonance NMR capability for CP and decoupling experiments while

maintaining optimal broadband µw performance. Furthermore the probe was designed

to be used with a cryogen free cryostat which allows almost indefinitely long experimen-

tal runs at temperatures as low as 8.5K at little cost, which would be impossible with
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traditional liquid helium cyrostats.

This probe has already been used to demonstrate DNP for the first time between

radical PA’s with different spin quantum numbers as described in chapter 6. We first

used the EPR capability of our probe to screen the spin density of various common spin

1/2 radicals and match them to novel high spin compounds synthesized by the group of

Rajca et. al to optimally fulfill the CE frequency matching condition. Once suitable spin

1/2 radicals were determined they were mixed with the higher spin radicals to attempt

CE DNP between paramagnetic centers of different spin. The resulting DNP frequency

profiles paired with EPR nutation frequency experiments proved that DNP was indeed

occurring between spin 1/2 and high spin radicals. To date, CE DNP has been limited

to radicals of the same spin. This demonstration opens the door to a new class of DNP

radical mixtures with potentially more favourable spin density distributions for matching

the CE condition or more optimal electronic relaxation properties.

In addition to the experiments described in chapter 5 and chapter 6, this probe was

designed to be modular to suit a wide variety of experimental needs. Currently modules

have been constructed to carry out broadband ENDOR experiments (Fig. 7.1a) as well

as light activated experiments (Fig. 7.1b) in addition to the standard double resonance

NMR probe. In particular we are interested in pursuing a new class of light activated

porphryin radicals for photoexcited triplet DNP which promises to allow NMR access to

optical levels of polarization which far outstrip the polarization of electrons.[194]

Finally, the versatility of this probe makes it an excellent test-bed for novel DNP

instrumentation. A novel butterfly style surface coil has also been implemented in the

probe. This coil provides high sensitivity for both EPR and NMR/DNP experiments by

increasing the RF filling factor by almost an order of magnitude whilst simultaneously

maintaining excellent µw characteristics by accommodating favourable sample geometries

for EPR. The geometry of this coil also makes it suitable for DNP studies of flat samples
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Figure 7.1: (a) ENDOR circuit for use with the dual EPR/DNP probe. (b) Fiber
optic capability added to the inductively coupled double resonance NMR circuit.

such as thin films and semiconductors, as well as for potential use in a Fabry Perot

resonator for applications in high field solution state Overhauser DNP. Furthermore, the

combination of low Q and high B1 make it suitable for studies of wideline quadrupolar

nuclei where MAS would not be suitable.
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A.1 EPR

A.1.1 Magnetic Parameter Determination

G factor The solution state X-band EPR spectra are relatively insensitive to G factor

so values from literature sources have been used [57].

Hyperfine Value Isotropic hyperfine values were determined from the solution state

spectra by determining the distance between the 3 hyperfine coupled peaks. This was

done for each temperature point in each solvent in order to fit the spectra for J values.

These values vary very slightly with temperature and solvent but are not far off from

literature values.

Dipolar Coupling To get accurate fits in solution state, residual dipolar couplings

needed to be included in the simulation parameters. The residual dipolar coupling in-

cluded for AMUPol is shown in figure SA.2. For TOTAPol it was found that no residual

dipolar coupling was necessary.
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Figure A.1: Temperature Dependence of Hypefine Coupling

Figure A.2: Residual dipolar coupling present in solution for AMUPol
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J Coupling In this paper, we describe the value of J using a Lorentzian distribution.

The parameters for the distribution of J were determined via a 2 dimensional global

fit; including the center of the distribution, the full width half max (FWHM) of the

distribution. Details of this procedure are present in the main text. Of note, the exchange

interaction can also have an anisotropic component. However, the J values we have

determined experimentally is purely isotropic because we take these values in solution.

Hence in simulation, we only considered the isotropic component of J as it is the relevant

interaction-component in our present context.

A.1.2 Concentration Effects

Spectral broadening associated with exchange coupling can also happen due to inter-

molecular interactions. EPR spectra were obtained for various concentrations in H2O in

order to determine the effect of intermolecular exchange. The results are shown in figure

SA.3. It was found that at 20◦C this effect was minimized at 100µM concentration, and

thus all experiments were carried out at this concentration.

A.1.3 TOTAPol

In addition to a distribution analysis; the ratio of the population of the two compo-

nents in the EPR spectra can be described by the fraction of time the biradical spends

in each conformation, given by:[62]

fc
fe

= 3(I2/I1)/(2− I2/I1) (A.1)

Here, fc is the population of the contracted high J component and fe the population

of the extended negligible J coupled component. I1 and I2 correspond to the integrals of

the first hyperfine and inner J coupled peaks marked with red (*) respectively in figure 2.
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Figure A.3: Concentration dependence of AMUPol in H2O at room temperature
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Figure A.4: Population analysis of the high and low J coupled states of TOTAPol
according to eq. A.1

The results using the cage effect analysis is shown in figure SA.4. The value for fc/fe at

20◦C of 0.9 agrees well with previous solution-state X band EPR analysis of TOTAPol at

room temperature by Hu et. al (also 0.9).[211] Most notably, the relative population of

the high J coupled structure increases substantially with temperature from 0.9 at 20◦C

to 3.5 at 95◦C. Previous studies have ignored the role of J coupling in TOTAPol; in

fact, the first theory of DNP under MAS ignored the role of J coupling on the basis that

TOTAPol exhibited none.[45] Here, the results show a high J coupling structure that

becomes the majority component at around 30 ◦C.

A.2 DFT

A.2.1 Geometry Optimization

For truncated AMUPol, full AMUPol and extended TOTAPol the geometries were

drawn and initially optimized using a universal force field (UFF) method through the

program Avogadro. For all 3 molecules, the resulting geometries were then used as

an input to Orca, in which we used the relatively inexpensive BP86 level of theory to

obtain the initial guess. Finally, the optimum geometry was obtained at the B3LYP level
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Figure A.5: Dependence of J on torsional angle between two nitroxide cyclohexane rings

of theory using a TZVP basis set, with Becke-Johnson damping of Grimme’s dispersion

correction included.[84, 212] For contracted TOTAPol the same method of BP86 followed

by B3LYP was carried out, but the starting structure for input to the BP86 method

was gained by rotation of the o-c-c-o dihedral angle of the extended conformation of

TOTAPol, bringing the two hexagonal ring moieties closer. The so optimized geometries

for truncated AMUPol, full AMUPol, extended TOTAPol, and contracted TOTAPol

were used as starting geometries for all rotamer states. No further geometry relaxation

was used when calculation J and E of rotamer states.

Broken Symmetry Testing

To ensure that the broken symmetry results were reliable, a number of tests were

carried out on a model truncated AMUPol molecule. The geometry of this molecule was

optimized using the above described method. The optimized geometry is shown in figure

SA.6. Subsequent tests were carried out on the various rotamer states of this molecule:

i.e rotation around the C-C-N-C dihedral angle (as demonstrated in figure 1c in the main

text).
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Figure A.6: Optimized geometry for truncated AMUPol molecule used in testing of
broken symmetry DFT.

Figure A.7: Dependence of J on torsional angle between two nitroxide cyclohexane
rings for the truncated AMUPol molecule at various levels of numerical precision.

Numerical Accuracy As mentioned in the main text, numerical accuracy is very

important when dealing with such small energy values (MHz). Sufficient numerical accu-

racy was ensured by obtaining the J coupling of the above mentioned truncated biradical

at different levels of SCF convergence precision. To further ensure the precision of our

results, this was done for various rotamer states of the truncated AMUPol molecule as

shown in figure SA.7. Here we see that the values of J do not change from a numerical

accuracy (SCF energy convergence tolerance) of 10−8 to 10−9 hartrees and thus we con-

sider this sufficient accuracy. To be safe, further calculations were carried out with an

accuracy of 5 ∗ 10−13 hartrees.

A.2.2 Full AMUPol Molecule

The geometry optimized AMUPol molecule is shown in figure SA.8a (top). The

calculated structure yielded a inter-nitroxide (O-O) distance of 12.5 Åwhich is similar to
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Figure A.8: Rotational dependence of J for AMUPol and various trimmed versions of
AMUPol calculated at the CAM-B3LYP/SVP level.

a previously calculated (B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)) value of 12.79 Åin the literature.[49]

To investigate the effect of structural features on J, the rotational dependence of

J was investigated for AMUPol and various trimmed versions of the molecule: namely

removal of the R group and cyclohexane moieties (as shown in figure SA.8). To obtain

the trimmed versions of the molecule, features of the optimized geometry of AMUPol

were replaced with hydrogen. The placement of these hydrogens were then optimized

at the B3LYP/TZVP level while keeping all other geometric parameters constant. The

results are shown in figure SA.8 (top). The rotational dependence of J for each of these

molecules was then calculated (figure SA.8(bottom)). In general, less geometric features

leads to a smoother dependence of J on torsion angle.
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A.3 DNP Simulations

A.3.1 Spin Evolution Program

Coupling/SpinEVESI
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B.1 1. Experimental Setup

B.1.1 Magic-angle spinning DNP at 32 K and 6.9 T

A number of cryogenic DNP setups have been introduced [213, 32, 129, 214]. The

NMR probe used in this experiment was a custom designed 4 mm DNP probe from

Revolution NMR LLC. inspired by the design by Tycko et al. [213, 32]. The spectrometer

used was a Bruker AVANCE DRX300 console. All experiments were preformed at 3

kHz spinning speed using room temperature nitrogen with a consumption rate of 10

litre/hour. The experiments were performed at low temperatures to compensate for low

power output from solid-state µw sources used in our experiments. Liquid helium was

used for cooling with an average flow rate of ∼3-4 litre/hour to maintain 32 K at the

sample position. The radical solution was blended with ∼50 mg dry KBr for the purpose

of temperature calibration inside a zirconia rotor obtained from Revolution NMR, which

has the following dimension: 4 mm outer-diameter, 2.36 mm inner-diameter, and 46

mm axial-length. The sample position was fixed at the center of the rotor using teflon-
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inserts placed at its both ends. The sample temperature was calibrated by measuring the

spin-lattice relaxation time of 79Br, as demonstrated by Thurber and Tycko. Continuous-

wave µw was irradiated from tunable Virginia Diode Inc. (VDI) source, with a frequency

range of 193-201 GHz and µw irradiation power of up to 350 mW, measured at right

after AMC transmitter. The transmitted µw beam was guided through QO bridge, and

finally reached to the corrugated wave-guide inside the 6.9 T (∼7 T) wide bore magnet

as described below. The sample rotor (MAS stator) was located at the end of the wave-

guide. The design of the probe was an adaptation from the design of Thurber et al..[213]

More detailed description can be found in a recent publications from Han group [32]. We

want to clarify that the experiments were performed at low temperatures to compensate

for low power output from solid-state µw sources used in our experiments. Clearly as

demonstrated in the main draft, the gain in enhancement with AWG over CW will be a

lot more for high temperature conditions, and using higher µw power sources.

B.1.2 AWG-setup

Shaped µw pulses were generated using commercial AWG (DAx22000-8M, Chase

Wavepond) integrated into the pulse forming unit of our DNP hardware [105, 38]. The

AWG had 8 MB of memory and a 2.5 GHz clock frequency, providing 400 ps time

resolution and over 500 MHz analog bandwidth.

Overall Microwave pathway

In Fig. B.1 the pathway of microwaves from synthesizer to probe is shown. First

the microwaves are generated by a Micro-Lambda ∼12GHz YIG source. The microwaves

are then passed through the AWG/Pulse forming unit for shaping (described below)

before they are amplified (up to 350 mW) and frequency multiplied (16x to ∼200 GHz);
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and launched as a gaussian beam into the quasi optical bridge. The quasi optical bridge

directs the microwaves into the corrugated waveguide of the Revolution NMR LLC probe

which itself sits in a Bruker 6.9 T wide bore superconducting magnet.

Figure B.1: MAS DNP instrument setup. The instrument schematic of ∼7
T MAS-DNP instrument operating at cryogenic temperatures is shown. Pathway of
microwaves from the synthesizer to the probe is indicated by red arrows.

AWG pulse forming unit

In Fig. B.2 the components of microwave pulse forming unit (PFU) are shown. The

input to the PFU is the 12 GHz synthesizer described above. The PFU has 2 channels

which are toggled between using a fast SP4T pin diode switch. One channel is a bypass

channel where microwaves pass through unaltered, and the other channel passes through

an IQ mixer which is fed by the AWG unit. The second channel is the channel of interest

for this paper as the AWG is what does the waveform shaping. This waveform shaping is

done by injecting a time varying offset frequency into the IQ mixer, which then mixes the

offset frequency with the 12 GHz carrier frequency to create a modified time varying ∼12

GHz signal. This signal is then passed to the 200 GHz 350mW VDI amplifier multiplier

chain (AMC) which launches a high frequency (∼ 200 GHz) gaussian beam into the quasi
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optical bridge.

Pulses are synchronized with the rotor period via a TTL signal from the MAS spin

control unit which triggers the AWG to output a stored waveform every rotor period.

All other switches and timing operations are done using a 300 MHz PulseBlaster ESR

Pro card. The generated waveforms were verified by mixing the original 12 GHz carrier

frequency with the output of the AWG channel, resulting in a down-converted signal

which could be directly viewed on an oscilloscope for test purposes.

Figure B.2: MW pulse forming and shaping unit. Schematic of the AWG/pulse
forming unit used to shape the microwave pulses. Microwave pathways are indicated
by black lines. Blue lines indicate TTL control signals. Green lines indicated low
frequency modulations to carrier signal.

Quasi-optical bridge

Figure B.3 shows the quasi optical setup used in this study. Here, components are

arranged on a 125 mm grid. First, the microwaves are emitted as a gaussian beam with

a 250mm focal length by the VDI AMC. The microwaves are directed onto a parabolic
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mirror at the gaussian beam’s focal point. This beam is then refocused by the parabolic

mirror onto a Faraday isolator which consists of a wire grid and Faraday rotator. This

device effectively rotates the polarization by 45◦ and prevents reflections back to the

AMC. The beam then travels to another parabolic mirror which re-directs the beam

downwards and focuses it onto the input of the corrugated waveguide centered in the

NMR probe.

Figure B.3: Quasi optical setup. Top down schematic of the quasi optical bridge
setup. Path of microwave beam is indicated by green arrows. Polarization of the
microwave beam is indicated on the arrows.

B.1.3 AWG waveform shaping

The high frequency shaped waveforms are created by feeding the output of an AWG

into the I and Q ports of an IQ mixer. Here the I and Q inputs are mixed with the

12 GHz carrier frequency, and are subsequently multiplied to ∼ 200 GHz as described

above. The shaped output of the AWG for standard shapes is generated using analytical

functions. First, a discrete set of frequency vs. time function f(t) is generated. The
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functions for chirp and wurst are shown below:

Chirp : f(t) = f0 ± 2νAWG/π ∗ arctan(1/tan(Nπt/τr)) (B.1)

Wurst : f(t) = f0 − νAWG + νAWG ∗ (1− cos(Nπt/τr)n) (B.2)

Here, f0 is the center frequency, νAWG is the width of the frequency sweep, N is the

number of blocks of the basic waveforms per rotor period, and n is the exponent or the

power of the wurst function (for example for wurst3, n = 3). Generalized f(t) functions

are shown in Fig. B.4A-C. Next, the functions f(t) need to be converted into a form

that the AWG can directly interpret. To do this, we convert frequency f(t) into phase

φ(t) via integration:

φ(t) = 2π

∫
f(t)dt (B.3)

Finally, we generate the I and Q outputs of the AWG by taking the sine and cosine

of the phase:

I = sin(2πφ(t)) (B.4)

Q = cos(2πφ(t)) (B.5)

The custom waveform shapes based off of frequency domain data g(ν) (such as the

DNP frequency profile) are used to concentrate the power distribution across the EPR-

line. First, we assign weights to each frequency bin, creating a histogram h(ν). Next we

modify the concentration of the µw power distribution profile by assigning an additional
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weight factor p to h to get h(ν)p. Then, a step function f(t) is generated by assigning a

relative length of time to each frequency bin according to its weight. This function f(t)

is then smoothed and processed the same way as the above chirp and wurst shapes. To

illustrate the power distribution profiles for chirp, wurst3, and custom shapes, an example

of the relative spectral power density of the irradiation is shown in Fig. B.4C-D.

Figure B.4: Shaped waveforms. Generalized frequency sweep f(t) (A-C) and power
distribution P (ν) functions (D-F) for the shapes given to the AWG. f(t) functions are
shown for N = 1. Power distribution functions (blue shading) are computed using a
fast Fourier transform of the calculated I and Q inputs for a pulse width of 6.25 MHz.
The x axis for the AWG Pulse Spectral densities are multiplied by 16x in order to show
the resulting ∆νAWG (100 MHz) overlaid on the DNP frequency profiles. Spectral
densities are not normalized. DNP frequency profiles g(ν) are overlaid for reference,
and are shifted such that the maximum εDNP occurs at 0 MHz offset frequency.
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B.2 2. Experimental results on TEMTriPol-1

B.2.1 Waveform optimization

N Optimization

Number of repeats per rotor period (N) was found to have a significant effect on

εAWG as shown in Fig. B.5A. Here we see that DNP can be improved by about ∼10 %

by choosing an adequate N , while fixing the ∆νAWG at its optimum value. From this,

we choose N = 10 for most other AWG experiments as an adequately fast repetition

rate, unless mentioned otherwise. The optimum value of N depends on the available µw

power as will be shown later in the numerical section. The optimum DNP enhancement,

εµwon/εµwoff obtained for TempTriPol-1 was ∼70 with AWG-DNP and ∼60 for AMUPol.

Chirp pulse optimization at 80K

Chirp pulses enhancements were also obtained at 80 K and the optimization results

are shown in Fig. B.5B. We see the maximum effectiveness of the chirp pulse at 80 K is

(∼10 %) higher relative to CW than at 32 K (shown by the black dashed line). This can

be attributed to faster T1e at 80 K as discussed in the main text.

Wurst pulse optimization at 32K

Wurst pulse optimization was done at multiple center frequencies to obtain the best

εDNP . Optimization profiles with respect to ∆νAWG for the wurst3 shape is shown in

Fig. B.5C.
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Effect of µw power on chirp AWG

Chirp AWG experiments were carried out at two different microwave powers to ex-

perimentally investigate the dependence of AWG effectiveness on power. The results

(shown in Fig. B.5D) show that doubling the microwave power increases the effective-

ness (εAWG/εCW ) of chirp pulses significantly (∼10 %). Additionally, with higher power,

larger bandwidths (∆νAWG) of the EPR-line can be irradiated, thus affecting more spin

packets. This is illustrated using numerical simulations.

B.3 3. Numerical simulation
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The Cross-Effect DNP simulations were performed using Spin-Evolution software

package, for a 3-spin system, including 2 electrons and a nuclear spin, 1H [65]. The

calculations were done in Liouville space to incorporate for the effects of spin relaxation-

which is an essential player in all the DNP mechanisms. The enhancement was measured

with respect to the thermal Boltzmann polarization under static, therefore mitigating

the nuclear depolarization effect. Powder averaging was performed using 100 (α, β)

angles following REPULSION scheme for weighted orientation distributions. Notably,

numerical results with 232 orientations showed the same trend as with 100 orientations.

The simulations were performed for two kinds of PA- (1) bis-nitroxide, with e1 and e2

representing Tempo/nitroxide radical in the e1 − e2−1H spin system, and (2) tethered

TEMTriPol-1, with e1 and e2 representing Trityl and nitroxide radical, respectively, in

the e1 − e2−1H spin system. The principal axis components of the g-tensors of the elec-

trons were taken as: Trityl: gx=2.0034, gy=2.0031, gz=2.0027, and Tempo: gx=2.0099,

gy=2.0061, gz=2.0026. Unless mentioned otherwise, the spin parameters used for the

calculations were as follows: the g-tensor of e2 was related to e1 by the Euler angles

sets, (20,80,20) and (0,40,20) in bis-nitroxide and TEMTriPol-1, respectively. In both

types of PA, the relative e1− e2 dipolar tensor orientation was given by the Euler angles

(10,45,60). The exact orientations of the spin tensors are not known due to existence

of different molecular conformations, and therefore the choice of the above orientations

are a rough estimate. The orientation of the e1 −1 H hyperfine coupling was randomly

chosen to be (20,10,40). The e1 − e2, e1 −1 H, and e2 −1 H couplings were taken to be

12.5 MHz (re−e=16Å), 2.15 MHz (re1−1H=3.3Å), and 0 MHz respectively. The nuclear

spin-lattice relaxation rate, T1H , was always set to 4s. The sample spin rate and B0 field

conditions were set to 10 kHz MAS and 6.9 T, respectively. The µw centre frequency

was set around the centre of the e1 (trityl) resonance. It was optimized for both CW

and AWG schemes. An averaging over 2J (0MHz, 50MHz and 100MHz) was done to ac-
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count for conformational distributions in TEMTriPol-1 PA for the exchange Hamiltonian:

ĤJ = 2J ∗ S1.S2.

B.3.1 AWG-DNP simulation for bis-nitroxide

The AWG-DNP performance of bis-nitroxide system was calculated for different µw

nutation frequency (νµw1 ) and different T1e. The plot in Fig. B.6 maps the absolute

DNP enhancement, ε − 1H and relative enhancement εAWG/εCW , as a function sweep

width ∆νAWG for chirp waveform. It can be concluded from the plots in Fig. B.6 that

for bis-nitroxides, the AWG technique can help to improve DNP efficiency by 20-30%

at fast and intermediate relaxation rate compared to the spinning frequency, but only

with higher µw nutation frequency. Maintaining a selective saturation with broad band

irradiation is not easily achievable for bis-nitroxide under slow relaxation conditions.

B.3.2 AWG parameters optimization

There are two basic parameters for AWG irradiation: (i) the frequency sweep width

∆νAWG and (ii) the AWG modulation rate, also denoted as N=τr/τAWG. Ideally, ∆νAWG

should be as large as the width of the narrower EPR-line in the mixed radical system, and

τr/τAWG should also be high enough to maintain constant saturation throughout the rotor

period. However, these parameters are not completely independent. Rather, they largely

depend on the available µw power. The optimization of these parameters are shown in

Fig. B.7 for three different µw nutation frequencies. As clear from the plots, the optimum

∆νAWG and τr/τAWG increase with increase in µw nutation frequency encouraging the

development of high power and AWG enabled µw source. Higher µw power ensures that

the µw induced EPR transitions are more adiabatic.
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B.3.3 DNP under fast electron spin relaxation

AWG irradiation helps to maintain large polarization differential between the electron

spin pairs of TEMTriPol-1 PA participating in CE-DNP even at fast electron spin-lattice

relaxation conditions. Figure B.8 maps absolute 1HεDNP for AWG and CW irradiation

and their ratios as a function T1e normalized with respect to the rotor period, τr. Clearly,

the the relative εAWG/εCW increases with increasing τr/T1e before reaching a maximum.

The relative gain in enhancement using AWG irradiation can be further improved with

higher µw power as shown in Fig. B.8B.
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Figure B.5: Experimental AWG-DNP optimization at 7T (A) Effect of pa-
rameter N on εAWG at 32 K. (B) Optimization of the chirp pulse scheme at 80 K
for various center frequencies with N=10. The dashed line indicates the maximum
εAWG/εCW for the same chirp pulse scheme at 32 K. (C) Optimization of the Wurst3
pulse scheme at 32K for various center frequencies with N=10. (D) Performance of
chirp pulse shape at different µw powers at 32K, with N=10. (E) 1H NMR spectra
corresponding to maximum enhancements for various pulse schemes (Fig. 3D main
text).
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Figure B.6: AWG-DNP on bis-nitroxide. Numerically simulated 1H DNP en-
hancement for e1− e2−1H spin system mimicking bis-nitroxide parameters, as a func-
tion of ∆νAWG for two different µw nutation frequency 0.2 MHz (red) and 4 MHz
(blue). Figures (A-C) map absolute enhancement and figures (D-E) map the ratio,
εAWG/εCW for different T1e/τr. The simulation was performed at 10 kHz spinning
using N=10 for AWG scheme.
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Figure B.7: Numerically simulated AWG-DNP parameters optimization
profiles. Numerically simulated 1H DNP enhancement using e1−e2−1H spin system
mimicking tethered TEMTriPol-1 parameters for three different µw nutation frequen-
cies 0.5 MHz, 1 MHz and 1.5 MHz. Figure (A) maps enhancement as a function of
parameter N = τr/τAWG for ∆νAWG=100MHz. Figure (B) maps enhancement as a
function of ∆νAWG for N = τr/τAWG=10. T1e1 = 0.25τr and T1e2=0.5T1e1 .
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Figure B.8: AWG-DNP under short T1e conditions. Numerically simulated 1H
DNP enhancement using e1 − e2−1H spin-system as a function τr/T1e1 for two dif-
ferent µw nutation frequencies (A) 1.5 MHz, and (B) 2.5 MHz. The left y-axis maps
absolute enhancement obtained for CW (dashed-square) and AWG-chirp (solid-dia-
mond) irradiation. The right y-axis maps the ratio, εAWG/εCW . The simulation was
performed at 10 kHz MAS using ∆νAWG=100 MHz and N=50 for AWG scheme for
the same J distribution. T1e2 =0.5T1e1 .
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Figure B.9: Microwave nutation frequency dependence on CW and AWG
at 14 T. Simulated 1H εDNP vs. µw nutation frequency for CW and AWG (linear
chirp) schemes. The simulations were performed for e1 − e2−1H spin-system at 14 T
B0 field condition mimicking TEMTriPol-1 PA for MAS = 10 kHz. For AWG-DNP,
N was set to 20. T1e1=0.1τr and T1e2= 0.5T1e1 .
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C.1 Temperature Performance

C.1.1 Cryostat

When setting up the cryostat is it critically important to make sure all internal sur-

faces are clean and polished. Dirty/oxidized surfaces will act as good absorbers/emitters

of blackbody radiation and severely affect the lowest achievable temperature. For our

cryostat we noticed that over time if the vacuum jacket is not constantly maintained

at a low pressure, the copper of the cold finger would oxidize, increasing the minimum

unloaded crysotat temperature from 4K to 12K. This can be rectified by cleaning and

polishing of the cold finger and radiation shield.

C.1.2 Sweep Coil

A picture of the sweep coil made by Bridge12 is shown in Fig. SC.1. This coil sits

around the outermost cryostat shield. The coil is cooled by water flow through push-to-

connect inlets/outlets on the top and bottom of the sweep coil from a Neslab ThermoFlex
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Figure C.1: Picture of sweep coil.

1400 water chiller. The sweep coil is rated for a maximum current of 3.5A (with water

cooling), and has a resistance of ∼25 ohms. It is powered by an Agilent 6675A DC

power supply with an Agilent 59511A polarity switching device for bipolar (positive and

negative voltage/current) operation.

The sweep coil was calibrated using the 1H signal acquired from our NMR circuit.

The field position (ppm) of the 1H was monitored as a function of input current to the

sweep coil and a slope of 5.413 mT/A was obtained. Over the full 3.5A range this gives

a full sweep range of +/-18.95 mT or equivalently ∼0.53 GHz for a frequency sweep

(centered around 194 GHz).
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Figure C.2: a) Thermal conductivity of selected materials. b) Thermal expansion of
materials expressed as the % change in length of a material from 294K.

C.1.3 Probe

Thermal properties of some selected non-magnetic materials commonly used at cryo-

genic temperatures are shownin Fig. SC.2. All data was taken from the NIST web-

site https : //trc.nist.gov/cryogenics/materials/materialproperties.htm. Fig. SC.2(a)

Shows the thermal conductivity vs temperature and Fig. SC.2(b) shows thermal expan-

sion.

Stainless steel is the best commonly available metal (besides titanium) that can be

used to reduce thermal conduction, as it is widely available in many geometries and easily

machinable. The 316 stainless steel portion of the J arm was a stock 1/4” OD tube from

McMaster soldered onto the copper tube (also stock from McMaster).

When structural integrity is
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C.2 NMR Design

C.2.1 Capacitor Tuning

The metal piston/G10 rod that tunes the variable capacitors is actuated by a simple

screw mechanism located towards the top of the probe as shown in Fig. SC.3. The G10

rod is attached to a 6-32 threaded rod via a shaft collar. The threaded rod is screwed in

and out of a threaded hole in the top-most baffle via 1/8” OD 316 stainless steel rod. The

stainless steel rod goes through an o-ring seal at the top of the probe. Turning this rod

results in the actuation of the mechanism. The screw is placed near the top of probe (near

room temperature) to prevent potential jamming caused by cryogenic temperatures.

C.2.2 Vpp Measurements

The capacitor voltage handling was tested using a simple inductively coupled LC

circuit of known Q and, capacitance, and inductance as shown in Fig. SC.4a. Here 3

chip capacitors are used in parallel to adjust the resonance to the desired frequency. 3

were used in series to extend their voltage handling such that they would not arc before

the variable capacitor under test. Experimentally, the input power to the circuit was

increased until arcing was detected via nearby pickup loop hooked up to an oscilloscope.

The maximum power was then taken as an input to a simulated circuit to determine the

voltage at which the variable capacitor failed.

There are a few ways to simulate the voltage in a resonant circuit such as this. One

way is to use a linear network parameter simulation software such as CST studio to

obtain the S parameters, and from there the voltage amplification across the capacitor

can be calculated as demonstrated by Doty et. al.[215] This method is also useful for

simulation more complex NMR circuits and their efficiency. However these programs are
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Figure C.3: Picture of the capacitor actuation mechanism and its placement in the
probe. It consists of a simple screw inserted into a threaded PTFE baffle that is
turned to move the capacitor pistons up and down.
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typically quite expensive. Alternatively this simple voltage calculation can also be done

in the free program LTSpice as shown in Fig. SC.4c.

In this program, to simulate the voltage across the capacitor for a given input power

the capacitor and inductor values from the circuit are needed, as well as the Q of the

circuit and the input power. The inductor value can be determined by placing the

inductor in parallel with a known valued capacitor and measuring the resulting resonant

frequency with a pickup loop connected to a vector network analyzer (VNA) similar to

what is shown in Fig. SC.6c. The inductance can then be determined from the following

equation:

2 ∗ pi ∗ f =
1√
LC

(C.1)

Where f is the resonant frequency in MHz, L is inductance in nanoHenries (nH),

and C is capacitance in picoFarads (pF). The Q of the circuit can be determined by

connecting the circuit to a VNA and critically coupling the circuit by adjusting the

matching capacitor until the reflection parameter (S11) is minimized for the resonant

frequency, then the 7dB bandwidth of the resonant dip can be measured to determine

QT according to:

QT =
∆f(−7dB)

f

Where f is the central frequency of the resonant dip, and ∆f(−7dB) is the width of

the dip at -7dB. QT is the Q of the isolated circuit (as opposed to QL which is the Q of

the circuit when it is matched to 50 ohms). In many cases the Q of the inductor is much

less than the capacitor, and is therefore dominant in determining the circuit QT via the

following equation:
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QT =
1

Qinductor

=
1

Qcapacitor

Therefore we can approximate QT = Qinductor where:

Qinductor = 2πfR

Where R is the series resistance of the inductor. This resistance can be simulated as

an external resistor placed in series with the inductor as shown in Fig. SC.4c as ”R1”

with a value of 0.3675 ohms resulting from a measured QT of 300.

The voltage source (V1) used to excite the simulation model was set to an rms voltage

of 50 volts which corresponds to a power of 50 watts in a 50 ohm load (50 watts was the

maximum input power the capacitor could handle without arcing). A 50 ohm resistor

was placed in series with the voltage source to simulate the 50 ohm impedance of the

transmitter.

The coupling constant between the inductors was set to 0.2 as denoted by the line ”K1

L1 L2 0.2”. Experimentally measuring the exact coupling constant is difficult, however

as long as it is small enough (i.e below 0.3) the simulation results should be relatively

consistent. This is due to the fact that with small coupling constants, most of the current

will be traveling through the parallel LC portion of the circuit.[158]

The command used to simulate this circuit is ”.ac lin 10000 50meg 100meg” which

tells the program to run an AC (frequency domain) simulation from 50 MHz to 100 MHz

with 10000 steps. Fig. SC.4d shows the resulting voltages (peak) across the capacitor C2

(which is the capacitor under test) as a function of frequency. The voltage is highest at

the resonant frequency of the circuit, and can be taken as the maximum voltage handling

of the capacitor. For this particular capacitor we achieved a peak voltage rating of ∼600

volts or a peak to peak voltage rating of 1200 volts at 75 MHz.
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Figure C.4: (a) Schematic of circuit used to determine the RF voltage handling of the
home-built capacitors. (b) picture of circuit used to test home-built capacitors. (c)
LTSpice schematic used to simulate the voltage in the circuit. Note the resistor R2 is
present for technical reasons but does not affect the simulation as the resistance value
is very high. (d) Voltage across capacitor C2 as a function of frequency. Note that
this plot shows the peak voltage which is 1/2 of the peak to peak voltage.
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C.2.3 Capacitor Range

The above circuit (Fig. SC.4a-b) was used to determine the range of the variable

capacitors. The variable capacitor can be adjusted until the highest and lowest resonant

frequencies are observed. These frequencies and the inductor value can be plugged into

equation C.1 to determine the highest and lowest total capacitance of the circuit. From

there the variable capacitance can be determined from the following equation given that

there are 3 series 30pF capacitors in parallel with the variable capacitor:

Ctotal = Cvariable +
1

1
30pF

+ 1
30pF

+ 1
30pF

C.2.4 1H Capacitor

The 1H capacitor is designed slightly differently to the X capacitor. Instead of the

outer copper foil being arranged in vertically stacked rings as shown in Fig. 5.4a-c, the

outer copper foil is arranged horizontally as shown in Fig. SC.5a. This was done to

shorten the lead lengths from the capacitor to the sample coil, thereby reducing parasitic

inductance and increasing ηCFF .

C.2.5 Matching Capacitor

The matching capacitor is constructed similar to the tuning capacitors described in

the main text. However the voltage handling requirements are much relaxed (up to 10s

of times less), thus more focus was put on capacitance range. The matching capacitors

were constructed as 2 plate capacitors with one of the plates being grounded as shown

in Fig. SC.5b and c. Furthermore FEP heat shrink was not used on the inner piston

as discussed in the main text because the voltage handling of these matching capacitors

can be much lower. Both of these factors allow the matching capacitors to have a larger
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Figure C.5: (a) Rendering of the H channel tuning capacitor with the outer copper foil
arranged horizontally instead of vertically. (b) Schematic of the matching capacitor.
Here the ”-” end of the capacitor is grounded.(c) CAD model cross section of the
matching capacitor. Noteably the inner copper piston is in electrical contact with the
copper tube such that they are both grounded. (d) Picture of the RF circuit with the
tuning and matching capacitors indicated inside the red boxes.

capacitance range. A picture of the circuit with the matching and tuning capacitors is

shown in Fig. SC.5d.

C.2.6 Ball Shift Measurements

Ball shift measurements were used to determine the RF B1 homogeneity of the sample

coil described in the main text as well as the efficiency ηCFF of the circuit.[146, 216, 217]

The ball shift measurements were done by resonating the RF circuit at the frequency

of interest (300 MHz and 74 MHz). The resonant frequency was monitored via a vector

network analyzer connected to the input port of interest (H or X). A 1/8” aluminum

ball was inserted down the vertical axis of the saddle coil (as shown in Fig. SC.6a via

the apparatus shown in Fig. SC.6b. Subsequently the shift in resonant frequency as a
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Figure C.6: (a) Cross section model of the sample coil with 1/8” aluminum ball to
illustrate the ball shift measurement. The ball is moved down the length of the coil in
measured increments. (b) Apparatus used to precisely move the aluminum ball in the
coil. This apparatus is based on a lead screw with a 1mm pitch such that 1 complete
revolution of the screw corresponds to shifting the ball by 1mm. (c) Model of the
setup used to measure the isolated ball shift of the sample coil. A 1111 chip capacitor
is placed directly across the leads of the coil to resonate it at the desired frequency,
and a pickup loop connected to a VNA via a coaxial cable is brought near the coil to
measure the frequency of the resonance.

function of the ball position was recorded to map out the B1 field along the vertical axis

of the coil. The apparatus used for the ball shift measurement is shown in Fig. SC.6

which uses a screw mechanism to vary the position of the ball in the coil.

The measurements of ηCFF were also done using ball shift measurements. To measure

ηCFF the maximum frequency shift of the coil resonated using only a capacitor ∆fcoil

must be compared with the maximum frequency shift of the coil resonated using the

full circuit ∆fcircuit described above. To measure the resonant frequency of the sample

coil without the RF circuit, a pickup loop connected to a vector network analyzer was

brought near the sample coil to observe the resonance as shown in Fig. SC.6c. ηCFF can

be determined from the maximum frequency shifts ∆f of each condition (observed when
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the ball is in the middle of the sample coil):

ηCFF = ∆fcircuit,max/∆fcoil,max (C.2)

C.3 µw Design

C.3.1 Simulation Details

The µw simulations shown in this paper were carried out using the time domain solver

in CST Studio. Time domain was chosen as it can give broadband information about the

system with only 1 simulation run (as opposed to 1 simulation for each frequency point

with a frequency domain solver). The model used consists of: (1) a TE11 waveguide port

used to feed µw’s into the simulation; (2) a TE11 to HE11 mode converter used to simulate

the near Gaussian output profile of a corrugated waveguide; (3) the zirconia sleeve, PFA

waveguide extension, and sample described in the main text; and (4) a waveguide port

monitor on the sample to monitor how much µw power intersects the sample.

1. The excitation source was chosen to be a TE11 waveguide port (Fig. SC.7) be-

cause in CST waveguide ports can be used to simulate broadband excitation in the

time domain. Without getting into too much detail, the program sends a shaped

pulse that contains all the frequencies of interest into the simulation to excite and

measure a broadband frequency response. Furthermore, TE11 modes can be eas-

ily converted to the desired HE11 mode of our actual corrugated waveguide as

described below.[218, 191]

2. The TE11 to HE11 mode converter (Fig. SC.7) was constructed to have an output

geometry identical to that of our actual probe. This converter is necessary because

it is not possible to directly excite the HE11 mode in a waveguide port in CST.
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Figure C.7: Cross section of the model used to simulate the EPR performance of the
sample cup. Important components are labeled, as well as the geometric features that
are varied/optimized in the main text Fig. 5.8c-f.
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Briefly, the mode converter is essentially a corrugated waveguide in which the cor-

rugations gradually transition from 1/2 wavelength depth to 1/4 wavelength depth

(approximatelly 0.386mm for a frequency of 194 GHz). The full design principles

used to model the mode converter are based on the work of Manfred et. al.[219]

3. The sample cup materials were simulated in CST as dielectrics with different di-

electric constants and loss tangents. PFA and PTFE were simulated as having

identical dielectric properties and thus were combined into 1 material. The dielec-

tric constant for PTFE was set as 2.1 with a loss tangent of 0.0002.[178] Zirconia

was simulated as having a dielectric constant of 23 and loss tangent of 0.013.[220]

The sample was simulated with a dielectric constant of 3.5 and loss tangent of 0.009

corresponding to a frozen solution of 60:40 Glycerol:water.[192]

4. The monitor port (indicated in Fig. SC.7) was set to have the same dimensions

of the sample face closest to the waveguide. Thus, any µw power that intersected

the monitor port can be assumed to also intersect the sample. The advantage of

using this monitor port is that it can measure broadband power flow through it.

The power measured vs frequency for a sample simulation is shown in Fig. SC.8.

The total power that the waveguide port excites is 0.5 Watts, so the percentage

of power than makes it to the sample is calculated by dividing each point in Fig.

SC.8 by 0.5. To obtain a single number for each simulation geometry as shown

in the main text, the average power over the entire frequency range is taken (i.e

the average of the values Fig. SC.8 is taken). Note that the power to the sample

does vary with frequency, but it fluctuates by less than 10% for the non-resonant

structure we are using.

Additionally care must be taken to measure enough modes on the port to capture

the full power that intersects it. This is necessary because the µw field profiles
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Figure C.8: Power measured by the monitor port as a function of frequency for a
0.5W excitation.

Figure C.9: Power measured by the monitor port as a function of how many modes
were included, normalized to the power measured using 100 modes. More modes result
in more power captured. The black dashed line indicates 10 modes which is how many
were used for the simulations in the main text.

intersecting the monitor port will be a combination of many different modes. In-

cluding more modes will slow down the simulation, but will yield more accurate

results as shown in Fig. SC.9. For the simulations in the main text we used 10

modes which should give better than 95% of the total power.

The model described above was used for the simulation results shown in Fig. 5.8c-f

where certain geometric features of the model are varied and their effect on µw filling

factor is measured. The following SI sections show µw magnetic field maps of select

geometries to illustrate the effect of varying these geometric features.
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C.3.2 Waveguide Extension Diameter

In Fig. 5.8c µw filling factor is measured as a function of diameter of the waveguide

extension. The results suggested that larger diameter waveguide extensions lead to a

lower µw filling factor. This can be attributed to the µw beam launched from the

waveguide ”spreading out” to fill the entire waveguide extension diameter, and thus the

muw power is diluted. To illustrate this 2D slices of the RMS magentic field for samples

of the results in Fig. 5.8c are shown in Fig. SC.10. Here we can see that the µw magnetic

field is more intense for the smaller diameter waveguide extension (3mm vs 7mm), which

is due to the beam being confined to a smaller space. The zirconia sleeve is excluded from

these simulations as its effect is minimal (assuming a large enough gap exists between

the sleeve and the waveguide extension as discussed in the next section), and its high

dielectric constant increases simulation time significantly.

C.3.3 Waveguide Extension to Sleeve Gap

In Fig. 5.8c µw filling factor is measured as a function of diameter of the waveguide

extension to sleeve gap. The results from Fig. 5.8d show that larger gaps lead to better

µw filling factor. The reason for this is that for small gaps, the µw power travels into the

high dielectric constant zirconia sleeve, as well as the waveguide extension which dilutes

the µw power and filling factor similar to increasing the waveguide extension diameter

as shown above. This effect can be qualitatively seen in Fig. SC.11 which shows 2D

slices of the RMS magentic field for samples of the results in Fig. 5.8d. Here we can see

that without a gap, there is a very high µw B1 field inside the zirconia sleeve, but with

a 0.3mm gap the field inside the sleeve is drastically reduced, and the field inside the

waveguide extension/sample is increased.
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Figure C.10: 2D slice of the RMS B1 (magnetic) field for 2 waveguide extension
diameters taken from the simulations points shown in Fig. 5.8c. The sample position
is below the displayed slice and is not shown.
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Figure C.11: 2D slice of the RMS B1 (magnetic) field for 2 gap distances taken from
the simulations points shown in Fig. 5.8d.
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C.3.4 Waveguide Extension Length

The waveguide extension length parameter optimized/varied in Fig. 5.8e determines

how far the sample is from the corrugated waveguide. The longer the wavegude extension

length, the further the µw beam must travel outside the corrugated waveguide to reach

the sample. Within the range of 0-20mm the effect of this length on µw filling factor is

¡10%. This suggests that the waveguide extension is efficient at confining the µw beam

and guiding it to the sample. This means that the sample can be placed further from

the waveguide without much detrimental effect on B1. To illustrate this, 2D µw B1 field

maps of waveguide extensions with 2 different lengths are shown in Fig. SC.12

C.3.5 Distance Between Waveguide Extension and Corrugated

Waveguide

The final geometric parameter discussed in the main text is the distance between the

waveguide extension and the corrugated waveguide. This parameter determines where

the waveguide extension is placed relative to the corrugated waveguide. Larger distances

will result in an air gap between the corrugated waveguide and the waveguide extension

that the µw beam will have to traverse, while negative distances correspond to the

waveguide extension being inside the corrugated waveguide. Fig. 5.8f shows the effect of

this distance on µw filling factor. Larger distances will result in lower µw filling factors as

the µw beam has a chance to diffract before entering the waveguide extension. This can

be slightly seen in Fig. SC.13 which shows 2D µw B1 field maps of waveguide extensions

with 3 different distances. Here the field map with a 7mm distance shows that the beam

size becomes slightly larger than the waveguide extension before entering it, and thus

some of the beam is scattered to the surrounding environment. The -5mm distance and

0mm distance models do not exhibit this behaviour.
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Figure C.12: 2D slice of the RMS B1 (magnetic) field for 2 waveguide extension
lengths (9mm and 1mm) taken from the simulations points shown in Fig. 5.8e.
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Figure C.13: 2D slice of the RMS B1 (magnetic) field for 3 distances (-5mm, 0mm
and 7mm) taken from the simulations points shown in Fig. 5.8f.
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Figure C.14: (a) Picture of J arm actuator on top of the probe. (b) Picture of the
sample and bottom of the J arm with the direction of actuation indicated.

C.3.6 J Arm Actuator

An actuator for the J arm has been constructed on the probe for future use in an FP

resonator design. This mechanism clamps on to the J arm and shifts it up and down via

a screw mechanism shown in Fig. SC.14 This in turn adjusts the distance between the

sample and the corrugated waveguide. An FP resonator could be conceived by placing a

semi-reflective mirror at the output of the waveguide.
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